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JANUARY SALE
Yes, it's sale time again folks! We have many demo or ex -hire keyboards, guitars and amps going at
silly prices. Everything is fully guaranteed we can even offer extended warranty on all goods. We have
to clear many current lines to make way for new goodies, someof which are already here for you to
compare the sale bargains side by side.
You can pay with good old-fashioned cash for the best deal or we accept Access and Barclaycrd
Credit Cards; we can arrange fast personal finance and we are offering interest -free credit on selected
items: please ring for further credit details and a quote to match your intended outlay. Direct sales line
01-267 7851.

INTEREST -FREE CREDIT ON
SELECTED ITEMS

Everything, yes, everything, is in our sale:
Moog, Yamaha, Hohner, Fender Rhodes, HH, Roland, Korg Keyboards; Amps, Cabs and Combos by
Roland, Carlsbro, Fender, Aria Loco, Session, Vox, Music Man, OHM, Bose; Fender, Gibson, Aria,
Ibanez, Hamer, Washburn, Ovation Guitars- even the amazing Roland Electronic Guitars!
MXR, Boss, Guyatone, Aria Loco Pedals and Accessories: 10% at least off rrp of all accessories
(Leads, Strings etc.) during the sale period.
See our advertisements in 'Melody Maker' and 'Musicians' Classified' for full listings of all sale items:
once the bargains have gone that's it! This is a genuine sale.

Session:
15:30 standard studio
combo; 15:30 deluxe
studio combo; PM: 120
powered monitor/EV
- Send S.A.E. for session brochure.

-- This new breed of British -built valve amplification is ace! Prices start
around £250 for the basic, loud 1x12" combo and it has the sound. The
powered monitor is an ideal 120W extension of the 15:30 combo and is
also suitable for boosting the Roland 'Cube' combos.
- The 'Session' combos and the Roland valve 'Bolt' combos give the
kind of sound that most people are looking for nowadays: we also stock
Music Man, Marshall and Vox valve combos, so why not come and
compare them yourself?

05(F
Phaesrscoonmalemultitrack

Town - when will
these incredible Japanese ever stop producing such a stream of new
products?
Both the A-8 8 -track Y4 inch reel to reel tape recorder and the cassette
Multitracker are now on permanent demo in our first floor showroom.
If you want to get involved with personal multitrack, then bring a tape
we'll show you what its all about.
Mr. Teac had better start running fast to catch up - the London rock
shop and Fostex are going places.
14 -page brochure available - please send 25p in stamps.
+ INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON ALL FOSTEX EQUIPMENT.

Yes, Ampeg is back in
force! The original
brute force bass stack
is now being unleashed

ampeg again in the U.K.
Ampeg SVT 300W valve bass head: £684
Ampeg SVT 350W 8x10" bass cab:

£1,081 complete SVT bass stack
We have the Ampeg SVT Stack, Gallien-Krueger, Moog Synamp
Stack and Roland JC 200 Stack side -by -side for comparison:
Watch out Mr. Peavey, Mr. Marshall and Mr. H/H you'll be blown

off-stage! Here comes Rocky ...

£397

GALLIEN-KRUEGER
Sole U.K. agent 400B bass system £895 complete
Californian -made and built to last! The first shipment of the famous
400B bass stack has just arrived: it features a unique 4x12"/two folded
horn cabinet with two additional direct -radiating 10" speakers for increased
top response.
The 250W (into 4 ohms) head comprises:
4 -band tone system; Input/Output gain controls; 22dB foot-switchable
boost circuit; Contour filter switch; Bright switch; Input attenuator
switch; Preamp out jack;
Power amp in jack
- Amazingly, the 400B system has such a wide tonal response that it is
ideal not only for great bass sounds but also for a multi -keyboard set-up
including synthesizers/moog Taurus pedals etc.

lic_2Roland
All the newest gear
from Roland is due in
at the end of

December just in time for our sale! This includes the stunning
16 -channel mixing desks, the 'Drumatix' computer rhythm, new
cube 40k and 601( specifically designed for keyboards - and
much, much more.
As usual you can rely on the London Rock Shop snapping all
the new equipment as soon as it lands by air, sea or pony from
Japan!
Everything made by Roland and Boss is in our sale - if you haven't
seen the incredible range of equipment that they manufacture then
just call in and ask for all the catalogues - Rocky's got 'em all! Remember
Rocky never sleeps - he works seven days a week and goes to gigs
to check out the gear being used.

Bose for Pros is their slogan and
Rocky knows his Bose is ours!
If you want the best small, portable
P.A. system then Bose is
unbeatable....

Bose 802 speakers (300W each)
Bose 802 equalizer
SS3 tripod stands
We have a double pair system on permanent demo powered by Roland
power amps: why not come and hear it for yourself? A little extra
investment in your P.A. system will not only improve your overall
sound but save you a hernia or two!
Best U.K. sale prices on application.
Send 25p in stamps for full colour catalogue.

Ring our Direct Sales Line 01-267 7851 for ...
SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE!
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EDITORIAL
During November, E&MM attended
both the 'Hands On Show' and
Breadboard Exhibition'. Hands On

organisers, Turnkey, were very pleased
with the big turnout and their evening
lectures on various aspects of electro-music
were well attended. At Breadboard, the
Spectrum was demonstrated to packed
audiences and we have already received
enough orders to be able to offer a full kit
of components from next month.
Its synthesis capabilities exploit the
Curtis chips fully and we are grateful to
Curtis' UK suppliers, Digisound Ltd, for
their helpful advice in this exciting project.

At last we have caught up with
Tangerine Dream - during the year many
readers have requested a feature and we
are sure this will be the first of many
on this experienced group.

We start two new columns this month -
Fact File which highlights the equipment
and methods of musicians in the
current music scene; and a Guitar Workshop
by Peter Cook who is well known as an
expert guitar maker in the music industry.

Electronic music appears in many
commercials, documentaries and films
nowadays so it is interesting to discover
that Richard Mitchell is producing film
music using Powertran's kit synthesisers.
This article should show a new direction
for the electronic music composer.

Our Demo Cassettes are proving
extremely popular and besides giving
examples of music from the reviews and
features, we are trying out two music study
tracks for you to use with E&MM's music
supplements. They are really practice
'backing tracks' that you play along with
and require you to listen carefully to
Rick Wakeman's '1984' LP and Tangerine
Dream's 'Exit' LP. It's a great way to improve
your reading and at the same time learn
the composing and performing styles of
today's electro-music.

Finally, Christmas is always the best
time for musicians to do plenty of gigs and
concerts. But it is also a time when many
musicians can be giving some of their
musical enjoyment to others less
fortunate - why not give up an hour or so
to play carols to Senior Citizens, hospital
patients, or the disabled? Playing for
charity can usually be organised with
your local authorities and is another way
the musician can contribute to this
Festive Season.
Mike Beecher

Wrii*O*0000003-1*
r.- iE&MM wishes its readers a

V very happy Christmas and at musical New Year

if*O-WfifO*04001
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TRANSCENDENT 2000 SINGLE BOARD SYNTHESISER
Designed by consultant Tim Orr (formerly synthesiser designer for EMS Ltd.) and featured as a
constructional article in ETI, this live performance synthesiser is a 3 octave instrument transposable
2 octaves up or down giving sweep control, a noise generator and an ADSR envelope shaper. There
is also a slow oscillator, a new pitch detector, ADSR repeat, sample and hold, and special circuitry
with precision components to ensure tuning stability amongst its many features.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fully assembled solid teak cabinet, filter sweep pedal,
professional quality components (all resistors either 2% metal oxide or 1/2% metal film), and it really
is complete - right down to the last nut and bolt and last piece of wire! There is even a 13A plug in
the kit - you need buy absolutely no more parts before plugging in and making great music!
Virtually all the components are on the one professional quality fibreglass PCB printed with
component locations. All the controls mount directly on the main board, all connections to the board
are made with connector plugs and construction is so simple it ca t be built in a few evenings by
almost anyone capable of neat soldering! When finished you will possess a synthesiser comparable
in performance and quality with ready -built units selling for many times the price.
Comprehensive handbook supplied with all complete kits! This fully describes construction and tells
you how to set up your synthesiser with nothing more elaborate than a multi -meter and a pair of
ears!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £159.00 VATI

TRANSCENDENT DPX
MULTI VOICE SYNTHESISER

. TRANSCENDENT D

Cabinet size 36.3" x 15.0" a 5.0" (rear) 3.3" (front)

COMPLETE KIT ONLY f295 VAT

CabinetCabinet size 24.6" x 15.7" x 4.8" (r
3.4" (front)

TRANSCENDENT 2000 "BnUi

The Transcendent DPX is a really versatile 5 octave keyboard instrument. These are two audio out;
which can be used simultaneously. On the first there is a beautiful harpsichord or reed sound - I
polyphonic, i.e. you can play chords with as many notes as you like. On the second output there
wide range of different voices, still fully polyphonic. It can be a straightforward piano as a honky t
piano or even a mixture of the two! Alternatively you can play strings over the whole range of
keyboard or brass over the whole range of the keyboard or should you prefer - strings on the top of
keyboard and brass as the lower end (the keyboard is electronically split after the first two octave:
vice -versa or even a combination of strings and brass sounds simultaneously. And on all voices you
switch in circuitry to make the keyboard touch sensitive! The harder you press down a key the loud
sounds - just like an acoustic piano. The digitally controlled multiplexed system makes practical to
sensitivity with the complex dynamics law necessary for a high degree of realism. There is a ma:
volume and tone control control, a separate control for the brass sounds and also a vibrato circuit v
variable depth control together with a variable delay control so that the vibrator comes in and only a
waiting a short time after the note is struck for even more realistic string sounds.
To add interest to the sounds and make them more natural there is a chorus/ ensemble unit which
complex phasing system using CCD (charge coupled device) analogue delay lines. The overall effec
this is similar to that of several acoustic instruments playing the same piece of music. The ensem
circuitry can be switched in with either strong or mid effects. As the system is based on digital circu
data can be easily taken to and from a computer (for storing and playing back accompaniments witl
without pitch or key change, computer composing, etc., etc.).
Although the DPX is an advanced design using a very large amount of circuitry, much of it v
sophisticated, the kit is mechanically extremely simple with excellent access to all the circuit boa
which interconnect with multiway connectors, just four of which are removed to separate the keybo
circuitry and the panel circuitry from the main circuitry in the cabinet.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, solid teak cabinet, professional quality components
resistors 2% metal oxide), nuts, bolts, etc., even a 13A plug.

TRANSCENDENT POLYSYNTH
EXPANDABLE POLYPHONIC SYNTHESISER

By brilliant design work and the use of high technology components the
Polysynth brings to the reach of the home constructor a machine whose
versatility and range of sounds is matched only by ready built equipment costing
thousands of pounds. Designed by synthesiser expert Tim Orr and being
featured in Electronics Today International, this latest addition to the famous
Transcendent family is a 4 octave (transposable over 71/2 octaves) polyphonic
synthesiser with internally up to 4 voices making it possible to play
simultaneously up to 4 notes. Whereas conventional synthesisers handle only
one at a time.

The basic instrument is supplied with 1 voice and up to 3 more may be plugged
in. A further 4 voices may be added by connecting to an expander unit, the
metalwork and woodwork of which is designed for side by side matching with the
main instrument. Each voice is a complete synthesiser in itself with 2 VC05, 2
ADSRS, a VCA and a VCF (requiring only control voltages and a power supply, the
voice boards are also suitable for modular systems). One of these voices is

, automatically allocated to a key as it is operated. There are separate tuning
controls for each VCO of each voice. All other controls are common to all the
voices for ease of control and to ensure consistency between the voices.

Although using very advanced electronics the kit ismechanically very simple with
minimal wiring, most of which is with ribbon cable connectors. All controls are
PCB mounted and the voice boards fit with PCB mounted plugs and sockets. The
kit includeS fully finished metalwork, solid teak cabinet, professional quality
components (resistors 2%, metal oxide or metal film of 0.5% and 0.1%), nuts,
bolts, etc.

Cabinet size 31.1" x 19.6" x 7.6" rear 3.4" front

POWEHIHAN

i

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £275 - VAT
(single voice)

PLUG IN EXTRA VOICES ONLY £39.50 + VAT

SAVE f fs!
WITH THESE

SUPER VALUE
PRE -CHRISTMAS PRICES

But Hurry! Prices Guaranteed until Dec. 24th

DIGITAL DELAY LINE
Don't Miss Next Month's E&MM!

PRICE STABILITY: Order with confidence. Irrespective of any price changes we will honour all price:
in this advertisement until December 24th if this month's advertisement in Electronics & Music Makei
is quoted with your order. Errors and VAT rate changes excluded.
EXPORT ORDERS: No VAT. Postage charged at actual cost plus £1.00 handling and postal
documentation.
U.K. ORDERS: Subject to 15% surcharge for VAT. *No charge is made for carriage, or at current rate i-
changed. Quote E&MM on all enquiries
SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service (U.K. mainland only) add £2.50 (VAT inclusive)
per kit.
SALES COUNTER: If you prefer to collect your kit from the factory call at Sales Counter Open 9 a.m.-12
noon, 1-4.30 p.m. Monday -Thursday.

4
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4 COMPOSER

Programmed from a synthesiser, our
latest design to be featured in Elec-
tronics Today International, the 1024
COMPOSER controls the synth. with a
sequence of up to 1024 notes or a large
number of shorter sequences e.g. 64 of
16 notes all with programmable note
length. In additiona a rest or series of
rests can be entered. It is mains
powered but an automatically trickle
charged Nickel Cadmium battery, sup-
plying the memory preserves the pro-
gram after switch off.
The kit includes fully finished metal-
work, fibreglass PCB, controls, wire, etc.
- complete down to the last nut and bolt!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £85.00 VAT!

BLACK HOLE CHORALIZER

POW:HAN

111..AsafIt

De Luxe version (dual delay line system)
also available for £59.80 + VAT
Cabinet size 10.0" x 8.5" x 2.5" (rear)
1.8" (front)
The BLACK HOLE designed by Tim Orr, is a

powerful new musical effects device for pro-
cessing both natural and electronic instruments,
offering genuine VIBRATO (pitch modulation)
and a CHORUS mode which gives a "spacey"
feel to the sound achieved by delaying the input
signal and mixing it back with the original.
Notches (HOLES), introduced in the frequency
response, move up and down as the time delay is
modulated by the chorus sweep generator. An
optional double chorus mode allows exciting
antiphase effects to be added. The device is floor
standing with foot switch controls, LED effect
selection indicators, has variable sensitivity, has
high signal/noise ratio obtained by an audio
compander and is mains powered - no batteries
to change! Like all our kits everything is provided
including a highly superior, rugged steel, beauti-
fully finished enclosure.

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.80 t VAT!
(single delay line system)

itured in Electronics Today International --July Issue!
rsatile new mixer, shown here fitted to our console, has 2 stereo
for magnetic cartridges, a stereo auxilliary (e.g. cassette or jingle
e) input and a microphone input. The decks can be automatically
either fast or slow and all 3 music inputs can be mixed with slider

s. There is a 5 -section graphics equaliser and a beat -lift control. Also
5 a voice-over unit (ducking) and an override button for interrupt
rcements. The microphone input can be modulated at a variable rate
uce 'growl" effects and there is monitoring of any music input (pre -
ten) via the stereo headphone socket and a pair of LED PPMs. The
:it includes fully finished metalwork fibreglass, PCBs, controls, wire
complete down to the last nut and bolt!
nsole is shown fitted with two 19" panel units
iromatheque 5000 lighting controller
SP2-200 stereo 100W/channel power amplifier. For a 200W/
nnel system two SP2-200s could be fitted.
der supply for mixer with screening metal box f9.90 + VAT.
isole complete with switch panel, lid feet and carrying handles
).50 + VAT.
1 P256 - their latest belt -drive disco turntable £29.50 + VAT each.

DJ90 STEREOMIXER COMPLETE KIT (as shown in centre of console)
only £97.50  VAT

VOCODER

a VOCODER
X 1

Z

4."

:j I . X

fW.TAL5

es as a construction article in Electronics Today Inter -
al this design enables a vocoder of great versatility and high
jibility to be built for an amazingly low price. 14 channels are
o achieve its high intelligibility, each channel having its own
ontrol. There are two input amplifiers, one for speech either
nicrophone or a high level source e.g. mixer or cassette deck
re for external excitation (the substitution signal) from either
,r low level sources. Each amplifier has its own level control
rather special type of tone control giving varying degrees of
'oost with treble cut or treble boost with bass cut. The level of
oeech and excitation signals are monitored by LED PPM
s with 10 lights -7 green and 3 red which indicate the level at
teps. There are three internal sources of excitation -a noise
ator and two pulse generators of variable frequency and
width. Any of the internal sources and the external source

e mixed together. There is a voiced/unvoiced detector which
itutes noise for the excitation signal at the points in speech
a the vocal chord derived sounds of the speaker are
ituted for by the unvoiced sounds of sibilants, etc. There is a
rate control which smooths out the changes in spectral
ce and amplitude enabling a change of the speech into
ig or chanting and other special effects. A foot switch is
ied to permit a complete freeze in spectral balance when the
e is in operation.
Jtput mixer allows mixing of the speech, external excitation
(ocoder output. The majority of the components fit into the
analysis/synthesis board with the rest on 8 much smaller

Is with the controls and sockets mounted on them for ease of
(ruction. Connectors are used for the small amount of wiring
een the boards.
kit includes fully finished metalwork, professional quality
Kinents (all resistors 2% metal oxide), nuts, bolts, etc - even a
plug!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £175 VAT,

MPA 200 100 WATT (rms into 8 ohm)
MIXER/AMPLIFIER _ arasuni

mm ,
 tiflixo

Featured as a constructional article in ETI, the M PA 200 is an exceptionally low priced - but professionally finished
- general purpose high power amplifier. It features an adaptable input mixer which accepts a wide range of
sources such as a micrphone, guitar, etc. There are wide range tone controls and a master volume control.
Mechanically the MPA 200 is simplicity itself with minimal wiring needed making construction very
straightforward.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCBs, controls, wire, etc. - complete down to the last nut
and bolt. COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.90 - VAT!

SP2-200 2 -CHANNEL 100 WATT AMPLIFIER design uses 2 of these amplifier sections powered by separate
power supplies fed from a common toroidal transformer. Input
sensitivity is 775mV. Power output is 100 rms into 8 ohm from
both channels simultaneously.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCBs,
controls, wire etc. - complete down to the last nut and bolt!

The power amplifier section of the MPA 200 has proved not only
very economical but very rugged and reliable too. This new COMPLETE KIT ONLY £64.90 - VAT!

CHROMATHEQUE 5000 CHANNEL
LIGHTING EFFECTS SYSTEM
This versatile system featured as a constructional
article in ELECTRONICS TODAY INTER-
NATIONAL has 5 frequency channels with indi-
vidual level controls on each channel. Control of COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.50 + VAT!
the lights is comprehensive to say the least. You am am
can run the unit as a straightforward sound -to- ITo POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS, Portway Industrial Estate, 1
light or have it strobe all the lights at a speed' Andover, Hants SP10 3WW
dependent upon music level or front panel control
or use the internal digital circuitry which pro- 'Please supply
duces some superb random and sequencing
effects. Each channel handles up to 500W and as' Total purchase price £
the kit is a single board design wiring is minimal
and construction very straightforward. Kit in -'I enclose Cheque 0 Postal Orders 0 International Money Order 0
eludes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCB
controls, wire etc. - Complete right down to the' Please debit my Access/Barclaycard Account No

last nut and bolt!

,rujects on this page can be purchased as separate packs, e g PCBs. components sets hardware sets
etc See our free catalogue for full details and prices

OWERTRAN ELECTRONICS
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3WW

ANDOVER (STD 0264) 64455

NAME

ADDRESS

'Signature
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RECORDED ON

CASSETTE NO 5

by Richard G. Mitchell, a&
Getting into the film music business is
hard and is usually a happy accident
when it happens. When I was 18 or 19,

I never thought I was going to write music for
films. My musical background came from
doing quite a lot of music at school,
including having piano, classical guitar and
theory lessons.

I have always had some kind of small
studio set-up at home for multitracking
experiments. Turning away a career in
architecture, I changed direction at the last
minute and ended up at St Martins Art
School in London doing a 'film based' sound
degree course. During 1976 to 1979, I

started writing film music for people at the
Royal College of Art and the National Film
School, from a small studio I'd put together
in Charing Cross. In fact, most of my time
from then on has been spent with film
makers rather than musicians, so my work
has been almost entirely directed to the
world of sound dubbing and writing music
for film from the outset, putting me out on a
limb from most composers.

The film sound course was an invaluable
foot in the door and after I had obtained my
degree I had to go out and meet film makers
and producers to get the first few contacts.
One good piece of work for the same studio
usually brought more work until I had
sufficient contacts to maintain the flow.
Some producers also did TV commercials,
so that led to another area and although I've
only been writing music professionally for
two years (I'm 25 now), most of the success-
ful producers are also freelancing from one
job to the next and keep me busy. Now that
I'm writing full time, what in fact happens is
that several jobs all come at the same time
and then there'll be a break where I'll write
letters, send demos and make contact with
the film people again. Out of this hopefully
comes some more work, but only one
contact in a hundred may give you some-
thing. Writing music for a living doesn't
happen overnight - it has built up during my
student years when I took on composing and
arranging for agencies as well.

Early on, I joined the Performing Rights
Society as an individual, although many
composers do their work through their
publishers. All my music legalities are
handled by the PRS and they take their 14%
of all royalties, but I'm completely indepen-
dent and don't use an agency. I completed
my first film, which was a Thames TV
documentary for the Ministry of Defence on
free -fall parachuting, whilst I was still at
college.

1 I I II 17-171-71-71-71-177
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Richard Mitchell.

Learning the Business
If you want to write film music, you must

learn about sound editing, track laying and
how the whole sound dubbing process
works. For exa mple, you might be producing
a full symphonic style electronic score and if
it's for a scene in a car, for a start you won't
hear any of the bass because the engine
noises will dominate. So each film sequence
needs careful choice of the frequencies
used (i.e. the instruments for electronic
effects) in order to let the music through, as
well as the sound effects and general
dialogue. This can often be highlighted at the
final dubbing stage, when the music is
mixed with the soundtracks for the film spot
effects, sound effects and dialogue. One way
round this problem is for me to do all the
sound effects as well as the music.

Many musicians like to doodle around
with ideas when composing until something
good comes out of it. I have to work to
deadlines! Recently I had to do a Sensodyne
toothpaste ad and the production company
gave me a 'line test' on video. This was a
3 -dimensional line image of the product
moving about on the screen, which even-

tually ended up as an animated series of
shots that fitted into the images. The
company spent the weekend doing that part
whilst I was getting the music done, but by
Monday morning the music written was not
at all satisfactory and I was told to have it
finished by the next day. So in 24 hours I had
to conceive, write and record the whole
thing. The shortest time I've ever been given
is around eight hours to do a job, but it's
surprising what can be done when you're
under pressure!

Writing Film Music
I often think that doing pure maths and

statistics at school has given me that kind of
logical approach one needs for getting
timing and sequences exactly right. Each
film poses different problems and I am
expected to solve these myself. Sometimes I
am given a 'rough cut' film which contains all
the sequences, but not necessarily with the
correct time lengths. The film editor and I
work out where we are going to use music
and whether we are going to cut or fade from
one sequence to the next.

The other alternative I get is the 'fine cut'
6 JANUARY 1982 E&MM



the future of
The Fostex MultitracKer is a
Personal Recorc inc Stuc io,
that challences the cuality
anc facilities of open reel. rack
Separate but
together?

Mixer and recorder work
as one but you can use
them independently. The
mixer is four in. four out.
with gain. tone, echo and
pan. The four track tape
deck has remarkable
features.

How about noise?
Sound quality is astoni-

shing. The latest Dolby 'C.
circuitry achieves a drama -

00 DOLBY C NR

tic 71dB signal to noise
ratio. It's performance you
would expect from open
reel. And there's more.
Dolby's new system has
side benefits that result in
tighter. more transparent
recordings.

Full function four
track?

RECORD TRACK

2 3 4

fll
There are no restrictions.

all four tracks can be
recorded at once. Any
input can be switched to
any track. Or plug into the
recorder direct, from
another mixer, to add more
channels or to capture a Fostex
live performance.

Is ping-pong possible?
Selsync is fully auto-

matic. and you can bounce
adjacent tracks with
quality. With a little fore-
thought. you can perform
the ten track bounce with
hardly any noise build up.

It's a solenoid
transport?

The high speed, two
motor design ismicrochip

rl :I
i u

controlled, with varispeed
and a digital counter plus
return to zero. It's all there
to speed your creativity.

Why a footswitch?
Have you ever tried to

work a tape recorder while
playing an instrument?
With the Multitracker you
simply preselect the tracks
you want to overdub or
correct. then run the
machine in 'record
ready' and hit the
footswitch on
cue.

Are four inputs
enough?

The whole point of
multitrack is to record a
tune a part at a time. With
one or two musicians. four
is plenty. When you over-
dub. the inputs are used
over again.

Is monitoring
complicated?

An automatic monmix'.
switches between live and
signal already on tape,
depending on which tracks
you select for record. All
you adjust is level. You can
also check the stereo mixer
output for quality and
balance.

How about effects?
Your echo unit connects

to the 'aux' send and
return sockets. You can

Bandive Ltd. 10 East Barnet Road New Barnet Herts EN4 8RW. Tel. 01-440 9304

also use limiters. equalisers
etc or existing pedal
effects.

Why Personal
Multitrack?

The Fostex Multitracker.
and each product in the
range is designed for
musicians and song-
writers. Easy to use and
own. We don't believe you
need to go into the studio
business to own the tools
of your trade.

Visit a Fostex Dealer
and discover the remark-
able Multitracker for
yourself. It will make you
think twice about open
reel.

Call or write for a full
dealer list and 12 page
brochure covering the
entire range of Personal
Multitrack products.

Dolby and the Double D symbol are trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories
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- a completed film ready for final dubbing
of the recorded dialogue and sound effects,
and I have to match every frame to the
music. On the video film that's given to me,
there is a time code which is a numerical
readout superimposed at the bottom of the
picture indicating hours, minutes, seconds
and frames. Since each frame lasts a precise
time, I can time the frame count to each part
of the section and write the music to that
length. The cinema film works on 24 frames
per second, but TV is 25 to synchronise
within the 50 cycles span.

Initially, I meet the producer who is
responsible for all aspects of the film's
make-up. He would outline what is required,
whether music alone or with sound effects as
well. Time schedules are decided and often
depend on the amount of work involved -
the longest film I've done lasted 11/2 hours
and contained 70 music extracts. The
commercials I do are normally the shortest,
lasting around 30 seconds. Within this time,
there can be up to 12 'Sync' points. The
sound starts at 1'/2 seconds in (after 34
frames silence) and stops 1/2 second before
the end - that's an IBA requirement and
avoids consecutive commercials running
into each other. The video machine I use is
the standard rental type of equipment with
'still' frame control.

I next view the film around 10 times and
during this, certain 'Sync' points begin to
show. These are the major dramatic events
defined by a single frame. A 'Sync' point can
be a cut, an image jumping out at you, a
product close-up and so on. I then decide
what musically would be interesting to hit -
whether it's to be a 'sting' or whether the bar
indicates the 'Sync' point. A 'sting' is a
phrase of music or sound that embraces a
short event in the film - it might be, for
example, to cover the action of a man
jumping off a burning ship into the sea.
'Spotting' music is the name given to the task
of selecting sync points (or, as Hitchcock
often said: 'where not to put the music'!). One
of the first big lessons to learn is when not to
use music and effects - silences can be all
important.

An example of a dubbing cue sheet that
shows the music synchronisation in terms of
frames is given in Figure 1. I use a calculator
to work out the seconds for each event and
record on to four tracks using the A -3340S
Teac machine. Occasionally I've used a
mono Nagra portable for live recording of
effects. Since 99% of film music only
requires mono, I don't often prepare a final
stereo master tape. Another important point
is the monitoring of the mix through a small
'average' speaker to get the feel of its sound

Figure 1.
Dubbing Cue Sheet

for 'Alba watches'
(played on Demo Cassette 5).
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Recording the film music.

on the television, although I do useful! range
speakers as well.

The first step in preparing the tracks for
recording is to use a click track or constant
beat as the sync guide. I find the Boss Dr
Rhythm very useful - you can leave it set at
a tempo and it will still be virtually the same
when you come back to it later. The sync
points are then calculated to be a multiple of
the rhythm/click track (the tempo of which
is chosen to be suitably fast to embrace all
syncs, unless it's actually going to be a drum
rhythm in the music).

Beginning the process of composition
doesn't entail putting together one sequence
after another in order - it usually starts with
the highlights giving you some musical
themes or melodic/rhythmic ideas to work
with which become the underlying charac-
ter of the film. So the horror film has an
ominous, perhaps menacing atmosphere,
but the TV commercial aims to be bright and

punchy, or warm and homely. Video cues can
also be given by five second wipes- literally
a diagonal chinagraph pencil line that is
drawn over the film frames, leading you to a
cue when it's moved across the screen.

Composing instruments
It may be surprising to readers (especial-

ly after hearing samples of my film music on
Demo Cassette No 5), that I use very limited
resources to make my electronic music.
Because of this, I often have to resort to
using acoustic sounds that can be elec-
tronically treated, as in musique concrete
techniques. A lot of composers would not be
happy unless they used multi -keyboards
with micro control and so on. I have had to
exploit every possible aspect of sound
making from the few instruments I possess.
In my early days I used  the Dewtron
synthesiser modules, but now I always use

the Powertran Transcendent 2000 mono-
phonic and polysynth instruments which I
find ideal for composing. These are syn-
chronised by the Boss Dr. Rhythm and are
complimented by a host of acoustic instru-
ments such as piano, guitars (plus electric),
bouzouki, autoharp, harmonium, violin,
banjo, numerous flute/whistle instruments,
a drum kit and various percussion instru-
ments from bongoes to Indian finger
cymbals.

These are recorded directly or with AKG
and Shure mics on the Teac A -3340S (with
remote) and mixed down to Revox B77 (with
varispeed) using an RSD 12 into 2 mixer. I

also use an EMI stereo tape machine (with
independent tracks) for building up tracks
and echo delay. They are monitored through
a Leak Delta series amp with Wharfdale
speakers.

I get a nice fat sound from the har-
monium which I'll put through a slow
modulated filter. In fact, nearly all the

E&MM 48' 9



A frame of film showing the time code.

instruments find their way through the
synthesiser for some kind of treatment. But
I've now reached a stage where I'll have to
consider eight track and a more concen-
trated use of 'pure' synthesiser rather than
the acoustic/electronic medium. Generally,
I never go beyond using sixtracks, which are
made by mixing one set of four tracks to
stereo on the Revox, then re-recording these
on the Teac, leaving two more tracks to make
the six. I do like to build up my string sounds
with several tracks which are thickened up
using a chorus delay. Ron Geeson and
Robert Fripp's multi -tracking ideas come in
useful too - I've used one oscillator to build
up whole textures from multi -layered sounds
and use tape loops quite a lot that have
recorded rhythmic sequences from the
acoustic drum kit. Echo often comes from
the Revox and EMI tape machines. The
parametric EQ on the mixer is useful for
removing any unwanted hum or noises and
two Accessit reverb boxes give. extra depth
as well.

When composing, I like to use a theme on
a single, easily identifiable instrument sound
that haunts you. Francis Lai is particularly
good at this. Ridley Scott (writer of the
Martini ad) also did this well, using a flute in
the film 'The Duellist'. I avoid the early Max
Steiner 'continuous film soundtrack' style.
John Williams in 'Close Encounters' also has
an expert way of finding the right frequenc-
ies to put the music around the mass of
spaceship sounds in the film. I write most of
the music on the piano or guitar using the
cassette machine as a note pad. As yet,
drums have not played a prominent part in
the scoring.

After the music has been composed on
tape, I then take it to the production
company in a 15 IPS mono/stereo 1/2 -track
format. The sound editor will check out the
music and effects and put them down in the

EXAMPLES OF
RICHARD MITCHELL'S
FILM MUSIC (1979-1981)

A feature film - "Beastly Treatment"
(presently undergoing distri b.).

ii A documentary about free -fall parachut-
ing, -The Falcons", screened on Thames
TV.

iii A TV comedy series being produced by
Moving Picture Company entitled -Mister
Harris".

iv A documentary entitled "Windsurfing",
screened on LWT's "World of Sport"

v A children's animated cartoon TV series
entitled "Uncle Hoja" for the Middle East
(and possibly European countries).

vi A program for "TV Eye" by Thames TV.
vii Currently working with Illusra Films on

a cinema short - "Rescue 9 Zero".
viii Documentary "Managing Energy" for

Dept of Energy.
ix Music for the following TV commercials:

a. SHOP ELECTRIC - a campaign for South &
South West England, and North & South
Wales involving six TV and radio com-
mercials.

b SENSODYNE TOOTHPASTE - a national
campaign starting in the Autumn.

c. WINDSOR SAFARI PARK & SEAWORLD TV
and radio commercials.

d FIAT STRADA - a National TV campaign.
e. MARTIN DAWES - a "Hi-fi & Video" series

of commercials for Northern England.
f. ALBA WATCHES - a TV and cinema cam

paign for Hong Kong.
g. B & N CIGARETTES - a TV and cinema

campaign for Spain.
h. KUWAIT COMMERCIAL BANK - two cam-

paigns for TV in the Middle East.
i. JORDAN TELEVISION -- TV commercials for

a dozen various Arabian products (fruit
juice. cheese, washing powder, ice-cream.
etc ).

j. SENSODYNE TOOTHBRUSH - national TV
campaign.

right sequence. There is very little time for
putting right any mistakes- it has to be okay
when you take it in. At the transfer bay, the
sound is put on to sprocketed magnetic film
so that it can be run alongside the frame
pictures. When we've laid all the tracks and
cut them in, it's then taken for the 'dub' a few
hours later (a day later for commercials/
documentaries).

In the dubbing theatre, all the recorded
tracks, about 10 for a documentaryand up to
20 for a feature film are prepared for
mixdown in the usual way, except that they
come from individual magnetic film mach-
ines. The editor, mixing engineer and myself
then decide whether to add more reverb or
delay effects to give extra depth to the sound.
It's a good idea for me to keep my master
tapes fairly 'dry'. Often, by the time dialogue
and effects (e.g. street noises or products in
action) are laid down, the music becomes
almost 'atmos' (background atmosphere).
At this point my efforts at getting the sound
frequencies right will show. A drawback is
that top and bass can be reduced on the final
film, although noise reduction is added to
clean up the signal.

To complete the music for a film might
require me to compose many more extracts
than I'll eventually use, but I don't offerthese
as alternatives. Even though the company
concerned may know exactly what they
want, it is dangerous to give the options at
the deadline stage. I have to convince the
producers that I have the ideal music for
their film!

My work involves films for many
countries and several music examples are
given on E&MM Cassette No 5. Payment for
film music varies quite a lot - commercials
will give a lump sum, although I have to
bargain for a good fee and make sure that I
estimate the amount of time required
carefully. A large amount of television music
is now electronic and the economic situation
has probably fostered this because of the
huge costs of hiring an orchestra to do the
job and so on. Certainly, because music is
often the last part of film production (when
every pound counts), electronic music is
now a very viable alternative.

Writing electronic music for films is both
challenging and rewarding, with the future
offering the prospects of microprocessor
control and computer music in small
studios. My inspiration comes totally from
the visual image of the film and each day
brings the challenge to make a fusion of so
many different things become an amazing
great vista! E&MM
From an interview with Mike Beecher.

. a
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THE JAPANESE
MUSIC FAIR

From the moment that I set foot in the
Tokyo Science Museum (aka Kagaku
Gijyutsukan) it was go, go, go! Many of

you will have attended the British Music Fair
at Olympia last year, and had a limited
opportunity to try out some of the latest
equipment around. The Japanese show has
a similar aim, but taken far further. From
each of the five corners of the Science
Museum (it's a funny shaped building) came
a wall of sound. Noise restrictions aren't for
the Japanese; 'unless you can't hear your-
self think you can't be enjoying yourselves',
seems to be the philosophy of the day. In
case you haven't realised it, the Japanese
Music Fair is a public event, designed to
show off all the latest Japanese produced
musical equipment to the fanatical Japan-
ese punters. There were quite a few manu-
facturers of non -Japanese origin at the show,
but only as 'guests' of their oriental distri-
bution companies.

Sound Master Latin Percussion Unit.

"Touch the Music" was the theme of the
show, so every stand offered the visitor a
chance to get his hands on the products. The
Japanese are a very honest race - no one
would consider stealing from such an exhi-
bition, consequently none of the demon-
stration instruments were tied down, not
even effects pedals, and there was an almost
total absence of security staff. If only it could
be the same over here in the West. But alas!

The Fair lent heavily towards electronic
products and keyboard instruments. There
were many new keyboards, effects and pro-
cessors, and automatics - rhythms etc. on
show, and over the next few pages I hope to
engage your interest and bring you some of
the exciting new things we are likely to see in
the UK over the next twelve months. Un-
fortunately, in many cases, pricings of these
products is impossible at this stage, with
very few stands having any export staff
available to comment, in fact it was hard

Casiotone CT -701 

enough trying to track down anyone that
could even speak English. The personnel on
the stands seem content just to let visitors
examine, play, and find out for themselves
exactly what was going on with the new
products. In some respects this was a good
thing, especially since many manufacturers
had set out five or six models of each new
line, wired up and ready to go with head-
phones.

One of the more intriguing aspects of the
show were the competitions. Every major
manufacturer seemed to have organised a
competition for the younger visitors to enter,
so everywhere you went, you seemed to be
tripping over youngsters busy answering
questionaires on the products at the show -
there wasn't a spare flat surface to be found.

Okay then, so what about the new pro-
ducts? Well the two 'biggies' as I saw it, were
on the Casio stand and in the Roland room.
And I hope that you'll forgive me if I devote a
major part of this report looking at these two
products.

Firstly, Casio, a company at the forefront
of digital technology, have come up with
three new keyboard products - the MT -31,
the MT -40, and the CT -701. It is the latter
that is going to create one hell of a stir. At
present the CT -403 is top of the tree in the
Casio catalogue, but in the new year the CT -
701 is bound to take over. It is hard to know
where to start with a development of this
nature so I'll start with the price. It would
seem that for under £500 you can be the
proud owner of one of these remarkable
instruments that features: a five octave
keyboard; a wide variety of accurate and very
lively preset sounds; a memory function
which can read and store a musical score
and replay it in different rhythmic variations
etc; and a memory guide function which
indicates how to play the stored score, thus
making the CT -701 one of the most ad-
vanced musical teaching aids so far de-
veloped. At first this may generate the
reaction, "Oh yes, we've heard all this
before," but when you look more closely at
the CT -701, you'll realise what an amazing
instrument the CT -701 is. The main feature,
the score memory, centres around the use of
a light pen. Casio, in conjunction with the
American Publishing company Sight &
Sound, have developed a bar code system of
representing musical notation. To program a
particular piece of music, three separate
groups of bar codes are used - one for the
pitch of the melody line, a second for the

The Roland EP -11

relative timing, and the third for the accom-
paniment chords, so for a standard three
minute song about twenty lines of bar coding
has to be scanned. A parity system is used
for each line of code, so that the CT -701 will
emit a tone to indicate whether that line has
been correctly scanned or not. It's quite an
idea, and perhaps one that a few home
constructors might be able to utilise.

Once the information is loaded into the
701, it is a simple matter of selecting a
preset voicing and a suitable rhythm to get
the tune to be played back. It can of course
play along with it. This is just part of the
facilities offered by the CT -701. With the
tune loaded in the memory, a series of LEDs
above the keys can be used to teach the
player which note to press next in order to
follow the melody line - this makes initial
learning very easy.

Other features include the programming
of your own particular series of chord
changes and melody line. 345 steps are
available for storing notes, and 201 steps
(equivalent to 100 measures) can be used
for chords. A series of procedure buttons can
be used to save on memory by instructing
the 701's computer to record desired
memory loops. It wasn't possible to unearth
all the potential of the CT -701 at the show,
but just from the time I had with the
machine, I was convinced that this instru-
ment is going to be one of the biggest sellers
of 1982 (see our Keyboard Review this
month).

Also to be seen on the Casiotone stand

E&MM JANUARY 1982 11



Detail from the Casiotone MT -40.

Roland TB -303.

were two new mini -keyboard instruments -
the MT -31 and the MT -40. The former is
basically a revision of the MT -30 (one of my
all time favourite electronic keyboards), with
a restyled control panel, and the inclusion of
a fine tune control; the MT -30's were set up
for A-442 which made things a bit tricky if
you were playing along with other instru-
ments. The MT -40 is another bit of revo-
lutionary Casio design; it is based on the MT -
30/31, but includes a rhythm unit and
automatic bass generator. The rhythm unit
offers six basic patterns (Waltz, Samba,
Swing, Slow Rock, Pops and Rock) with two
different fill-ins. It is, however, the automatic
bass generator that is of most interest here.
Located on the left hand side of the key-
board are a series of calculator buttons
arranged in the format of an octave of the
keyboard (a la VL-1). When one of these is
pressed, the bass pattern relevant to the

selected rhythm and in that keys major
chord, will sound. Minor and seventh varia-
tions can be achieved by pressing one or two
keys to the right of the root note. I was very
impressed by the quality of the bass pat-
terns, they really 'felt' good - full marks to
Casio here for creating an automatic section
that doesn't sound particularly mechanical.

Lest I be accused of favouritism, I think
that I should move onto some other pro-
ducts, and the other particularly important
instruments on show were to be found
behind Roland's doors. We've been hearing
rumours for some time now about the
Drumatics range of automatic programm-
able devices which are going to "turn the
market upside down". Well, two of them were
to be found at the Japanese show. When I
say two, I mean two different model types as
there were about half a dozen of each
product wired up with headphones for visi-

The Japanese
Music Fair

tors to try out - an admirable arrange-
ment. The two in question are the TR-606
rhythm unit, and the TB -303 programmable
bass line generator. The TR-606 is, as the
model number implies, a scaled down ver-
sion of the TR-808, but (if the yen prices are
anything to go by) it will sell in the UK at one
third the 808's price! Place your orders now.

The TR 606 is a battery powered unit with
seven percussion voices, which are assigned
to four attenuable output channels prior to
the master mono output. The operation of
the unit is very similar to that of the TR-808;
there are a series of sixteen buttons which
represent the sixteen steps of a measure.
These buttons also double as selectors for
the 16 programmable memory locations
that are used to store the rhythm patterns. To
program a rhythm, the percussion voice is
selected and the steps in the measure that
the voice is to sound loaded via the 16
buttons. This procedure is repeated for the
other percussion voices until the desired
pattern is achieved. The TR-606 can then be
used to sequence the patterns, thus provid-
ing a complete rhythm track for an entire
piece of music. The TR-606 has a possible
storage capacity of 256 measures, which
can be made up of a maximum 8 separate
percussion tracks.

The TB -303 is so new that Roland had no
printed information available at the show. It
is designed to operate alongside the TR-606
providing a programmable bass line back-
ing. As with the 606 it is possible to load both
pattern information and track information to
form a possible total composition of up to
256 measures. The programming buttons
are arranged in the shape of an octave of a
keyboard (like the MT -40) with extra buttons
to determine octave transposition, slide,
accent etc. Triplets can be interjected into
the patterns, and the unit provides audio,
control voltage and gate outputs. The sound
produced by the TR-606 is fully variable; a
voltage controlled filter with envelope gene-
rator is provided and all the major control
elements are variable. Again the unit is
battery powered, but as to price, I can only
suggest that it should be around the same
mark as that of the TR-606 - they both seem
to have similar functioning levels.

Other new products on the Roland stand
included the Juno 6 - a smart non -pro-
grammable version of the Jupiter 4 (but with
six voices, gulp). Roland seem to be intro-
ducing a lot of new products with white
control panels, which I personally feel look a
lot more contemporary than the rather
traditional looking black panel with white
graphics, sandwiched between two nice

4 The Studio Model 4000
from Dyno-My-Piano.
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Tel: 01-440 3449

WHO AM I?
WHAT AM I DOING

HERE, AND WHY AM I
STILL WORKING AT

7 P.M.?

ESS IS A MODERN MUSIC STORE
CONVENIENTLY SITUATED IN BARNET,
NORTH LONDON - CLOSE TO THE Al, M1
(M10), AND NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD (A406)(WE'RE BIG ENOUGH TO BUY RIGHT WHICH MEANS

ELPFU LAADNvEl/cACCURATE

- BUT SMALL ENOUGH TO KNOW OUR
BUSINESS AND CARE ABOUT OUR

WHICH MEANS
CUSTOMERS

THE FROG IS HERE TO INTRODUCE US TO YOU!
AND HE'S STILL WORKING AT 7 P.M. WEEKDAYS
BECAUSE WE ARE!

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR THE BEST DEAL IN
ARIA, H/H, R.S.D., STUDIOMASTER, M.M., PEAVEY, OHM,

YAMAHA, AND OTHER GUITARS, AMPLIFICATION, EFFECTS,
PICKUPS, GUITAR PARTS, P.A. SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS,

CALL US

OR IF YOU JUST NEED HELP OR ADVICE

01-440 3449 IS THE ONLY NUMBER TO CALL!

P.S. BECAUSE THE FROG HAS A REGULAR GIG ON SATURDAYS
HE GETS TO LEAVE EARLY (5.30 P.M.) ... SO DO WE!

OPEN WEEKDAY 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. SAT. 9.30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS. 01-440 3449
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The Japanese
Music Fair

wooden end cheeks. The Juno 6 would seem
to sell in Japan for half the price of the JP -4,
so it could be quite an attractive proposi-
tion if it appears over here. One of the more
interesting points relating to the Juno 6 is
that, according to the control panel it uses a
device known as a DCO to produce the basic
tone. This is a digitally controlled oscillator,
which presumably receives a digital code
from the unit's processor and counts down
from that number to generate the desired
pitch. The rest of the control parameters are
standard to those normally found on a synth
- LFO, HPF, VCF (low pass), VCA, Envelope
Generator, and chorus. In addition there is
an arpeggiator facility. As far as I could tell
this instrument is fairly conventional, and
mostly analogue, but unsubstantiated
rumours have it that the Juno 6 was pro-
duced by Roland in conjunction with Sharp
(the calculator people) and is almost en-
tirely digital. We will have to wait and see if
this is true or not - the demonstrators on the
stand wouldn't say anything.

There are a lot of Roland products in
Japan that never find their way over to us.
This is basically due to cost of shipping
making them unattractive pricewise. I was
interested to find, though unable to explain,
that Roland were heavily into the 8 -track
cartridge market (they're very popular in
Japan), and that they produce several
models, some built into combo amps! Other
products include the Piano Plus line. There
are three models: the 70, six octaves, touch
responsive, and with integral amp and
speaker; the 60, as above but with just a five
octave keyboard; and the Piano Plus 11 (also
known as the EP -11), which has a five octave
split keyboard, auto rhythm, auto bass, and
harpsichord and piano voicings. The latter
may soon appear in the U K, especially as the
Casio and Yamaha small keyboards are
doing so well, though this one will be a bit
more expensive. Did you know that Roland
also produce a range of upright electronic
pianos - nice bits of furniture with the
gubbins of the MP 600 stuck inside.

Onto Yamaha, where it was difficlt to
move let alone see any of the new products.
They didn't have a lot new on show, save for
the CE 20, a four octave machine with 14
monophonic preset sounds, and six voice
assignable polyphonics, including Brass,
Horn, Organ, Electric Piano, Harpsichord
and Strings. It plays well, and sounds nice,
though it has one rather strange feature - a
performance wheel that is used solely for
introducing glide to the monophonic sec-
tion. I couldn't really see the relevance on
using a wheel for this purpose. One item that
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Yamaha Professional Effector system.

Bass range of effects pedals. Note patch panel
enabling the units to be hooked up as desired.

Yamaha GS range Programmer.

caught my eye on the Yamaha stand was
sealed away in a glass case - the pro-
grammer used to create the sounds for the
GS range of products. These instruments
(the GS1 and GS2) use what are known as FM
equation generators to produce incredibly
complex waveforms that come closer than
any other system to simulating existing
acoustic instruments (they can of course be
used for abstract synthesis too). These
instruments are desperately expensive
(£10,000 and £5,000 respectively) and rely
on magnetic cards to feed in information
required to create a specific sound. These
cards, or strips, are supplied by Yamaha, you
can't create your own, so it was interesting to
see the equipment used to determine and
programme the sounds. As can be seen from
the photograph there isn't a great deal to the
programmer, it is basically a custom de-
signed Yamaha computer which enables the
timbre, pitch and amplitude created by the
FM equation generators to be precisely de-
fined for each time element of the sounds
duration.

Yamaha have also developed a new
professional range of effects pedals which
go under the group heading 'Effectors'. All
the usual pedal effects are available -
Phaser, Chorus, Flanger, Octaver (divider),
Distortion, Tone Booster, Parametric, Limi-
ter, Noise Gate, Compressor, as well as a line
selector, and Analogue Delay. The unusual
thing about this system is that a floor
mounted board is available into which up to
ten units can be accommodated. This board
incorporates a jack field, power supply, a
patch lead checking circuit, an output level
indicator, master volume control, a bi-pass
circuit, headphone output, echo send and
return, even a gooseneck mounted light!
Quite a system, I just can't wait to see what
the UK price is going to be.

There wasn't much happening at the
show for drummers. Pearl had a new kit
called the Ponta, with very deep 8 -ply maple
shells, and they also had a range of toms
which they called 'Extenders'; these were
designed to enable heads of a larger dia-
meter to be fitted to the shells, i.e. a 14" head
could be fitted to a 12" drum. I'm not too sure
what they are trying to achieve. Yamaha had
a few new additions to their System series of
kits, but Tama had nothing new to show at
all. SoundMaster who produce a wide range
of electronic devices (although we only really
seem to see the SR -88 rhythm unit over
'here) had one or two new goodies including
an Analogue Chorus Echo (SE 4300) with
spring line reverb included, and an interest-
ing variation on the SR -88, a programmable
Latin Percussion generator with Bass Drum,
Low Conga, High Conga, Timbale and Clave
voice generators.

If Yamaha's stand was crowded, Korg's
was a veritable ants' nest of teeming bodies.
I don't know how we all got out alive. The
crush was worth it though because when you
got through there were three fascinating new
products being heavily promoted. We saw
nothing new from Korg at the British Music
Fair, but things are now rectified by two new
keyboard instruments and a smart little
tuner. The first of the keyboards is known as
the Mono/Poly - an apt, but rather clumsy
name. This is a 'four voltage controlled
oscillptor' synthesiser. It is different to any
other synth that I've come across in that the
four VCOs can either be used to construct a
single note, i.e. in unison, or they can be
assigned to individual notes of the 31/2 octave
keyboard, thus the Mono/ Poly can play up to
four notes at any one time. Each oscillator
has independent controls, and will generate
triangle, ramp, pulse, and pulse width
modulated waveforms switchable over four
octaves (16' to 2'), in addition there are
separate level controls and four LEDs to
indicate which oscillators are being used at a
given time - pretty important when in Poly
mode. The 'catch' is that the Mono/Poly has
just one voltage controlled filter and asso-
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you don't need a pilots licence
to play one...

The Korg Delta is very easy to play and yet
incredibly versatile. The strings and polyphonic
synthesizer section are separated to give you complete
control of sound.

The synthesizer section is fully polyphonic
with easy to operate voltage controlled filters and
envelope generator The strings sound has attack
and release controls which are independent of the
synthesizer There are also separate outputs for the
synthesizer and string section which enables you to
obtain a stereo effect. In addition a joy stick control
gives quick, convenient control of pitch bend vibrato
and other effects.

The facilities of the Korg Delta can be further
expanded by connection to other keyboards, rhythm
units and effects pedals using the input and outputs
on the rear panel.

So take off to your nearest Korg Key Centre and
break the sound barrier with the Korg Delta.

KORG
inspires your creativity.
32/34 Gordon House Road, KentishTown, London NW5 1NE. Tel:O1 267 5151.
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Korg Key Centres stock a wide selection of Korg
synthesisers and can give you professional advice.
Write or telephone for the name and address of your
nearest dealer
Name

Address

E&MM1 /82

To Rose -Morris, 32/34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 1NE Tel: 01-267

Dear Rose -Morris, please send me

El details of the Korg range

0 the name & address of my
nearest Korg Key Centre

5151 KORG
NifCENTRE

Magaikitt

Rose -Morris
KORG

-O In
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Roland Sound System Rack unit. Note the
cartridge units.

ciated four stage envelope, and one voltage
controlled amplifier, again with a four stage
envelope, so the synthesiser can only be
considered as a pseudo polyphonic. It is a
nice machine though, with pitch and modu-
lation wheels, an a rpeggiator (they seem all
the rage now), two LFOs, noise, sync, sample
and hold etc., etc.

The second new synth from Korg could
be a real winner. It's the Polysix, a six voice
programmable with a five octave keyboard.
This could be the best new thing Korg have
come up with for a long time (then again it
might not). Each voice consists of a single
VCO with ramp (sawtooth), pulse and pulse
width modulated waveforms switchable over
16', 8', and 4' octaves. A sub oscillator has
also been provided that can be introduced
either one or two octaves down. A low pass
VCF shares its A DSR envelope generator with
the VCA, though a gate pulse can be used to
shape the amplitude if required. Various
modulation facilities are available, which
can be routed to either the VCF/VCO/VCA
via the modulation wheel. Again there's the.

Yamaha CE -20

Arpeggiator - a particularly variable one,
and the Polysix also has a comprehensive
effects section - chorus, phase and en-
semble with separate speed/intensity con-
trol. An eight location programmer section is
to be found to the far right of the synth. Every
parameter is programmable (not the perfor-
mance controls) and a simplified tape dump
system enables permanent storage of a large
number of programmes.

Korg's other new product is the Micro Six
guitar tuner. Their GT-6 has been one of the
most popular tuners for some time now, so
the Micro Six is an updated version that is
pocket size. These exciting additions to the
Korg range, which includes their new
Lambda and Sigma synthesisers, should be
available in the UK early next year.

Technics were drawing very large crowds
for demonstrations of their U Series organs.
We have seen these instruments over here
for a while now, but there is a further addition
to the ranger the SX-U80, which should fill
the gap in the Technics range at about
£2,500.

A company known as BIAS, whose pro-
ducts we don't seem to get in the old country
had a most interesting multi effects pedal,
which included, in one paCkage, a com-
pressor, distortion, flanger/chorus, ana-
logue delay, octivider, parametric EQ, touch
wah, and at the end of the chain, a rather
necessary noise gate. The unit comes in two
sections, thetontrol panel for setting up the
desired effects, and a multi footswitch with
nine buttons to introduce the various effects.
It's a nice idea, and known as the BIAS All -in -
One.

The American company Dyno-My-Piano
managed to find themselves exhibiting at
the Music Fair. These people doctor Rhodes
pianos. You name it, they do it to them. The
most interesting device that they hook up to
the Rhodes is known as a Percussion Pedal.
This is a mechanical footpedal that actually
moves the harp of the instruments such that
the hammers strike the tines at different
points. The effect is something akin to the
variation in timbre achieved by plucking the
strings of an acoustic guitar at different
points - the closer to the bridge the string is
plucked, the greater the harmonic content of
the sound. The percussion pedal relies on
the same principle, so that a much wider

The Japanese
Music Fair

variation in tone can be attained from one's
Rhodes. The latest model that Dyno-My-
Piano had on show was their Studio 4000
model, which from the States will set you
back $5,000. It's some instrument though,
with: split keyboard, percussion pedal, tri-
state vibrato, graphic EQ, overdrive - the
works! The sounds emanating from the two
EV cabs alongside it was awesome.

We are just beginning to see Teisco
products appearing in the shops here in
Britain. Actually they've been around for
over twenty-five years in Japan. The com-
pany was bought out by Kawai (the world's
second largest manufacturer of keyboard
instruments) many years ago. However,
Kawai have only recently decided to resur-
rect the name and market group gear
products under it. There were several new
products here for the first time, and we
should see them in our shops round about
spring time. John Hornby Skewes & Co Ltd
are the distributors in Britain and they seem
determined to make a big success of these
products. The SX-400 (see review in this
issue) was at the UK show, and attracted a lot
of interest. To sustain the momentum Teisco
have the QP-88 (quartz Piano - but with 61
not 88 keys), a nice looking four preset
electronic piano; the EX -300, a multi -en-
semble with strings, brass, human voice
("ah"s and "uh"s!) and bass sections; and
the S -60P, a scaled down version of the
excellent S -100P (one of the all time great
preset synths), this has 15 good mono-
phonic preset voices, touch keyboard (37
notes), bend, vibrato, etc. It's almost as good
as its predecessor.

Guitarwise, there was very little new and
exciting to see at the show. Aria, however,
had a good eight new models to add to their
phenomenal range. These included the PE -
R100, TA -100, TA -70, U -60T (a bizarre
pointed body), CS 350T electrics, and SB-
R150 fretless bass. I find it almost im-
possible to keep up with this company,
which incidentally is handled world wide by
Arai. Ibanez had little new, save for a couple
of additions to their Signature range, and
some new colour options including the
rather tasty polar white.

The Japanese Music Fair is held every
two years, and it is an experience like no
other. I just hope that I can manage to get to
the 1983 show, which I understand is going
to be held in much more spacious surround-
ings. Japan is a fascinating country, so I

suggest if you are ever contemplating a trip
out East, try and fit it in with the "Touch the
Music" experience.
Dave Crombie E&MM

4 An FM Equation
generator from the
Yamaha GS range.
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Casiotone 701
Electronic Musical Keyboard

KEYBOARD REVIEW

d,'er

RECORDED ON
CASSETTE NO. 5

0,10

Reading music notation has always
been a problem for many people and
our Making Notes series should go a

long way towards helping the understanding
of traditional notation. Another alternative is
the Klavarscribo method but, despite the
appearance of graphic and simplified stave
VDU displays for micro computer music
programs, nothing innovative utilising high
technology electronics has been offered. Not
until the Casiotone 701!

The 701 has two outstanding features -
its ability to 'read music' and also to be able
to 'program' your own music. Some prepara-
tion of the music is in fact required (see
photo) and consists of a series of vertical
lines of two widths, divided into rows that
form three sections. These bar codes hold
digital information (very much like the strips
on many supermarket goods) for melody
pitch/rests, their duration and accompany-
ing chords. They are manually scanned from
left to right, starting with the top row and
working down the rows in order, which
connects at the instrument's rear and looks
like a rather fat biro. The music printed on
the reverse of the supplied cards (about A4
size) shows the melody and chords names
(guitar style), as well as simple instructions
for loading the program and suggestions for
instrument sounds and rhythm.

The programming capabilities of the
instrument let you enter your own melody
and chords from the keyboard and both this
method and reading with the light pen will
synchronise the instrument's rhythms,
arpeggios and auto bass to melodies and
chords on selection of a rhythm preset.

Part of the left hand controls.

Chord Section
The 701 is a polyphonic instrument that

has 20 preset sounds and 16 drum rhythms
that operate in three modes. In Normal
mode, it becomes an eight -note polyphonic
instrument over its full five octave keyboard
- up to now, Casio have used four octaves
maximum. In Figured chord mode, the left
hand two octaves play your four -note chords,
leaving the three upper octaves for melodies

or chords (also up to four notes). Left hand
information is constantly scanned by the
instrument's digital micro system so that
with 'memory' on, the notes played are held
on after release of keys. Casiochord is the
third mode and provides an auto accom-
paniment from the rhythm selected and
note(s) pressed in the lower two octaves C -B
(labelled clearly with red and green LED
indicators).

The three most used chords of major,
minor and dominant seventh are obtained
by playing the correct chord root as the
lowest note for major and simply adding any
second or second/third note for minor and
seventh. Minor 7th, major 7th, diminished
and augmented chords are also possible.
Once a rhythm is started, the accompani-
ment chords play in a suitable syncopation
to it and a walking bass joins it all up nicely,
leaving you to add the melody.

In this section there is choice of an
'octave down' and a useful arpeggio accom-
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KEYBOARD REVIEW
Casiotone 701

Memory Play controls.

paniment that runs up and down two octaves
of the 'figured' or 'auto' chord. There's also
an 'accompaniment tone set' switch that
programs the sound for the accompaniment
independently from the melody by simply
moving the switch on and off. Whatever
instrument is selected at the time will be
stored leaving you to change to another
sound for melody if you wish. Changes can
be made frequently during a piece if you are
agile enough!

Rhythm Section
A choice of 16 rhythms are available from

eight push buttons and a channel select
switch, including: Bossa Nova, Samba,
Swing 1&2, Disco Rock, March, Boogie,
Waltz, Jazz Waltz, Rumba, Beguine, Tango

18

and Mambo. The rhythms are derived from
bass drum, side drum, high and low
bongoes, clave, hi -hat and cymbals. The
bass drum sound has a very short decay that
is adequate but lacking in body. The cymbal
does sound like filtered White Noise! The
rest of.the sounds are quite usable. Bearing
in mind the big improvement in analogue
drum sounds of late, Casio still have some
way to go although the variety of rhythms
makes them fun to use. 'Start/Stop' and
Synchro' buttons are provided, the latter
starting the rhythm when the left hand is
played. An LED shows every beat prior to play
and then changes to new bar pulse indica-
tion. Two rotary controls set 'Tempo' and
'Balance' of accompaniment with melody.
There are two sound effects buttons that can
be manually triggered for high and low

filtered downward pitch sweeps - giving a
'Star Wars' flavour to your music! In addition
there is a 'drum fill' touch plate on the front of
the keyboard panel that gives some interest-
ing solo breaks.

Tone and Effects Sections
Twenty preset sounds can be selected

here from 10 select buttons and a channel
select switch, including: Jazz Organ 1&2,
Flute/Piccolo, Tibia/Full Tibia, Diapason/
Woodwind, Pipe Organ/Brilliant Organ,
Piano/Electric Piano, Vibraphone/Marimba,
Celeste/Chime, Oboe/Bassoon, Funky/
Wah Brass. I have listed all of the presets
because some compromises have obviously
been made. First, many of the sounds have a
distinct 'organ' tone and this reduces the
potential offered by 20 presets. Neverthe-
less, the organ sounds are quite pleasant,
especially jazz organ and pipe organ. Some
instruments definitely need more top (which
is filtered off quite sharply) - the vibra-
phone in particular lacks the 'padded stick
against the bar' feel. Some are simple
octave/filtered variants of their partner e.g.
flute/piccolo. Funky and Wah Brass are not
anything of the sort and you'll notice Casio's
nice string sound is not evident. I do like the
flute, piccolo, electric piano, oboe, vibra-
phone and organs (although the latter lack
top mixtures at times). There's plenty to
experiment with considering presets are not
the big feature on the 701.

The basic effects of sustain (about two
seconds) and vibrato can be applied to the
presets, with fixed delay and two degrees of
depth/speed for vibrato to choose from.

Reading Music
So far I have discussed the controls that

appear on the first half of the panel from left
to right. The second half consists entirely of
the programming 'memory play' controls.
Entering music with the light pen is as
follows. First, the control mode has to be
selected. We can either be recording a
melody, chord sequence, using melody
guide, or be in normal play. This latter mode
is required plus 'Memory Play' and 'Memory
Store' buttons on. A three -digit display shows
000. The light pen is moved left to rightalong
the coded lines in turn. At the end of a line
there is a 'peep' for a correct entry or a low
'pop' for an error, which is also displayed e.g.
E03 = error on line three. A correct entry
shows P03, indicating pitch entered for line
three. The length of notes and rests is
entered next e.g. LO1 etc. Finally chord
sequences, shown as CO1 etc. A complete
entry gives 000 back on the display.

To playback, the MS (Memory Store)
button is released and then the Memory Play
button will start, stop or continue the digitally
coded music. The 701 then gives a perfect
rendering of the chosen music - it's 'Jingle
Bells' on the example shown (and played on
E&MM Cassette No 5) - with your selected
drum pattern (yes, it gets it right for all the
presets!), three -note chord and bass line
accompaniment plus the melody. Selection
of the preset sound for both melody and
accompaniment can be changed as already
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COMING SOON

FROM
TEMPUS

THE SENSATION OF THE

JAPAN MUSIC FAIR

THE CASIOTONE 701
5 OCTAVE KEYBOARD

New Polyphonic Electronic Keyboard

Provisional
Specification Price & Delivery

on request

* Read Casio's unique prepared
music, using a light pen.

* Programme your own melodies and
chords.

* Follow your music as it plays with LED
display for each key.
Plays back the Melody and Chord
with Bass and Rhythm.

* 20 Preset Instrument Sounds.
* Easy play Casio chord accompaniment,

with chords and auto bass.
*** Plus many other music -making extras

including full editing controls.

The complete Programmable
"Polyphonic" keyboard for around £500

NEW CASIOTONES!
ORDER TODAY, PLAY TOMORROW

SECURICOR 24 hour delivery on request, included in price, or
RETURN OF POST (small keyboards) or CASH & CARRY

The Professionals

CT -101

RRP £255
by Securicor ONLY £225

8 -note polyphonic playing of 25 instruments over 4 octaves. Four voice
memory function with push button selection. Built in vibrato and sustain
functions. Pitch control. Integral amplifier and loudspeaker. Line out and
headphone jack sockets. AC only. 303/8 x 113% x 4%. Weight 16.81bs.

RRP £325
By Securicor ONLY £275

8 -note polyphonic playing of 49 instruments over 4 octaves. 4 voice
memory function with push-button selection. 3 Vibrato settings and
Sustain switch. Integral amplifier and speaker (10 watts o/p). Line Out and
headphone jacks. Foot volume and sustain pedal jacks. Pitch control. AC
only. 35/8 x 341/8 x 11 3/16 inches. A lightweight 15.8Ibs.

Vivid realism for beginner and expert

CT -403

RRP £325
By Securicor ONLY f275

8 -note polyphonic playing of 25 instruments over 4 octaves. Four voice
memory function with push button selection. Vibrato and sustain
switches. 16 rhythm accompaniments with fill-in (variation). Casio Auto
Chord for one finger or auto playing of major, minor and seventh chords
with bass. Ten functional controls including pitch. Line and headphone
jacks. Foot volume and sustain pedal jacks. Integral amplifier and speaker.
AC only. 41/2 x 303/8 x 1134". Weight 17.61bs.

CT -401. Reduced to £225 only while stocks last.
CT -301. Similar to the 401 but without Casio Auto Chord. £199
MT -30. 22 voices. 3 octaves. Vibrato/sustain. Mains/battery. £95

CASIO VL-TONE (VL-1)

RRP £39.95
ONLY £35.95

The VL-1 records and plays back up to 100 notes as a melody, with memory
break-in. ONE KEY PLAY or AUTO PLAY of 5 instruments, or create your
own unique sounds with A.D.S.R. 10 built-in AUTO RHYTHMS and TEMPO
CONTROL. LCD digital readout of notes and tempo. Monophonic. Also a
calculator. Battery powered with memory retention. With song book.
11/2 x 111/2 x 3".

TEMPUS
SHORT FORM CATALOGUE

AVAILABLE
14p stamp appreciated

THE LEADING U.K. CASIO SPECIALIST
Dept. E&MM/1/82
38 Burleigh St., Cambridge CB1 1DG
Tel: 0223 312866
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Casiotone 701 KEYBOARD REVIEW
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mentioned. With the rhythm switched off
using the 'start/stop' button, you'll hear the
melody only and at any time the tempo can
be set to play the music faster or slower. In
addition, you can play along with the music
using up to three notes on the keyboard. As if
that was not enough, the LEDs (green for
black notes and red for white notes) light up
the melody line notes.

If you wish, you can practice the liming'
of the stored melody by using two fingers in
turn on the dual 'One Key Play' buttons.

Switching to 'Melody Guide' mode gives
you the opportunity to learn the melody (with
or without the music) by playing the note
indicated by the illuminated LED. As soon as
you do this, the next note's LED lights and
so on.

Recording your Melody
In 'Record Melody' mode (i.e. to playyour

own melody), the bar code is wiped off the

memory with Play, Reset/Delete buttons
pressed. Melody notes are then played
(speed is not important) whilst the 3 -digit
display counts the notes (to a maximum of
345). Entry of the correct rhythm is done by
pressing Reset and then using the One Key
Play buttons until the melody is completed.
An editing facility in Record Melody mode
once again lets you correct, delete, and
insert notes (or rests) using Back, Forward,
Delete, and Rest buttons. Incidentally, a
note will only last up to six seconds play-
back no matter how long it is held on record.

Next, in 'Record Chord' mode up to two
plays of one chord per bar can be entered in
sequence for that piece. The desired chords
are played with the left hand in the lower two
octaves in Fingered or Autochord mode,
whilst one or two taps on the 'One Key Play'
button enters the information for each bar.
Once again, the instrument does not store
rhythms - you set this on playback

I
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Several more features in this section
point to the instruments of the future, with
one touch button giving programmable
Accompaniment Start, Repeat, 1st Time Bar
with Return Point, Rests and End. The latter
is important otherwise the sequence will
finish and the clock will merrily count on to
345, ruining your repeats!

Connections and Extras
High and low output jack sockets are

provided for external use, although the built-
in speaker gives a good six watts or so.
There's a mono phones socket at 8 ohms,
footswitch sockets for rhythm start and
sustain plus the light pen socket. The
instrument is housed in a smart brown
veneer case or black metal cabinet with
wood end cheeks. Two books of music plus a
wire music stand come with the 701 and a
library of popular music will become avail-
able in due course. The approximate cost
will be just under £500 and it is expected to
be available from January 1982. A hard case
and pedalboard are optional extras, as arethe footswitches.

To sum up, the Casiotone 701 is certainly
an instrument that opens up home music
making for all the family. There's so much
playing to be tried on the instrument and,
hopefully, all the while you'll be learning to
read music and getting to know your chords
and harmonies. Note my comments about
the presets, although once you start to make
music with this machine I doubt whether
you'll be bothered!
Mike Beecher E&MM

4 One of the 701
music cards and
its bar codes.
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Electronics & Music Maker is the
first monthly publication to pro-
duce its own cassettes that will
provide a unique aural comple-
ment to the magazine. Produced
in our own recording studio.
these C60 cassettes will allow
you to hear the sound of instru-
ments and electro-musical
effects in our features and
reviews.
Demo Cassette No. 1 (March/
April issues) contains:
1. Matinee Organ. 2. Yamaha SK20
Synthesiser. 3. Guide to Electronic
Music Techniques. 4. Sharp MZ-80K
music/sound effects. 5. Warren Cann
plays Syntom Drum Synthesiser pro-
ject. 6. Paia 8700 Computer music. 7.
Frankfurt Music Fair.
Demo Cassette No. 2 (May/June
issues) contains:
1. Tim Souster. 2. Adrian Wagner
plays Wasp & Spider. 3. Lowrey MX -1
Organ. 4. Apple Music System. 5.
E&MM Word Synthesiser. 6. Fairlight
Computer' Musical Instrument. 7.
Sharp Composer program. 8. Yamaha
PS20 keyboard. 9. Vero musical
projects. 10. David Vorhaus LP"White
Noise" excerpt.
Demo Cassette No. 3 (July/
August issues) contains:
1. PPG Wave 2 Synthesiser. 2. Syn-

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
DEMONSTRATION CASSETTES

wave project. 3. Wersi Pianostar
played by Hady Wolff. 4. Al phadac 16
music. 5. Atari 400/800 music. 6.
Duncan Mackay. 7. Hexadrum pro-
ject. 8. MTU music. 9. Casio VL-Tone.
10. Irmin Schmidt's Toy Planet LP
extracts.
Demo Cassette No. 4 (Sept./
Oct./Nov. issues) contains:
1. Linn Drum Computer. 2. E&MM.
Harmony Generator project. 3. City
University music. 4. Casio MT -30. 5.
Roland instruments: Jupiter 8.
TR808, MC -4, & GR300. 6. Steve
Howell piece. 7. 'Ecstasy' LP by Georg
Deuter excerpt.
Demo Cassette No. 5 (De-
cember/January issue) con-
tains:
1. Teisco SX-400 Synthesiser. 2.
Polyphonic ZX81 music. 3. Move-
ment Drum Computer. 4. Study
Music 1: Backing Music on syn-
thesisers for you to play solo with
of Dec. '1984' music. 5. Casio -
one 701 light pen music and
presets. 6. Dave Bristow plays
Yamaha CS70M. 7. Roland
CR8000 excerpt. 8. E&MM Syn-
clock project: control examples.
9. Study Music 2: 'Exit' music
minus theme for you to solo with,
from Jan. issue. 10. Alpha Syn-
tauri computer music. 11. Elka
X-50 Organ. 12. Soundchaser
Computer pieces. 13. Richard
Mitchell's electronic music for
film: examples of commercials,
etc. 14. Ian Bodd music.

soRoingcs

Please allow 28 days for delivery

rE&MM Cassettes Dept., Maplin Publications, 282 London Road,
Westcliff -on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG

Please send me the following Demonstration Cassettes:
(Price quoted inc. VAT and p&p.) Overseas add 19p per cassette.

Cassette No. Quantity Price Total

DemoCassette 1 for March/April issues £2.45

Demo Cassette 2 for May/June issues £1.99

Demo Cassette 3 for July/August issues £1.99

DemoCassette4 for Sept/Oct/Nov issues £1.99

DemcvCassette 5 for Dec/Jan 1982 issues £1 .99
£

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to: Electronics & Music Maker
PLEASE PRINT
Name

Address

CASSETTE REVIEW
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER invites
you, the home electro-musician, to send in
a cassette of your work for possible
appraisal and comment in future issues. So
if you're producing any sort of good, original
music in your home studio (and the
definition of 'studio' is anything from a
single mic feeding an old cassette machine
to a 46 -track computer -assisted mixdown
facility), then send in a cassette of what you
consider to be your best or most repre-
sentative work. It could be a one-off,
spontaneous piece, or even a proper
cassette -only independent release.
Remember to make it an ordinary mono or
stereo 17/Bin/s (standard speed) cassette,
and write your name and address some-
where on the cassette itself, even if you
enclose other information (which, of
course, we'd welcome). E&MM supports
the home electro-musician, and in this way
we hope to bring readers' attention to a few
interesting tapes and projects every month
or so. Send your cassette to:

E&MM Review
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea

Essex SSO 7JG

E&MM/1/82

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFER
Each month, Electronics & Music Maker gives a special
offer to its readers that represents a substantial saving
on normal retail prices.

TEMPO -CHECK

This advanced microprocessor based device is reviewed elsewhere in this
issue of E&MM and offers three functions. A source of notes referenced to
A = 440Hz is available for tuning any instrument. The tempo of a piece
may be measured and displayed (in beats per minute) on the LED display.
Finally, the unit will work as a metronome with programmable subdivi-
sions of each bar. The unit is housed in a case measuring 6'14" x 2V2" x 2",
and works from rechargeable batteries, making it an invaluable aid forthe
musician in the studio or on the road.

Rec Price £50.00 Offer Price £39.50
(inc VAT & P&P)

Please complete order form below Offer open to readers in the UK. Republic of Eire
and Europe only. (European customers please add £2.50 for Airmail postage.)

Closing date: 31st January 1982 - subject to availability.
Overseas payments including Republic of Eire should be covered by a bankers draft

in pounds sterling. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Send this coupon and cheque/P.O. to:
ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER (Special Offers)
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.
Please send me:
Quantity Item Item Price Total

Tempo -Check £39.50
I enclose a cheque/P.O. payable to:
Electronics & Music Maker for: £
PLEASE PRINT
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

All prices shown include VAT, postage and packing
E&MM/1/82
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PERCUSSION REVIEW

The Movement Computer Systems Nell.V
Percussion Computer

In our September issue Warren Cann, in
the course of his review of the Linn LM -1
Drum Computer, took a long hard look at

the present situation regarding electronic
percussion instruments and discussed pos-
sible future developments in this exciting
new electro-music field. The problems,
though, with this field are primarily com-
mercial ones. Of all musicians, drummers
are probably the most conservative and least
ready, as a generalisation, to accept innova-
tions resulting from technical advances. You
can see their point to some extent. A drum, in
essence, is the simplest of all musical
instruments - you hit it and it makes a
sound! So why start confusing things with all
forms of electronic trickery?

To those of us who are, shall we say, more
technically minded, electronic percussion is
the next obvious step. Drums are large
cumbersome beasts that take up a lot of
space, have to be miked up individually (not
always the case), and are basically one
sound devices. With electronics as the
drummers' workhorse all this is changed; he
can get a far wider variety of sounds, the
units are smaller, they cost much the same
amount; but as yet they haven't caught on in
a big way. Why? Several reasons are put
forward, but the prime one seems to be the
massive gap between the acoustic world and
the electronic. A drummer just needs a kit
and he's away; unlike electric keyboard
players and to some extent guitarists, all
drummers learn on an acoustic kit (there
may be the odd exception, butthe number is
insignificant) so there is an initial hurdle for
all electronic drum manufacturers to get
over. Also if a drummer is going to go
'electric' he has to invest in some form of
amplification, and that's quite a large
investment. So drummers aren't rushing to
get themselves an electronic kit by the
thousands; consequently manufacturers
aren't producing vast quantities of these kits.

The drum machine which is player
programmed, such as the Linn, the Roland
TR 808, and this MCS unit are, however,
starting to take off i n a big way. This is due, as
Warren pointed out, to the rather jaded
image people have had of the rhythm unit for
the past fifteen years, being swept away by
the increasing popularity of electronic
music. These machines do so much more
than simulate a load of Latin rhythm patterns
- they are a whole new breed. But as things
are starting small and building up, then so it
is possible for a smallish company such as
Movement Computer Systems to enter the
field and to make a big name for themselves.
Certainly with these units constantly appear -

View of the back panel,
showing the

comprehensive
interface facilities.

ing on Top of the Pops (backing Depeche
Mode), and in the possession of such lumi-
naries as Gary Numan, Jimmy Page, etc, the
music industry is certainly aware of MCS.

Player programmable units have become
more popular over the past few years

RECORDED ON
CASSETTE NO. 5

because they allow any instrumentalist to
compose rhythm tracks to put to their work
without having to get hold of a drummer and
hire a studio so as not to upset the
neighbours. Whereas you have to be a
drummer to play an electric kit, anyone can
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PERCUSSION REVIEW

714

Close-up of the keyboard and controls.

use an instrument such as the Linn or MCS,
though drummers do have a distinct advan-
tage in being able to feel what should go
where, and how to tell the machine to do it.

Anyway, the MCS Percussion Computer
originates from the West Country of England,
Bridgewater to be precise, and was designed
by Dave Goodway, in conjunction with John
Dickenson. Although the Linn unit wasn't
actually designed by a drummer it was very
much orientated towards the musician
rather than the technician, the MCS mach-
ine goes the other way more, which isn't
necessarily a bad thing. It may seem
somewhat more daunting when first con-
sidered, but it is basically a simple instru-
ment to operate. Indeed, to look at, the MCS
appears much like a microcomputer with a
monitor and full alpha numeric keyboard;
this isn't altogether surprising as the Percus-
sion Computer is based on the Nascom II
and can be used as a microcomputer in its
own right. MCScan supplythe usual range of
business and consumer software that turns
the drum machine into a word processor ora
games centre, etc. We're going to be
considering the rhythmic applications only,
though the MCS could come in handy on
sessions, issuing an invoice at the end of the
percussion track!

Whilst on the subject of money I should
point out that the MCS unit will set you back
£1,799 plus VAT, and an additional £54 plus
VAT if you want a monitor - you will want a
monitor if you haven't already got one,
because the instrument is almost impos-
sible to operate otherwise. MCS supply a
Crofton monitor and all the necessary leads.

So the MCS Percussion Computer is less
expensive than the Linn LM -1, but how good
is it? Well, once you get over the 'instrument
looking like a computer' hurdle it is a very
good instrument indeed. There are fourteen
percussion channels that could, if the need
took you, sound simultaneously. Five chan-
nels offer either digitally recorded or synthe-
sised voices, whilst the other nine are all
synthetic. This is a good idea because it
eliminates the cost of having all that storage
memory for voices such as tambourine,
claves, etc, and concentrates on getting right
the most important sounds - snare, bass
drum, and the three torn toms. If requested
you can have your own sounds loaded into
the computer at the factory, or you can have

digital recordings of hi hat or cymbals loaded
instead of a couple of the toms. The five
channels of digitally recorded voices can
also be switched to produce electronic
simulations of the relevant sounds, so with
an MCS you get the best of both worlds. I

must say that the quality of the percussive
voices throughout is excellent - I don't know
if it -was- due to the ambience of the room in
which I was testing the unit, but it seemed to
produce a phenomenonally powerful sound
if so programmed.

The digitally recorded sounds each use
up 8K of memory, which is all stored on a
plug-in board, so changing a sound is a very
simple matter. MCS do produce 16K voice
cards if requested, but I was surprised how
effective the results were from just the 8K,
which gives about 400ms of sound with a
bandwidth up to 12kHz (which sounds quite
sufficient).

The synthesised voices are, like the
digitals, housed on separate plug -ins, so
they can be swapped around as necessary;
in addition there are numeroustrimmer pots
on each card, so a bit of jiggery-pokery will
tailor the voices to your own specific
requirements.

I won't delve too deeply intothe program-
ming of the unit, as the machine really just
takes the player through things step by step.
There are ten separate rhythm memory
locations, and each rhythm can consist of up
to 16 bars of 32 beats thus giving a fairly
impressive resolution to the pattern. Each
pattern can then be sequenced, or chained,
providing a possible composite percussion
track of over 300 steps. I think that it would
have been nice to have had more than ten
available rhythms, but then each one can
have a pretty complex internal structure; the
MCS can handle almost any serious time
signature.

Programming a rhythm is done by telling
the machine the number of beats required
per bar, and how many bars are required; it
will then sound the claves in order to lay
down a beat. Simply hitting the relevant
voice key at the required moment will
register that voice to be sounded at that part
of the rhythm, and in this manner the whole
14 channel percussion track is built up -
simple.

Each voice has a separate volume and
envelope decay control, though for the
digitally recorded voices, this control
doubles as a clocking rate adjustment, and
can therefore be used to tune the drums.

On the rear panel is almost every
conceivable interface outlet. There are
separate audio outputs for each voice;
independent triggers in and out for each
voice; a printer interface (RS 232); audio
output jacks for left, right and mono; as well
as a cassette dump/load DIN socket (1200
baud, giving a load time of around 90 secs)
and both monitor and- TV video outputs.
There really is everything here.

The fact that MCS is a relatively small
company is a good thing, because it enables
clients to have their instruments tailored to
their own requirements, and with an instru-
ment of this nature that's important. In a way,
though, I feel that MCS aren't sufficiently
convinced of the strength of the market to go
fully into the design of a percussion com-
puter. I'm talking here in terms of presenta-
tion and ergonomics; it's great that you can
run ordinary computer programs on this
instrument, but I think that MCS might have
won wider acclaim if they'd concentrated on
producing just a percussion unit, and
designed it accordingly.

It is possible to play the MCS in real time,
but it is rather awkward - if they did away
with the conventional keyboard and used
touch pads that could be tapped, or even hit
with a stick, I'm sure that the unit would
appeal to a wider market. A strange concept,
though, narrowing the performance to
attract greater sales; but in this case I think
that it would hold true. There are facilities on
the back for individually triggering the
drums with an external signal, but it would
be so much nicer to have the facility easily
available on the front panel. This is just my
personal opinion, but I'm sure everyone
would benefit. Otherwise this is a fine piece
of British equipment, well made in the old
tradition with ideas that are bang up to date. I
suggest that anyone considering a Linn
should at least give this one a try out - and
give it time, it grows on you.

Dave Crombie E&MM
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DON LARKING
AUDIO SALESte, NEWS FLASH... NEWS FLASH...fu-w-

BRITISH JAZZ

FUNK BAND STIKKI STUFF
EQUIPS 8 TRACK STUDIO
FOR AROUND £2000 USING NEW
FOSTEX MULTI TRACK EQUIPMENT

4

1. Fostex A4 4track on 1/4" tape -3 head, 2 speed machine
71/4 and 15 IPS. Compact, high quality machine at an
irresistible price. £736.77

2. Fostex A2 - the Fostex high speed mastering machine.
With an added sync facility. Stereo recording on 1/4" tape.

£437.94

3. Fostex A8 - Amazing, 8 tracks on %" tape with built in
noise reduction. Always in sync, a high quality, no fuss
recording machine for the musician who is more into music
than knob pushing. £1177.80

Sales

50, Cheapside, LUTON, Beds.
Tel: 0582 27195 or 26693
Telex: 825488 DONLAR

New & Used Professional Recording Equipment
Showroom open:- Mon -Fri 10am-6pm Sat. By appointment

FOSTEX, a marvellous new concept for the
creative musician. All machines fitted with
vari-speed and zero return operated from the
no -slip digital counter. Optional extras include
full function remote control and remote
record punch in/punch out foot switch.
Essential for the self -op studio. The amazing
A8, the first 8 track on 1/4" tape. It shouldn't
work, but it certainly does. Come to our
Luton showroom and try it for yourself.
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4. Fostex 250 Multi -Tracker - At last a 4 track, high speed
cassette multi -track mixer/machine that is able to record on
4 tracks simultaneously. Ideal for live recordings and A.V. use.

£618.60

5. Fostex 350 Mixer -8 x 4 x 2 specifically designed to
work with the A8. Stereo aux. sends, 8 channel monitoring,
2 echo retutns, variable frequency equalisation, 2 stereo
RIAA pre -amps enabling use with record decks for discos etc.
£401.87 (meter bridge extra)

FREE DELIVERY IN THE UK All prices shown are exclusive of VAT
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MICROPERIPHERAL REVIEW

Soundchaser Computer NU
R CORDED ON

CASSETTE NO. 5

Music System u()

Computer music systems seem to be
dividing off pretty cleanly into two
camps at present: those that use

additional hardware (analogue or digital) for
waveform synthesis (e.g. MH MusicSystem,
Fairlight CMI, PPG Wave 2, etc.); and those
where synthesis is totally software driven
with no additional hardware other than a
D/A converter (e.g. MTU Instrument Syn-
thesis).

The Soundchaser Computer Music
System falls into the first category, but,
unlike the majority of its competitors, uses
analogue voice cards for synthesis. As a
result, the synthesis of the Soundchaser is
inherently limited to hardware -fixed wave-
forms, but what's lost on the swings is gained
on the roundabouts, as the analogue voice
card approach allows filter sweeps to be
easily implemented. Such filter sweeps can
also be executed by a system using wholly
digital means of synthesis, but this involves
multiplying or dividing the contents of a
wave -form table before it's directed to the
D/A converter, and this takes too much time
(100 to 150 microseconds for an 8 -bit by 8 -
bit multiplication) to be really practicable for
real-time music synthesis with present-day
microprocessors. Perhaps the hundred -
times faster Josephson computer will
change all that and provide you with a deep,
deep-freeze at the same time!

Digital systems therefore opt for the more
palatable alternative of switching the D/A
converter input between different waveform
tables, each of which may correspond to a
different harmonic complex, thereby pro-
ducing dynamic waveform changes or 'tim-
bra I sequencing'.

In practice, it's not actually that easy to
digitally reproduce the soaring filter sweep
so beloved of the present generation of
'futurist' synthesists, even with an instru-
ment like the Fairlight CMI, although, in
theory, the sampling of a bog -standard
analogue synthesiser doing its VCF thing via
a fast A/D converter should provide the
instrument with suitable fodder for it to
manufacture something pretty close to it.

What this means for digital synthesis
systems lacking the sophistication of fast
sampling techniques, or multiple waveform
table entries for each voice, is that the
sounds produced lack the hallmark of a
Moog -type VCF that's more -or -less de rig-
ueur for pop musicians concerned with
imitating each other's sounds and styles. As
supply and demand is the name of the game,
it makes good sense for a computer music
system like the Soundchaser to aim for the
best of both worlds by using digital control of
largely analogue circuitry.

Soundchaser analogue voice card.

Figure 1. Edit display.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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PLEASE SELECT AN ORTIO$

Figure 2. Main menu display.

The System
The Soundchaser is configured around

an Apple II with 48K RAM and Applesoft
BASIC, a disk drive, and a monochrome
monitor. Additional hardware consists of a
four -octave keyboard, with the standard type
of diode encoder, sending key -down data to
4051 analogue multiplexers on an interface
card. This plugs into an expansion connec-
tor on the Apple II motherboard along with
one or two three -voice cards.

Each voice on the card uses standard
chips and circuits for the 24 dB/octave low-
pass filter (CEM 3320 VCF) and VCA
(LM3080 transconductance op -amp), but,
rather than following this traditional ana-

logue approach through with a multi-func
tion VCO like the CEM 3340, Passport De
signs have elected to use an Intel 8253 for
the purpose of a primary waveform source.
The 8253 contains three 16 -bit timers (one
for each voice) which are used to count down
from the 2 MHz Apple Q3 system clock in
accordance with a binary number output
along the data lines, thereby producing a
square wave of a particular frequency. Ob-
viously, the larger the reference frequency
and the number of bits being used for
counting down, the greater the accuracy of
high frequencies. The Soundchaser pro-
grammable 'oscillators' perform well in this
respect and achieve the value of 6649 Hz for
8th octave G sharp rather than the spot-on
equal tempered value of 6645 Hz. The
hardware picture is completed by a 'wave
shaper' (ramp generator), which turns the
8253 square wave outputs into sawtooth
waveforms, and a multiplexed D/A con-
verter for control of the VCFs and VCAs.

The preliminary Music Operating Soft-
ware comprises two principal programs:
EDIT, which allows the musician to pre-
program the oscillators, VCFs and VCAs of
the voice cards by using an interactive
display to enter parameters in the form of
'soft' switches, sliders and contours; and the
SEQUENCER, which assigns record or play-
back modes of four independent multi -event
banks holding presets and polyphonic
sequence data entered from the four -octave
keyboard.

Edit
The Soundchaser EDIT program and

display (Figure 1) are accessed via the main
'menu (Figure 2). EDIT uses conventions of
analogue synthesisers in programming the
various parameters of the voice card pro-
cessor chain, but with distinctive features
that are both good and bad.

One really powerful feature is the ability
to draw four contours on the screen (using
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Figure 3. Soundchaser voice card patching.

game controls) and then use these to control
the various sections of the voice cards.
Figure 3 illustrates the patching options for
the modules and the controls that can be
assigned to them. As these contours can, in
theory, be any size, shape, or form (in fact,
Passport advise the user to think of the
display as a 'space in which to draw your
ideas'), it does open up remarkable possi-
bilities for creating complex sounds.

Whilst it is feasible to draw and use a
complex envelope or LFO waveform, the fact
that each contour is actually read by soft-
ware as 64 points, rather than a continuous
function, means that such artistic extra-
vagances have a habit of producing choppy
sounds. Drawing the sounds is fairly straight-
forward, but the 'small, blinking cursor',
used for locating the contour points on the
bottom line of the top half of the display, is
very small indeed, which doesn't help mat-
ters. Furthermore, changing just one aspect
of an envelope (say, the gradient of the
attack portion) necessitates re -drawing the
entire envelope!

These aren't the only limitations to one's
synthetic aspirations. Having drawn in some
likely contours, the bottom half of the EDIT
display is engaged by entering 'VP' (Voice
Panel). This allows the user to set the 'soft'
switches and sliders with which to apply the
contours to the voice card operation. Once
this has been done, 'P' (Play) can be entered
and the keyboard actually played.

But where aspirations really fall badly
down the hill is in the realisation that all
these voice card changes have to be entered
in non -real time, so that, unlike a conven-
tional analogue synthesiser, it's impossible
to change knob settings or patches (i.e., the
'soft' switches, sliders or contours) as one's
playing, a curious deficiency for a synthe-
siser proclaiming itself to be capable of
'providing a very wide range of sounds and
effects unsurpassed by computer synthe-
sisers costing $5000 and up'.

Another point to bear in mind is that each
voice is derived from only a single oscil-
lator, with none of the facilities normally
used in synthesisers to 'thicken' this sort of
voice, such as pulse -width modulation
(PWM) or the mixing of the sub -octave and
other waveforms to the basic oscillator
output. Whilst it's true that a sawtooth
waveform is also available, courtesy of the
wave shaper, it's only as an either/or option,
and that's as a result of fiddling about with a
E&MM JANUARY 1982
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Figure 4. Sequencer display.

DIP switch on the voice cards - inside the
Apple - hardly a real-time control!

To be fair, Passport Designs tell me that
they do intend implementing some form of
real-time control of the voice card para-
meters in the near future, and also plan to
bring out a dual two oscillator/voice card
using Curtis chips throughout for VCOs,
VCFs and VCAs. This should provide a range
of sounds equivalent to those obtained from
a processor -controlled synthesiser like the
Prophet 5, which also uses Curtis chips.
Mind you, I do think it's a little imprudent to
launch a system like the Soundchaser with
voice cards that are likely to be upgraded in
the near future to something nearer the real
McCoy - especially when each three -voice
card retails for $350 (probably £250 here) -
perhaps Passport would consider a trade-in
of the old cards for the new?

Sequencer
According to Passport, 'the Sequencer is

an extraordinarily flexible and expressive
sub -system which expands your role from a
performer/programmer to an arranger/
conductor'. The SEQUENCER display in
Figure 4 shows that four banks of presets
(instruments programmed° with the EDIT
program) and sequences (notes or chords
played on the keyboard) are available for
arranging (setting a preset to a sequence),
mode assignment (record, playback or off),
and tempo variation (1 - fastest to 16 -
slowest). Though the SEQUENCER will store
a fairly long monophonic line if the tempo is
slow, Passport are tempting providence by
stating that each bank is 'capable of storing 2
to 16 minutes of music', as each of these is
limited to only 256 events. This isn't exactly

generous by contemporary standards of
polyphonic sequencers, but the future is
likely to see this extended to something like
16K -worth of storage.

The system allows the keyboard to be
played on top of a sequence playback (up to
the limit of available notes), and it's also
possible to program the real-time playing
with a different voice to that of the sequence
playback. When playing on top of a sequence
the keyboard always takes priority for note
assignments, although, if one does try to play
with more than one's fair share of notes,
strange things start to happen to the
sequencer timing, i.e., parts get inexplicably
out of sync. Actually, this is the easiest way
I've ever found of setting up overlapping
loops - it's a shame it's all accidental!

Onwards, Ever Onwards
The basic sound quality is good, even

though some quantisation noise creeps in
via the timer chips (a further section of the
DIP switch applies a 10kHz cut-off to remove
this), and the range of synthetic possibilities
is considerable owing to the 'etch -a -sketch'
contours.

In the States the total system sells for
$1350 ($650 for the keyboard and software,
$350 for each of the voice cards), but, over
here, I don't see much chance of the price
being less than £1,000.

The future is likely to see much greater
expansion of the Soundchaser's capabilities,
with 'professional series software' for teach-
ing, and 'musician series software' offering
more advanced musical utilities such as
instant recall of presets and layered
sequencing. Also, a Music Sketcher offering
real-time transcription onto the monitor
screen of monophonic lines played on the
keyboard, together with subsequent editing
of the entered music, is under develop-
ment and likely to retail for around $100.

Another item that Passport are develop-
ing is a software package for running the
Mountain Hardware MusicSystem boards
from their own keyboard. They hope to sell
this for £650, which will put them in direct
competition with the Alpha Syntauri system
selling for more than double that amount in
the States.

Passport Designs obviously have plenty
of bright ideas and some considerable
programming ingenuity, but these qualities
only make it more difficult to understand
why the Soundchaser has been released
with limitations that can only serve to
frustrate musicians being introduced to
computer music systems for the first time.
Dr. David Ellis HAM
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Thomas Dolby

"I'm more of an inventor, I enjoy original
systems of working. I don't regard myself as
a player, it makes no difference if I program
something or play it. I've never been
interested in personal bravado as a keyboard
player. Keyboards cover the abstract in my
music. If I'm imitating, I'd rather get a player
in to play the real instrument."
Keyboards

Roland JP -4; Micromoog (filter range
extension mod); Soli na string synth; PPG
340/380 wave computer. "The
because I think assignment of oscillators is
important, and you have control over that, as
opposed to the Prophet syndrome where you
can make it unison and that's about it. The
Solina's got a sound of its own and'll cut
through anything. The Micro's quick to set
up, and I like the pitchbend ribbon more
than a wheel - take your finger off and it'll
bounce right back.

"Other makers might look at the control
on the Micro called 'Filter Modulation By
Oscillator' which basically puts the filter into
overdrive, a useful effect especially on noise
and ring modulation effects, almost like a
feedback control. I tend to use studio effects
and recording techniques to push my
keyboards further. An edit facility is handy: I
slightly miss one on the JP -4."
Sequencers

Uses the PPG: "about 20 times the
parameters of an analogue synth".
Amplification

Live (most recently with Lene Lovich):
Teac Portastudio as mixer and for tape fx;
output to amp and speaker set-up. Studio:
DI: some amps.

Percussion/drum machines
Simmons SDS-V module + suitcase/

seven pads; Boss DR -55 for "basic
patterns".

Favourite studio/engineer
Liked John Kongos' Tapestry studio

which was "geared to my needs". Marcus
'big' studio/Tim Hunt (tape op). Town-
house/Nick Launay. Battery studio "sound-
ing good".

Home recording
Teac Portastudio; Revox stereo; "I steer

clear ot being too careful with demos now - I
use the Teac to write"

Chris Heaton

"All the greatest music throughout the
centuries has appealed to listeners on many
levels and is rewarding to people with prior
musical knowledge, and to those with no
knowledge at all. I work at that in all my
music."

Keyboards
Yamaha CS80; grand piano (prefer

Bosendorfer or Yamaha); Rhodes Stage 73;
Minimoog; Casiotone 202. "The Yamaha for
the keyboard touch controls, it's the only
polyphonic with that. The Mini is an alterna-
tive to the CS80's multiple triggering, and is
better as a soloing instrument. The Rhodes is
good as a 'gelling' instrument when record-
ing, and the Casio has those high, digital
sounds and is good for orchestrating.

"It'd be good if other makers could look at
the question of touch sensitivity. I don't see
the point in having an eight -voice poly-
phonic, which they make in the hope that
people are goi ng to use all their fingers, when
there's no real way of introducing expres-
sion. For example, if you use the new
Jupiter -8, there's a button that automatically
adds vibrato. I find that totally unresponsive
and, for me anyway, totally useless. And of
course you've got to take one hand off! Any
instrument can only be judged by what
musicians can express through it, and !think
the majority of synths on the market don't
live up to that judgement for me."

Amplification
Live: MM 8/2 mixer; Quad 405 power

amp "but don't drive it too high"; two cabs
each with Gauss 12in. driver; two Piezo
horns. Studio: Mainly DI, although "I'm
beginning to tire of that and may use some
rock amps soon".

FX

On Rhodes, uses a "range of pedals",
ending up with Oberheim ring modulator.

Percussion/drum machines
Boss DR -55 for home practice.

Favourite studio/engineer
Utopia/Andy Jackson (now left Utopia to

freelance).

Home recording
Two Pioneer cassette decks recorded

back and forth via mixer, "but the quality's
not too good".

Tony
Bacon

Dave Stewart
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"I do everything, I'm not just a keyboard
player - but I see the keyboards' role as not
being subservient to anything else. I've never
subscribed to the theory of keyboards being
a kind of 'decoration' ... I try to use them as
the driving force for the whole music."
Keyboards

Prophet -5 rev 2 (second LFO mod);
Minimoog; Rhodes Stage 73. "The Prophet I
like for the Poly Mod section, which makes it
more versatile than the OB-X, and the
programming facilities which are good for
quick changes; I like its sound. The Mini's
reliable, very in -tune, great forfat bass -lines,
the best basic synth. The Rhodes is pretty
weedy in some ways, but I have a personal
sound on it - it's incredibly delicate, and it's
nice to go to an instrument with some touch
sensitivity.

"I'd like to see manufacturers make
multiple envelopes available, without a lot of
patching. I think a fault of the Prophet and
the Mini is that they only have one envelope
each for the filter and the volume - it'd be
nice to have more than one for subtler
sounds. I think the envelope shaping is one
of the most important things in synthesis..
they can add oscillators till they're blue in the
face, but they should work on the other side
of it. I think, overall, the Fairlight-type
instrument will become more available and
cheaper."

Amplification
Live: Synths - RSD 12/2 mixer; Roland

Space Echo; Amcron amp; two Mega full
range cabs. Rhodes - H/H amp; WEM 4 x 12
cab. Studio: All through Roland Chorus/
Echo; stereo output to DI.
FX

MXR Distortion on half of Prophet split;
Electric Mistress flanger; plus "secret, revo-
lutionary" feedback effect.
Percussion/drum machines

Simmons SDS-V module + suitcase/
four pads; Claptrap.

Favourite studio/engineer
Matrix/Nick Bradford.

Home recording
Teac Portastudio; plus stereo bouncing

between Akai reel-to-reel and cassette,
adding mic input each bounce. Teac mainly
for adding vocals to resulting stereo tracks.
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Casiotone THE COMPLETE RANGE OF KEYBOARDS
UMW ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS

AND ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR
INSTANT DELIVERY
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MICROPHONE REVIEW

Beyer Soundstar Mk II
and M260 N(C)S

ILW

The fare on the menu this month takes
us to the Beyer range of microphones.
The importers, Beyer UK, have sub-

mitted the M400 N(C)S moving coil and
given it the more easily remembered name
Soundstar Mk II, together with the M260
N(C)S with a ribbon transducer.

Again, like last month, we will look at the
models in a variety of situations and use
them in company with a couple of other mics
to allow the judgement to be relative and not
in isolation. The other mics set up beside the
Beyers will not be anonymous as far as I'm
concerned, and are the EV PL91A from last
month's issue and an AKG D330 BT, which
should be featured in its own right shortly.

Background
Some background initially - ribbon

dynamic transducers are still a Beyer
speciality whereas other manufacturers
largely seem to ignore this form of trans-
ducer. Its use in the M260 is unusual for the
genre, in the accepted sense, as it is in a
'stick' mic and has a hyper-cardioid pick-up
pattern as opposed to the more usual use of
ribbons as figure of eights with a 'flat' stand-
up presentation.

Beyer dub hyper-cardioid as super-
cardioid. Theterm refers to a pick-up pattern
half way between cardioid (heart shaped)
and figure of eight.

The Soundstar Mk II moving coil is also
supercardioid and for this there was a data
sheet giving lots of details, including typical
frequency response and polar patterns. The
latter shows a narrowing of the front pick-up
at HF. It's the variation of frequency
response with angle to the mic which will
account for changes in the sound, either off
axis or in the total sound in more reflective
acoustics. This latter is more likely to be
noticed out and about in PA or location
recording, as opposed to 'treated' studio
situations.

Both mics come supplied with black
leatherette 'presentation' cases with foam
infill. The Soundstar has an additional slip on
foam 'pop' filter and is supplied with a 7.5m
cable with a Cannon connector for the mic
and a tip and sleeve 1/4" jack plug at the
recorder/mixer end. The M260 is supplied
with a machine run, on axis, frequency
response curve. Both have stand adapters of
the quick clip in type. On/off switches are
fitted with the curiosity of them being
operated in opposite directions for on! Must
make life difficult for performers! Finally on
background - both are the nominal 200
ohm rating requiring connection to input
impedances of 1000 ohms or greater.

Beyer Soundstar
Mk II (M400)

Beyer M260N(C)S

Figure 1. Super-cardioid pick-up pattern.

Performance
It is very difficult to list a set of specific

uses for either (or any of the mics lined up).
There are differences - the M260 being, as
expected, more extended in LF and without
the (albeit subtle) upper middle and HF lift of
the M400. The latter is more the vocal mic
although the literature does not think of it as
this exclusively. It certainly gives a clear 'cut
through' in this situation. For instrumental
pick up both perform very well - again
bearing out my adage that good mics always
come through. OK, we are not in the crossed
pair flat response situation, but the careful
tailoring of mics such as the M400 enable
clean vocal and instrumental pick up for
recording and PA work.

The M260 Ribbon seems to be a little
boomy on speech - or more particularly, it
allows the room to affect the sound more;
and yet on cymbals and guitar there is a HF
delicacy - the ribbon sound? The M400 is
less prone to proximity bars rise as there is a
bass roll -off at normal distances. Also it is 'P'
blast protected that bit better, and more so
with the add on shield. All as expected as it is
intended for vocal usage.

Both have a higher handling noise than I
think I am really expecting. This aspect is
certainly setting me on the lookout for mics
which excel in this respect.

So summarising - mics in this class
offer solid, no problem, usage. They will take
high levels, and have a decent feel and
expectation of reliability which will reward
purchasers. Again, a pair of mics thoroughly
recommended.
Mike Skeet E&MM
Both mics are available from Beyer Dynamic
Microphones, 1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath,
Sussex.
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Aria TS -400

GUITAR REVIEW

 4

When this guitar arrived at E&MM's
penthouse office suite, one of the
girls played a trick on me. (Shame on

you; you know who you are!) "My brother's
just bought this guitar," she said, looking
innocent, "could you check it out before I
send it on to him?"

"That's a coincidence," I thought, falling
for it fret, string and plectrum, "I'm sup-
posed to be reviewing an Aria guitar later on
this month. This one will give me an idea of
what they're like."

Several minute's happy strumming later,
I reported thatthe guitar was fine, but how on
earth could her brother afford a guitar like
that? I include this story not to destroy my
credibility as a non -gullible guitar reviewer,
but to illustrate three important points. I had
put this guitar in the £300-£400 bracket;
instead, for £224.60 including VAT you not
only get a guitar that looks good, sounds
good and plays well, but also a plush lined,
fitted case and even a curly jack to jack lead!
We are definitely talking about value for
money here.

Secondly, Gigsville (Aria's importers) are
fast movers. The guitar arrived long before I
expected it would, which doesn't guarantee
such fast service for everyone but is at least
indicative of good organisation down there in
Heston.

In the three years they have been import-
ing Mr Arai's guitars - spot the anagram -
Gigsville have gained an enviable reputation
for thoroughly looking over every guitar
before sending it out. While the TS -400
didn't leap out of the case into my arms and
start playing itself, it didn't take long for me
to get used to it. As it happens, the bridge
was slightly out when I checked the intona-
tion, but I hadn't noticed this whilst playing
and the setting up was exemplary in every
other respect.

In case you were wondering, the letters
TS stand for Thor Sound, a designation that
isn't explained in Gigsville's literature. If it
means that a god -like being with a hammer
appears at your concerts and threatens the
audience to make them clap in time and sing
along with the choruses, then I for one want
no part of it. Actually I suspect it's a

reference to the guitar's sound, which tends
to be weighty and powerful rather than
cutting or incisive, but more of that later.

Appearances
First of all, this is a good looking guitar; it

isn't obviously based on any well known
American designs, but Aria haven't had to
resort to odd angles and sharp bits that stick
into the player in order to be original.
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Instead, the body is comfortably contoured
and well balanced, and the cutaways allow
ample access to the top frets. The finger-
board is rosewood, which I find much
warmer and more pleasant to play than
squeaky clean lacquered maple, and there
are 24 frets.

Twenty-four fret necks are becoming
more and more popular nowadays, a move
which I approve of; you're not going to use
that top E in every song, of course, but it's
handy to have it there when you need it. The
guitar is finished in an attractive brown
sunburst which I would have called violin
finish, but Aria modestly describe as Japan
brown. Walnut and metallic blue are avail-
able as options; if the latter is the same finish
as used on the Gerry Cott model, I don't want
to see one without a stronger pair of sun-
glasses being provided.

Don't be fooled by the maple and walnut
stripes; this guitar has a glued on neck, a
good move in view of the scarcity of suitably
long pieces of wood. If you would prefer a
real neck through body construction, rather
than 'go faster' stripes, the top of the range
TS -600 will oblige. This guitar also sports an
ebony fingerboard, and an active preamp
and tone control built in.

Hardware
As many guitarists are now aware, mass

is a great aid to sustain, especially in the
bridge area. There are many other factors, of
course, but Aria have made a step in the right
direction with a rather interesting bridge
construction; they have avoided brass nuts
and other tomfoolery in favour of making the
bridge as heavy as possible, and joined to the
body as well as possible. Many electric guitar
bridges are still thin bits of metal screwed on
to the body; Aria's is a hefty chunk which is
actually inset into the wood.

Another feature of this bridge is that it has
two distinct ways of anchoring the string
ends; either by keyhole slots, or by passing
the strings through holes in the back of the
body. The slots are handy for quick re-
stringing on stage, and also enable the re-
use of old strings with curry ends in an
emergency. The other advantage of having
two anchoring methods is that it enables the
player to alter the feel of the strings to suit his
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or her preferences; passing the strings
through from the back lengthens them and
subtly alters the whole character of the
guitar.

The scale length is long, a little over
25'/2", and the strings supplied were quite
lightweight, ranging in gauge from 0.046" to
0.009". The guitar arrived with the strings in
the slots, and like this, was ideal for string
bending and other metallic guitar heoics;
alternatively the light action would make it
easy to pound out barre chords all night
without getting cramp in your forefinger.

Unfortunately, I wasn't able to restring
the guitar with the same strings since their
curly ends wouldn't go through the holes in
the back, and I wasn't about to buy a new set
of strings just to experiment with. From my
experience, a longer string length stiffens
things up in quite a different way from using
a heavier gauge set of strings; the only way to
find out if you like this is to try it out when you
fit new strings. In general, stiffer strings are
good for fingerstyle and for very fast playing
since they don't flop about so much under
your fingers.

Back to the bridge; there are six string
saddles, one for each string, and each
individually adjustable for intonation and
height. Intonation (string length) adjustment
is by cross -point head screws, while string
height (action) is adjusted with a small Allen
key which is supplied by the thoughtful Aria
people. They also give you a bigger Allen key
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to fit the truss rod, which isn't such a good
idea; indiscriminate truss rod adjustment
can damage your neck. Beware!

The machine heads all worked smoothly,
the nut was accurately cut and didn't stick,
and there wasn't a single sharp fret end
anywhere on the fingerboard; ten out of ten
for the mechanics of this guitar.

Controls and Circuitry
There are three knobs and four switches

on the guitar's lower bout. Master volume
and the pick-up selector are in just the right
place and work well; no problems there. The
only advantage I can see in having two tone
controls, however, is in being able to pre-
determine a different setting for each pick-
up used separately; when both pick-ups are
on, there is total interaction, and both tone
controls do the same job.

One of the small toggle switches puts the
pick-ups out of phase when both are on
together, and gives the familiar 'hollow'
sound; the other two give parallel or series
connection of the coils in each pick-up. As is
common with these dual sound arrange-
ments, parallel connection tends to sound
more strangled than a coil tap, but has the
advantage of being hum cancelling while
still giving some treble increase.

As I've already suggested, treble is the
one thing this guitar lacks, although it's
easily put back with the amplifier controls;

maybe the active circuitry of the TS -600 is
better in this respect. The sound is smooth
rather than cutting, although the pick-ups
are really quite powerful; I measured 10 volts
peak to peak output when playing loudly.

I was able to obtain a good acoustic
strumming sound, and a creditable jazz
sound. The appearance of the TS -400 is
such that it won't look out of place playing
such music, unless you get the bluer than
blue version of course; and then you add a bit
of overdriven amplifier distortion, its whole
character changes. The sound becomes
warm and thick, ideal for heavy metal and
similar assaults on the senses; if you want to
be a little more creative, the guitar is
responsive enough to follow where you lead.

Before we leave the controls, the knobs
are quite a surprise; they look just like black
-plastic - it's only when you touch them that
you realise they are in fact metal! An
example of the inscrutable Japanese sense
of humour, perhaps?

The lead supplied with the instrument is
fine, and has dismantlable plugs fitted
rather than the moulded on sort, which
makes it easier to repair if necessary. The
jack socket is on the side of the guitar where
you can't see it - black mark for that -
although it does have a neat recessed
surround to keep plug marks in the wood to a
minimum. When you come to plug the lead
in, however, a slight slip-up becomes
apparent; it's normal to put the right angled
plug into the guitar, but because of the
recess you can't do this. To summarise, then,
the only fault with the electrics is that the
right angled plug has to go at the amplifier
end ... If any of you use those effects boxes
which dangleoff the guitar itself (and usually
drop out of the socket in the middle of your
ace solo) they won't fit either, which can only
be a good thing in my opinion.

There are four guitars in the Thor Sound
range, from the previously mentioned
TS -600 down to the TS -300 which has a bolt -
on neck and a phase switch only; no dual
sound. The TS -500 is a mixture of the 400
and 600, asyou might expect; it is basically a
TS -400 with the addition of active circuitry,
and may be worth considering if you have a
little more money to spend.

The main features of the TS -400 are
value for money and attention to detail; if I

call it characterless, that is meant as a
compliment. Distinctive, exciting guitars
soon become a nuisance when you want to
deviate from what they do best; with the Aria,
it's easy to forget the guitar is there and just
concentrate on the music. After all, that's
what it's all about isn't it?
Peter Maydew E&MM
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Fuse failure indication
The failure of a fuse either as a result of a

fault or simple ageing and over -heating can,
be quite alarming because the piece of
equipment in question usually stops working
with no indication as to why. It is thus useful
to arrange for some form of indicator to light
when a fuse fails. The simplest indicator is
for mains when a neon (together with a 270K
resistor if not built into the neon) is strapped
across the fuse. Obviously when the fuse
blows the voltage at the load end drops and
the neon lights. The small leakage current
through the neon will be of little conse-
quence to the following circuit, even in the
event of a major fault. Failures in DC circuits
can be a little more tricky depending on the
nature of the following circuits. Ha current of
say 5mA is acceptable, even in event of fuse
failure, a LED may be connected across the
fuse in the same way as the neon. The
polarity of the LED should be altered if the
fuse is in a negative supply line. If even low
current is not acceptable a transistor must
be used to drive the LED. A PNP type for a
positive rail system can be connected across
the fuse with the base connected to the load
side. A LED and suitable resistor are added
to the collector. If the fuse fails the base
voltage falls, switching on the transistor and
causing the LED to light.

While on the subject of failures, the
usefulness of connecting a small neon
across the mains supply as soon as it enters
a piece of equipment should not be under-
estimated. Such a neon will give immediate
indication as to the state of the mains supply

AC fuse fail indicator

Simple DC system

DC system with low tail
current through load

thus saving valuable time if the fault is in the
mains lead, as. it often is. Such miniature
neons are cheap to buy and easy to fit. They
also provide an added reminder when
servicing that mains is supplied even though
the equipment is switched off - something
that it is all too easily forgotten.

Valve amp
transformer repair

One of the most common failures of valve
amplifiers (apart from valves and capaci-
tors) occurs when the output matching
transformer ceases to match. Under certain
conditions of failure it is possible to give the
amp a new lease of life by a simple re -wiring
job'on the transformer in question.

Most transformers have several taps to
enable a wide variety of speaker impedances
to be matched. These are arranged as shown
in (a). If the coil between 0 volts and 4 ohms
fails (usually) the output may be re -wired as

0/P stage e e 100V

16R

HTe a 8R

0/P stage

4R

OV

(b) making use of another 4 ohm impedance
winding on the transformer.

Having said this it is worth noting that this
coil may be wound with lighter guage wire
than the original windings, and will thus be
more prone to fail if the amp is run at full
power for an extended period. Note also that
it is important to ensure that the original
winding is not shorted to earth at the point of
failure (in which case it must be discon-
nected) or that the failure did not cause
several turns to be shorted together, which
would result in large eddy currents flowing
within the transformer, giving rise to over-
heating, and loss of efficiency.

4R out

Pseudo phaser
Dave Rogers -Walton

Tone stops allow the electronic organ
player to select from different fixed filters
whilst playing and so are really a type of
performance control. There is no reason why
a similar facility should not be added to the
more usual performance controls (e.g. pitch
bend) found on synthesisers. What is
needed is some form of one -knob, complex
tone control which, unlike standard tone
circuits, should be able to shift the balance
within the important mid -band as well as at
the extremes, so varying the whole character
of the sound. The circuit shown does exactly
this. It has also been found to have a useful
effect at the output of guitar overdrive
circuits.

RV1 simultaneously alters the time
constants of several high and low-pass
signal paths which are then remixed at the
output. One of the results of this is the
formation of a notch which varies in centre
frequency as well as depth, depending on
the setting of RV1. Ll forms resonant circuits
with the capacitors over most of RV 1s range
but is effectively faded out of circuit towards
either end, thus adding another variable
element to the frequency response
contouring.

Used with a reasonably bright audio
input, the perceived loudness is then similar
for all settings, so a small turn of this single
control can be used to obtain a distinct
change in timbre without having to readjust
the volume, while a back and forth rotation
during a sound gives an effect like a
manually swept one -notch phaser. A by-pass
switch is not needed since with RV1 fully
anticlockwise, the tonal response is almost
identical to a 'straight through' path.

For best results this circuit must: (1) feed
into an impedance of 47k or over, for
example, a non inverting op -amp, which if
given a gain of x5 will also more than make
up forthe insertion loss of the passive circuit.
(2) be driven from a low impedance stage,
designated 'A' in the diagram. This may
already exist within a piece of equipment
(emitter follower, op -amp, etc) in which case
the present circuit can simply be added on
passively. If the available output impedance
is more than a few hundred ohms, however, a
simple buffer stage should be included.

1k0

C2
510

Ll  Choke 111111225C!

0/P

00

(a) I tn
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ACCESSORY REVIEW

Tempo -Check

There comes a time in every musician's
life when it's helpful to know the tempo
of a particular piece of music. This

could be the tempo of a solo in a concerto,
the speed of a track on a demo tape, or
whatever, but, until recently, there hasn't
been a means of estimating this other than
by using what could be called a successive
approximation technique with a metronome,
i.e., fiddling with it until the clicks just about
fit. The Tempo -Check produced by Pulse
Designs, a British firm, enables this to be
measured with ease and offers a lot more to
boot. Measuring 63/4" x 21/2" x 2", the sensible
wedge shape of the Tempo -Check makes it
very stable in those situations where other
units would merrily bounce on to the floor.
It's perhaps not surprising to find a micro-
processor responsible for its activities, but it
is rare to find quite so much flexibility in
such a compact package.

To start with, the unit offers a chromatic
octave (middle C to B) of tuning pitches
(referenced to A = 440 Hz), the output being
of square wave variety and heard through
either the built-in speaker or via an earphone
socket. The transparent main control is used
to select the pitch and this value is also
displayed on the large three -digit LED
display in the middle of the Tempo -Check.
Some tuners on the market provide chroma-
tic pitches in different octaves and allow for
very precise null adjustment of the tuning via
a mike input. I've never actually found it
necessary to reject my ears in favour of a
beat -detecting machine, and so I found it
utterly straightforward to tune both a 6 -string
guitar and a 46 -string harp from the 12
pitches of the Tempo -Check. Automation
isn't always the answer - especially when
tuning such obtuse things as harps which
require you to slightly sharpen notes at the
top end and flatten those at the bottom!

Measuring tempi is merely a matter of
sliding a switch from 'pitch' to 'beats',
pressing the red 'tempo' button in time with
the music, and reading the display a short
time later. Tempo indication is obviously not
instantaneous as the processor needs at
least two points with which to calculate a
time interval, but, in practice, the delay is
inconsequential unless the tempo you're
measuring is itself fluctuating - in which
case you've got problems!

I managed to register tempi from 5 to 500
beats per minute, so it should dothe trick for
any piece of music you care to tap into its
Design Centre -selected case.

On first switching on, the metronome
side of the unit ticks away in a thoroughly
familiar manner with the main control

The TCS120.

selecting tempi ranging from 40 (grave) to
200 (presto) and displaying the same on the
LED display. At this point, one also notes
three LEDs ('downbeat', 'beat 1' and 'beat 2')
above the main display flashing in syn-
chrony. The really interesting things start
happening when you press the 'beat 1' and
'beat 2' buttons. Pressing 'beat 1' and at the
same time adjusting the main control results
in the number of beats per bar being
indicated on the display. Releasing the
button results in the resumption of beating
but with the red LED indicating the downbeat
and the yellow LED the beats per bar. The
'beat 2' button can then be used to program
in sub -divisions of the beats per bar in the
same way as for 'beat 1' and the green LED
then joins in the metronomic fun of the other
two. As well as visually and audibly indicat-
ing sub -divided beats, the Tempo -Check
also makes it child's play to enter cross
rhythms, ranging from straightforward
things like 3 against 4 to such physical and
mental demoralisers as 11 against 12. Each
of the three beat indications has a slight
difference in pitch, and, furthermore, the
balance of the three sounds can be varied
according to the volume setting. I've used
the earphone output of the Tempo -Check to
provide a click -track on some recent record-
ing sessions and I'm pleased to report that it
really works extremely well.

A definite plus point of the Tempo -Check
is that it uses rechargeable Nicad batteries
rather than requiring you to be perpetually
replacing batteries in a unit that accidentally
got left switched -on. Would that more
manufacturers adopted a similar policy with
effects units!

Whereas the pocket -sized Tempo -Check
is designed and priced (around £55) for the
musician on the move, their other version,
the Tempo -Check TCS 120, is a 19" rack
mounting unit with a rather more solid price
(£270 + VAT). This is intended for studio

The Tempo -Check. .

applications and includes a number of extra
facilities in addition to those offered by the
cheaper model. Tempo measurement and
tuning follows the previous plan of action,
but an optional tuning input card enablesthe
TCS 120 to be used both as a tuning
reference and as a tuning meter with the
tuning error shown on the left hand digit of
the display as a series of dashes.

On the metronome side of the TCS 120,
the unit offers tempi references of frames
per beat (for TV and film work) as well as the
usual beats per minute. An instant start
control (triggerable from a variety of
sources) and multiple pulse and timing
controls make the unit very easy to interface
with sequencers, synthesisers, and so on.
Instead of the rather boring click character-
istic of the other Tempo -Check and elec-
tronic metronomes in general, the TCS 120
provides a much more interesting high-
pitched drum sound. In addition, separate
downbeat, crotchet, triplet and quaver out-
puts can be blended together with front
panel controls to give musicians a rather
more lively click -track foldback that's also
easier to follow.

An excellent unit, the TCS 120, but I'm
perfectly happy with the poor man's version.
So, 'bye for now - I'm off to practice playing
11 against 12!
David Ellis E&MM
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EFFECTS REVIEW

T.C. Electronic
Effects Boxes

Power Supply
T0 replace an endless array of PP3
batteries TC Electronics have pro-
duced a Power Supply unit, measuring

100 x 60 x 30mm. Finished in matt black
with white lettering to compliment their
range of effects units, the PSU has four nine
volt @ 20mA outputs. Each output has its
own 3.5mm jack socket and is fully regu-
lated and short circuit proof. Mains, 240VAC
@ 1.6W, is connected via two metres of cable
terminated with a 2 -pin plug. (A shaver
adaptor socket will be required here.) Power
on indication is shown by a red LED. The LED
extinguishes if any of the four outputs are
short circuited and the supply delivers 9.25V
at 30mA, well regulated and with low noise.
As most effects units require only a few
milliamps to work, the supply is obviou.sly
generous in its rating, but then one may
expect this for a price of £30.30 including
VAT.

Integrated Preamp
This unit comes in a die cast aluminium

box measuring, once again, 110 x 60 x
30mm; obviously a standard size container
used throughout the range. Finished in matt
black with a white legend, the controls cover
bass and treble boost and cut with an output
volume control. Signal input and output are
standard 0.25" jack sockets. Power comes
from either an internal battery or from a
3.5mm external power socket. Require-
ments are 9V @ 0.89mA and with this low
current, battery life expectancy should be
long. The usual output socket doubling up as
a switch is incorporated, so that removal of
the output jack lead turns off the pre -amp.
Measurements taken at 1 kHz showed an
input sensitivity of 250mV RMS fora n output
of 1.75V RMS just at the onset of clipping.
The pre -amp, adjusted for flat response, has
an overall gain of seven from 60Hz to 18kHz,
the -3dB points being at 18Hz and 20kHz.

The treble control peaks at 5kHz with
boost and cut up to seven times the input
level available. The bass control peaks at
60Hz with boost and cut being slightly less;
up to four times input level. Both controls
offer reasonable control of tone quality,
especially for a guitar, as they lie within the
most usable range of the instrument. How-
ever, the volume control has an effect on the
output signal only and not on the input signal
level. This allows the pre -amp to be easily
overdriven by high output guitars or other
effects units and this should be considered
when the unit is in use. Background hum
and hiss levels were extremely low and no

The T.C. Electronic Effects units.

colouration of signals was evident, making
the unit pleasant to use even with a price tag
of £39.20 inc VAT.

TC VII Emphasible
Peak Phaser

Quite a mouthful for a simple device.
Again, this effect unit is housed in the
standard black and white box. Ins and outs
are via 0.25" jack sockets, and external
power supply input via a 3.5mm jack. Two
controls adjust speed (phasing rate) and
peak, or range of phase. A bypass foot
switch, for straight signal or effect, is
mounted on the box. The switch action is
virtually silent, unlike most foot operated
switches, and is still mechanical in opera-
tion - but electronically actuated. Quite a
noticeable difference.

Phasing speed is variable from 0.06Hz up
to 10Hz. As the speed is increased, the
phase depth decreases, which is usually
only a problem with 'cheap' phasers using
simple integrator oscillators and all -pass
filtering. The peak control alters the depth or
degree of phase change during each sweep.

An external potentiometer can be used to
alter speed and maximum speed is at the
end with minimum resistance. External
bypass requires a break action (normally
made) switch for control of effect in or out.
Current drain is about 2.5mA, low enough to
ensure good battery life from the internally
mounted PP3.

In use, the phaser gives an effect more
like a VCF or auto-wah with bandpass
characteristics; the effect lessens with
increase in signal frequency, and requires a
source rich in harmonics for full apprecia-
tion. Although quite a nice result is obtain-
able I was unable to find a true resemblance
to phasing. When the effect is switched in,
the sweep ramp always starts at the same
point instead of anywhere along the sweep
cycle. Quite a novel addition and useful for
keyboard players. Finally, calibration of
speed control starts from 0.1 to 10 in seven
stages and does not match with the true
oscillator rate. The same goes for the peak
control, calibrated in seven stages from 0 to
6 'somethings'! So, useful as an effect of
some sort, but definitely not as a phaser
costing £79.30.
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Dual Parametric
Equaliser

The by now familiar 120 x 90 x 30mm
black die cast case, with white legend,
shrouds a very interesting signal processing
unit. For those unfamiliar with parametric
equalisation, conventional broad bandwidth

_bass, mid and treble controls (eg. Baxandal I)
offer boost and cut with a gentle 6dB per
octave slope. Graphic equalisers offer up to
14dB, usually, of boost and cut with a
separate control for each octave (or down to
one-third octave) and have a usable band-
width of 50Hz to 10kHz. The slope charact-
eristic is usually from 6 to 12dB per octave.

This TC dual parametric equaliser has
two centre frequency controls, one covering
the range 20Hz to 2kHz and the other 100Hz
to 10kHz. Together they offer individual
control of lower and upper harmonics and
dual control of the mid frequencies. Basical-
ly, two bandpass filters are used, the centre
frequency selected can either be boosted to
+16dB or cut to -16dB (measured +16 and
-18dB) and the bandwidth control selects
either a broad 1 octave band, down to a very
narrow 0.1 (r octave) band or notch.
Particular frequencies can then be precisely
enhanced or removed with very little effect
on the rest of the music.

The unit also acts as a pre -amp. With all
controls set to unity (flat response) the
bandwidth measured 15Hz to 70kHz -3dB.
A special treble control is fitted, which can
be used to boost or cut up to 18dB of signal at
10kHz, and the overall gain is adjustable
±12dB @ 1kHz. Actually, most of these
specification figures came out well above on
measurement tests and were most impres-
sive. A small slide switch is fitted, which
bypasses the equalising circuitry, but leaves
in the input and output buffer pre -amps. The
high input (1M) and low output (600R)
impedance, therefore, remain unaffected.

The internal PP3 battery supply is very
low current and is replaceable with a 3.5mm
jack external power socket. Supply switching
is via the signal input jack, and output comes
from a standard jack socket.

In use, I found the unit extremely
versatile, from removing mains hum and
acoustic feedback to enhancing the tonal
qualities of my guitar. Noise, hiss and hum
levels were extremely low, as one comes to
expect with TC products, and at £65 this is
good value for such an impressive para-
metric system.

Booster + Line Driver
& Distortion

Generally, distortion units have been well

exploited, and just about everyone either
owns or makes them (or both). For those un-
acquainted, distortion is usually achieved by
driving a pre -amp stage into clipping and
then applying boost or cut to the upper
harmonics to mellow the effect or sharpen it.
Unfortunately, high gain input stages mean
that all signals, including hum and noise etc
are amplified, producing a lot of noise in the
absence of an input signal.

The booster -distortion unit undertest has
two separate modes of operation. Firstly, as a
boost pre -amp with volume, bass and treble
controls; and secondly, as a distortion driver
producing soft clipping, with depth control
from normal boost to maximum distortion.

The two effects are switched in and out of
circuit with a foot operated bypass switch.
The effect mode is selected with a slide
switch and a noise suppressor control
protrudes through the front panel. The
electronics are housed in a (dare I repeat?)
120 x 90 x 30mm die-cast case, finished in
matt black with white lettering. There are
standard jack sockets for signal input (also
controlling supply on/off) and signal out-
puts. 3.5mm jacks cater for an external
power supply and external bypass switch.

I must mention the electronic switching.
The foot switch (bypass) is very light in
operation and electronically selects the
effect in or out of circuit. The switch appears
to work as a latching flip-flop toggle, making
external switching simple and not depen-
dent on the internal switch. A miniature red
LED comes on for about 10 secs, indicating
that the effect has been selected.

With boost effect selected, the unit acts
as a pre -amp with a flat 20Hz to 18kHz
response. Bass and treble boost of ±18dB @
60Hz and 8kHz respectively is available and
an input of 70mV RMS produces an output of
2.25V RMS @ 1kHz.

A noise suppressor ensures that any
input signals below 5mV in amplitude, are
not amplified and the threshold control is
adjusted so that output noise signals are at a
minimum. This 'noise gate' effects the
dynamic range of instrument signals, but
can be adjusted for minimum interference
and is a useful addition.

In the distortion mode, the usual clipping
of the signal waveform is apparent and
upper or lower harmonics can be processed
using the bass and treble controls. Used in
conjunction with the distortion depth con-
trol, quite nice soft clipping effects can be
produced and background noise and mush
is just not there. A line output Cannon plug is
fitted for remote mixer/PA applications
making £77 worth of electronics nicely
presented, and effective.

TC XII and XII B/K
Programmable Phaser

I found this unit similar in effect to the
emphasi ble peak phaser and have to
admit that I am not sold on the effect
created. Phasing, generally, is produced by
changing the degree of phase shift between
all pass filters, and a 'notch' is generated
after every 360° of phase change. The more
filter stages available, the more notches are
produced at 720°, 1440°, 2880° etc known
as a 'comb' response. Similar effects are
created using delay line devices which have
an added bonus of echo or reverb depth
added to the phasing. The filters are swept or
voltage controlled using a slow oscillator,
producing the familiar 'phasing' effect,
sounding much like a passing prop plane on
a hot summers' day.

This unit has a speed control, varying the
phasing rate from 0.06Hz to 10Hz, and
sweeping the filters with a triangle wave
form. The total number of filters (or notches)
are selected with a three position toggle
switch connecting 4, 8 or 12 filters into
circuit, and the function control varies the
phasing intensity from 'peak' through 'linear'
to 'notch'. The effect of this control is to
produce a normal phasing effect in the
'Linear' position, with decreased filter
response producing a shallower phase
towards the 'notch' position, and increased
filter response producing a deeper, richer
phase towards the 'peak' position. The 'Q' of
the filter can thus be varied for best effect.

The sweep width is varied with the width
control, which increases the upper and lower
sweep limits when turned from 0 to 6. The
working range of the phase effect can be
shifted up or down, using the colour coded
jack plugs provided, when inserted into the
'program' jack socket. The blue jack shifts
the phasing range up above normal, and the
red jack shifts the range down. A volume (or
swell) pedal could also be used for manual
(pedal?) control of sweep when connected to
this socket.

Standard input and output jack sockets
are fitted, with supply switching on the input
jack. A 3.5mm external power supply jack
allows a low noise PSU to be connected, or an
internal PP3 can be used to drive the phaser
which has low current requirements. The
usual silent bypass switching is fitted and
can be integral, with a foot switch, or external
via a 3.5mm jack. Used either way, a

miniature red LED lights up for five seconds,
indicating that the effect has been selected.

All electronics are housed in a 120 x 90 x
30mm die cast case, finished in matt black
with a white legend and looking thoroughly
presentable.

Sound effects from very deep phasing
and close to flanging can be set up, also a
useful slow to fast rotor/vibrato simulation.
The TCXII B/K is intended for bass guitar
and keyboard use and has an extended
frequency response and slightly different
phasing characteristics. Both units are
priced at £96 (inc VAT).
Dave Goodman E&MM

T.C. Electronic Effects are distributed by
Gigsville, Phoenix Way, Heston, Middlesex.
Tel: 01-897 3792.
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A HISTORY OF
ELECTRONIC MSCDe e.

As we have seen in the previous issue,
by 1930 virtually all the prerequisites
for the realisation of electronic music

had been satisfied. However, although useful
at first, the wire -recorder and the phono-
graph were soon superceded bythe arrival of.
the tape recorder in 1935. Known as the
'Magnetophone', this first tape recorder
allowed much greater 'sonorous transforma-
tion'. For instance it was now possible to
alternate between various sound sources by
splicing together pieces of tape. One other
technique was also to prove very accom-
modating - the ability to overdub. These
and variations in speed during playback
and/or recording opened up a whole new
world of sound and compositional possi-
bilities..At this time, film -making was also to
become more creative in its use of sound.
Film-makers began to use sound effects and
electronic music in their films. Amongst
them a Mexican, Carlos Chavez, advocated
the synthesis of all art forms via film. He saw
the potential of using elaborate mixing
desks, as well as dubbing, and filtering, for
the production of film sound -track.

By 1939 his and other experiments had
reached New York and Hollywood. At that
time a Canadian film-maker living in New
York, Norman McLaren, developed a form of
optical sound -track by drawing or scratching
on to the film. This was further developed by_
the Whitney Brothers, but because they
wanted to retain the synchronisation be-
tween sound and image they were forced to
work at slow speeds. However, in order to
avoid sub -audible frequencies on playback,
they speeded up the film. This Speeding up
changed the timbral qualities of the sound. A
technique used much later by Stockhausen
in the work 'Kontakte'w.

Following the appearance of the tape
recorder, primitive synthesisers began to
appear. The most significant of these were
built by Percy Grainger and Burnett Cross.

Later a collaboration between Grainger,
Cross, and fellow American J. M. Hanert,
produced a synthesiser which employed.
eight oscillators that could be accurately
synchronised. Hanert's synthesiser used
punchcards, as opposed to the paper rolls of
the earlier machines. From this time on-
ward, at least until the 1970s, America was to
the fore in developing the synthesiser for
commercial use.

Of course, all these -technological de-
velopments wereinevitably to have an effect
on the realisation of new music. And in 1944
a broadcasting engineer working for RTF in
Paris '- Pierre Schaffer - was the first
person to present a concert of sound effects

"CAGE

and everyday noises composed entirely for
magnetic tape. This new music was to be
called 'Musique Concrete'. A year later he
was to establish the first centre for tape
composition with a young French composer,
Pierre Henry.

At first they treated familiar sounds such
as voice, trains, wind, piano and later
amplified sounds, including creaking doors,
sighs, etc. Pierre Schaffer's first composition
was a concert of locomotive sounds entitled
'Etude aux Chemin de Fer'. It was, in fact,
little more than sounds usually associated
with trains or to use the parlance of painters,
a study in 'traininess'. Although a modest
little piece, it occupies a special place in
musical history. It was significant on several
accounts. First, the act of musical composi-
tion was accomplished by a technological
means. Second, it could be played re-
peatedly in precisely the same manner.
Third, its playing was not reliant on a human
performer; and fourth, the basic elements
were 'concrete' (not ephemeral) and thus
required a different mode of listening from
that employed in perceiving abstract music.

Within the next five years, 'Musique
Concrete' was to attract musicians of the
stature of Messiaen, Milhaud, Boulez and
Stockhausen.

Some of the more important pieces to
emerge during this period include 'Vocalise'
by Pierre Henry, Messiaen's 'Timbres -
Durees', and Boulez's 'Etudes I and II sur un
son'. Listening closely to 'Vocalise' we are
able to hear some of the tape manipulations
available. For instance the variation of
speed, both of recording and playback was
very popular with Henry, and indeed 'Voca-
lise' begins with a clear pronunciation of the
syllable 'Ah'. It is then transformed by
replaying the tape at a higher speed. It then
sounds like chirping birds. When it is slowed
down, it resembles the roar of lions. By
splicing both these and other effects, Henry
was able to give the piece rhythm. This
together with overdubbing also enabled him

to vary the texture between one and several
voices. Although only 21/2 minutes long, its
use of minimal sound sources would have
been inconceivable without the use of the
tape recorder, and it thus established the
tape recorder as a compositional tool.(2)

The voice was a popular sound source,
and a little later (1958) Luciano Berio
employed part of the text of James Joyce's
'Ulysses' in his piece 'Thema'. Berio's use of
this text was prompted by the sonorous
nature of the text itself. It makes use of such
onomatopoeiac(3)words as hiss, smack, and
trilling. Having begun with an unaltered
statement of the basic material, it is then
altered over a period of six minutes by
various tape manipulations and filtering.

All the pieces mentioned so far were
realised at RTF Paris. During the early 50s,
however, other studios were set up, usually
by radio stations, and they all encouraged
composers to use their facilities. Of these
new studios the Columbia studio, later to
merge with the Rockerfeller-financed
Princeton University studio, became very
well known. Founded by composers Vladimir
Ussachevsky and Otto Luening in 1952, it
has been used by composers from over
twenty countries. The first works to emerge
were realised using the piano as a sole sound
source. The most important of these was
probably 'Sonic Contours'. The piano is
modified in the usual ways and also by the
simultaneous mixing of sounds, thus retain-
ing the fidelity which was often lost during
overdubbing. Ussachevsky presented this
and other pieces at a concert in New York on
May 9th 1952.

Otto Luening also played some pieces at
the same concert, including 'Fantasy in
Space', a piece built upon a simple melody
played on the flute; it features echo and
reverberation derived from multiple head
tape decks. Its similarity to Ussachevsky's
pieces led not surprisingly to their collabora-
tion on a piece entitled 'Incantation'.

The results of these collaborations, as
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well as the works of other composers,
influenced many German researchers and
musicians, who tackled the possibilities of
further exploration with typical Teutonic
thoroughness. A collaboration between
Werner Meyer-Eppler, Robert Beyer and the
composer Herbert Eimert was broadcast in
October 1951. It featured the 'Sound -world
of music created on a melochord'. After
encouraging reviews they decided to estab-
lish the Cologne studio. It was originally
directed by Eimert, and later Karl -Heinz
Stockhausen.

Although most of the composers who
used the studio were followers of the
Schoenberg-Webern tone row approach to
composition, Stockhausen and his col-
leagues were more concerned with creating
pure electronic music than transforming
existing sounds. Stockhausen thus looked
forward to the synthesis of any sound from
pure frequencies. He first attempted this in
his 'Studie I' (1953). It failed to some degree,
but later (1955-6) he used both elec-
tronically generated sounds plus that of a
boy's voice in his 'Gesang der Jiinglinge(4).
This was much more successful and
effected a fusion between opposed extremes
- i.e. natural and synthesised sound. By
using several banks of speakers he was able
to move the sounds around in space (an idea
later used by Boulez in his 'Poesie pour
pouvoir' for electronic sounds and spirally
disposed orchestra).

Meanwhile, in America, Varese - who
had been pressing for various electronic
means of producing sound - received his
first tape recorder, and by 1954 realised
'Deserts' for tape and orchestra. It was not
until much later, he was in fact in his
seventies, that he created one of the
masterpieces of music on tape. This piece,
'Poeme Electronique'(5), was commissioned
by Philips for their pavilion at the 1958
Brussels Exhibition. It was played via a multi -
speaker set up in a building designed by Le
Corbusier. The piece combines the sounds

Karlheinz Stockhausen.

of solo soprano and chorus, with totally new
sounds.

Despite the progress of electronic music,
it was often criticised on the grounds that its
sounds were dead, and indeed in some
respects they were. They lacked the subtle
changes which always take place when a
performer is involved - i.e. variations in
pitch, tone, rhythm and tempo. This
criticism was often countered or pre-empted
by the use of a live element in the music. The
total organisation and the ability to precisely
define complex sounds needed to be coun-
tered by some outside influence. Composers
needed to get away from, on the one hand
the inflexibility of serial composition, and on
the other the free play of the imagination
which could so easily lead to incoherence.

The answer was 'Chance' music - or
'aleatory music'. One man's influence played
a large part in the use of 'Chance'. His name
was John Cage. He defined 'Chance' as 'a
choice between defined parameters'. His
association with New York visual artists
Jackson Pollock and Alexander Calder led to
what Earle Brown was later to call 'the
creative function of non -control' - in other
words 'indeterminacy at the level of form' -
a good example of this being Earle Brown's
'Twenty-five Pages'. Twenty-five sheets of
musical material are arranged in any order
by the player or players, giving 'chance'
within defined parameters. The piece is then
performed as read.

Cage later expanded the idea further, so
that he was not aware of the outcome
himself. His Variations series (1958-1968)
shows this attitude. Its notation is extremely
enigmatic, or else non-existent. When com-
bined with film, television images and
lighting etc. they were, in fact, the fore-
runners of 'mixed media' happenings, popu-
lar in the late sixties and early seventies,
particularly in America and Germany.

This use of chance in music is, of course,
destroyed once a piece is committed to tape
or disc. Various ways around this have been
suggested - for instance instructions with
regard to altering the listening level, balance,
tone controls, have been issued with
records. One other way around this was to
construct the music in such a way that there
is too much to perceive in one listening, and
this perception changes with the individual's

mood. The listening experience itself then
becomes aleatory. Many pieces of music
exploited this 'aural illusion', none more so
than the music of Steve Reich. Its extremely
repetitive nature simulates 'false' percep-
tions analagous to those produced by the
paintings of Bridget Riley. The mind is
mesmerized by repetition and small motifs
leap out of the music with a distinctness
quite unrelated to their acoustic importance.
Stockhausen also used this technique in his
later works, including 'Stimmung' (Tuning
1968). Possibly the most widely known
composer to use this fascinating, if not
maddening, technique is Terry Riley, par-
ticularly in his 'In C.(6).

The use of chance and/or repetition did
much to make electronic music more
listenable. The techniques of tape manipu-
lation, together with the use of chance and
repetition, however, were probably sur-
passed by the development of one instru-
ment - the Synthesiser.

In 1955 RCA demonstrated the Olson-
Belar Sound Synthesiser. It was capable of
imitating existing instruments, as well as
previously unheard of sounds. Its sub-
sequent purchase by Princeton University
enabled Otto Luening to collaborate with
Belar to produce his 'Synthesis for Orchestra
and Electronic Sound'(7). In 1959 the RCA
Synthesiser Mk II was installed at the
Columbia -Princeton Electronic Music
Centre. This Mk II version was developed
with the help of Professor Milton Babbitt. Its
sound sources included saw -tooth and white
noise generators, as well as inputs for
microphones, tape recorders, etc. Some of
the available modification devices included
amplitude modulator, filters, 16 mixing
amps, glissandi controls, and various
resonators.

The design of the synthesiser dictated to
some degree the character of the music
produced, and Babbitt's melodic and rhyth-
mic motifs could be easily obtained on the
Mk II instrument.

We will see the importance of the
synthesiser in the forthcoming parts of this
series, and also look at some earlier works
for synthesiser. E&MM

(1) Kontakte: D.GG 138811.
(2) Vocalise: Pierre Henry. DUC-9.
(3) Onomatopoeia: Words which sound like
that which they describe.
(4) Song of the Youths: D.GG 138811.
(5) Poeme Electronique: Col. Ms 6146.
(6) Terry Riley 'In C': Recorded on CBS
61237. This was reviewed in E&MM August
1981 with another work 'Shri Camel' (CBS
73929).
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DISCO
TEK Ben Duncan

Monitoring
The console's monitoring circuitry is

first and foremost a means of cueing in
discs and line sources by ear; never-

theless, it's helpful when signals go amiss to
be able to extend the monitoring facility to
other areas in the console, this scheme
being akin to the metering facilities. There
are three ways of interfacing the monitor
amplifier, depending on the style of switch-
ing which suits you and the degree of
flexibility you require.

In Figure 1, a single rotary switch is used.
This is a simple and compact arrangement,
but it isn't really suited to the rapid A -B
comparison of sources at opposing ends of
the switch. Additionally, if two or more
sources are available simultaneously, it's
necessary to carefully count the switch
clicks or peer at the panel legend to be sure
you're hearing the signal you require! The
series circuit in Figure 2 solvesthis niggle by
making use of discrete SPDT switches; note
that the switches towards the bottom (on this
diagram) have priority.

Mounting can be in a line - with enough
space for large paws(!) - or the switches
may be spread around the panel, being sited
adjacent to their associated faders or EQ
controls. In this case, the priority of the
switches in relation to theirfunction must be
arranged thoughtfully; otherwise the
desperate operator may be unable to hear
'disc A' because another, obscurely sited
switch in the series with priority over 'disc A',
has been inadvertently switched on. This
underscores the expedience of choosing
switches which boldly display their status,
e.g. toggles, illuminated push buttons or
lever switches.

In Figure 3, the problems of serial
switching are overcome by enabling each
source via an independent SPST switch,
their outputs being summed. Thus any
combination of sources may be monitored in
rapid succession, A-B'd - or even heard
mixed together.

Although they call for differing degrees of
dexterity and attention from the DJ, the three
switching techniques have but one aim - to
enable the show to run smoothly, and the
choice should accord with whichever
method will enable you to do this best. At the
same time, the switches used for cueing will
be amongst the most used in the console, so
be sure to invest in reliable switches with the
right 'feel'; this is not the place for 'agri-
cultural' switchgear!
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Figure 1. Monitor source selection by rotary
switch.

Amplification
Figure 3 also shows the general arrange-

ment .for the remainder of the monitoring
circuitry. If the only supply rails available are
+ 15V, then the TDA 203010 poweramplifier
is a simple and cheap general purpose
choice for driving headphones. Attention
should be paid to the powering arrange-
ments, however, for whilst most 'cans' will
usually be driven to 500mW at most, peak
currents circa 200mA may be drawn from
±15V rails; apart from reviewing the power
supply capacity, careful routing of the
amplifier's supply cables - in particular the
OV rail - will be necessary to avoid oscil-
latory misbehaviour from the preceding
small signal stages.

Referring again to Figure 3, and noting
that small DC offsets considered innocuous
to loudspeakers can be effective headphone
assassins, Cl and C2 are wired back to back
to protect the phones from DC offsets to
either polarity, whilst RI prevents a build up
of charge, which would otherwise cause the
headphones to 'thump' when plugged in. R2
limits the potential 10 watts or so of output
power to a value roughly equal to the
capacity, of the 'cans'; although apparently
messy, this technique is simpler and
cheaper than designing and debugging a
precisely tailored discrete stage. At the same
time, ten watts can terminally damage both
ear drums and headphone drivers, so be
wary of being unduly generous when select-
ing R2's value!

Output

Line B

O 0 Line A

c E&MM

1

ODiscB

0Disc A

Output to point A
I Figure3l

Figure 2. Serial switching with priority from the
right, using discrete switches.

Some consoles feature a single high
current 12V auxiliary rail for powering
switches, relays and the like. Being apart
from the critical small signal audio rails, it's
an ideal power source for a monitor ampli-
fier. In this case, IC power amplifiers
intended for single rail operation are most
suitable, e.g. the TBA810S or better, the
LM383/TDA2002. Being single ended, an
output isolating capacitor will be required to
partner these amplifiers as a matter of
course, and since this component is in-
variably provided for on the PCB, Cl and C2
may be omitted.
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Electro-Voice PL Microphones and EVM Speakers
are distributed in the UK by

Rosetti Limited, 138-140 Old Street, London EC1V 9BL, Tel: 01-253 7294
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Output to
headphones

IC1 is 741c, LF351, TL071 etc.
C4 is orientated according to the
residual dc offset's polarity.
S1 -S5 may be linked with other functions.
Input capacitor on amplifier PCB isolates
gain control from bias current.
Figures in brackets refer to single ended
connections for LM 383 and similar amplifiers.

Figure 3. Summed monitor sources and
headphone amplifier circuitry.

The sound
pressure bathe

When in proximity to particularly high
power speaker stacks busily displacing the
air with heavy metal bedlam, the DJ is
frequently unable to hear the more subtle
aspects of the record he's intent on cueing
up. Indeed, such sonic assault can render
the intuitive approach to choosing the next
record very dicey. Apart from investing in
headphones featuring good insulation
against ambient sound, signal processing
may also be called in to play. As the ear is
most sensitive in the midrange, a simple
means of making the monitor output 'cut
through' is to remove high and low frequenc-
ies with an equaliser, and then boost the
resulting midrange -ridden signal.

This stratagem is somewhat similar to
that adopted for stage monitoring about a
decade ago, and the unpleasant and damag-
ing results of listening to telephone quality
music for several hours at levels of 110dBA +
are by now well known; ask Roger Daltrey or
Pete Townshend! In short, unbalanced
'middy' sound rips the ears and the tempor-
ary threshold shift it causes is indicative of

potential hearing damage. Thus telephone
quality monitoring, whilst effective, should
be restricted only to occasions where short
bursts are all that's necessary to cue -up.

A more elaborate alternative, better
suited to those who regard headphones as
clothing is to compress the signal. Compres-
sion will bring the subtle and quiet sections
of the record into prominence and permit
higher average monitoring levels with less
risk of driving both the monitor amplifier and
your ears into prolonged clipping. At the
same time, it pays to be aware of theability of
compressors to convert music into Musak,
such that judging the impact of the energy
and dynamics in an unfamiliar piece may be
impossible.

Headphones
Although a cheap pair of headphones

costing only £10 can provide acceptable
sound quality, and discotheque monitoring
doesn't call for high fidelity results, the right
choice is more subtle, being governed by
other parameters; principally physical
robustness, reliability, the cable pattern,
acoustic isolation properties and comfort.

Suitable disco headphones must with-
stand being thrown to the floor and then
trampled on. Their cable anchoring must be
superb, and the driver compartments must
be readily accessible so that cable or driver
failures and intermittent connections can be
made good, or at least verified. A 'no tangle'
cable pattern simply demands thatthe cable
enters at one side of the headset only; the
trendy 'Y' pattern cables can all too easily
become a vexatious embroilment when you
desire to tear the cans from your head.

Equally annoying is straight cable, the
length of which alters in inverse proportion
to your distance from the console: here, a
number of strategically placed hooks along
the underside of the console stand lip can
sometimes be usefully employed to guide a
long cable out of the entanglement zone. The
elegant alternative - curly cable - is often
feared because of the tendency for internal
fractures to occur spuriously in the 'curlies'
fitted to low cost oriental 'phones. This fear is
strictly irrational, and you need only spare a
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moment's thought for the tens of millions of
British Telecom curlies which survive the
daily abuse meted out to them. Lamentably,
standard British Telecom curlies are a trifle
too short for our application, but reliable
three metre curlies are readily available
from most electronic component suppliers,
without the need to explain to a GPO
engineer why your telephone lacks a cable!

Acoustic isolation is at best a comprom-
ise. Unless you're prepared to part with
several hundred pounds in exchange for a
pair of helicopter pilot's cans that will
squeeze like a mousetrap and distort the
finer features of your visage accordingly,
then the 20 to 25dB of isolation available
from a well padded pair of headphones will
have to suffice. Many manufacturers fail to
specify the isolation parameter in their
brochures, in which case it's advisable to
insist on testing the goods; hunky padding
doesn't necessarily indicate good isolation.

In return for greater comfort, lightweight
'phones offer greatly reduced isolation,
typically 10dB in the midrange, and little if
any at low frequencies; thus higher sound
pressure levels (SPLs) will be called for to
achieve equivalent audibility, and aching in
the temples and ear lobes is simply ex-
changed forthe psychological fatigue of high
SPLs.

The options of headphone ownership are
broadly twofold. A cheap oriental pair with an
amenable balance between acoustic isola-
tion and comfort will give good service
provided they're treated with due respect.
Moreover, you will probably be able to afford
a spare pair as a backup, in which case the
suspect reliability of low cost 'phones
needn't be a deterrent. Hands up those of us
who've arrived at a gig to discover that the
cans are still back at home plugged into the
Hi-Fi?(!). If you frequently indulge in this
frustrating habit, the value of carrying a
second pair in the 'disco kit' is self evident!

Alternatively one can invest in a pair of
high quality yet robust cans which can be
'shared' with the domestic Hi-Fi or used for
sundry other electro-musical pursuits. The
Beyer DT 100, 202 and 480 are highly
recommended here; indeed, these rugged
models are virtual music industry standards
in the UK. Beyer also produce a single
earpiece version of the DT 100 -the DT 102
- especially for discotheque applications.
Finally, a simple task that begs attention
regardless of the headphones you've c hosen
is the ruthless pruning of the ubiquitous
moulded/hard plastic plugs, these being
replaced with a high quality metal -bodied
connector. E&MM

I Table 1. R2 Values
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CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC
ELECTRONIC

PIANOS
SPECIALISTS SINCE

1972
Clef Pianos adopt the most advanced form
of Touch Sensitive action which simulates
piano Key intertia using a patented
electronic technique.

71/4 OCTAVE
DOMESTIC MODEL
COMPONENT KIT £244
COMPLETE KIT f399.90
MANUFACTURED f675

Two Domestic Models are available in-
cluding the 88 -note full-size version.
Four intermixable Voice Controls may be
used to obtain a wide variation of Piano
Tone, including Harpsichord.
Both Soft and Sustain Pedals are in-
corporated in the Design and internal
Effects are provided in the form of
Tremolo, Honky -Chorus, and Phase/
Hanger
A power amplifier integrates into the
Piano Top which may be removed from the
Base for easy transportation.

SIX OCTAVE
DOMESTIC MODEL
COMPONENT KIT £217

COMPLETE KIT f363.90 MANUFACTURED f595

I
ir

COMPLETE KIT £349

Component Kits include Keyboard,
switch hardware, and all electronic
components and may be purchased in
four stages at no extra cost.
Complete Kits further contain Cabinets,
wiring harness, Pedals and in the case of
Domestic Models both Power Amplifier
and Speaker.

The Six Octave Stage Piano has the same
range of Voices and Effects and is
designed for use with an External
Amplifier and Speaker.

SIX OCTAVE
STAGE MODEL

COMPONENT KIT £217
MANUFACTURED f530

Since 1972 Clef Products have consistently produced leading designs in the field of
Electronic Musical Instruments, many of which have been published in technical
magazines. With musical quality of paramount importance, new techniques have been
evolved and the latest musically valid technology has been incorporated into projects which
have been successfully completed by constructors over a wide range of technical capability.
Back-up TELEPHONE advice to our customers is available from the Designer of all Kits
advertised.

"THE COMPUTER BAND -BOX"
(As Published in conjunction with 'Practical Electronics')

Complete
Kit

£289 00 
T44 -,c6,

.21440.450.4./

MANFD.
£399

A revolution in the field of Computer Music Generation!
A MUSICIANS SOLOISTS - SINGERS - RECORDING
INSTRUMENT

FORPRACTICE
- LIVE PERFORMANCE - COMPOSITION

The BAND -BOX provides an Electronic Backing Trio consisting of Drums, Bass, and a Chord
Instrument (one of 16 Waveform/Envelope combinations), with the capacity to store over
3,000 User Programmable Chord Changes on more than 120 different Chords. Using
advanced Microprocessor technology, Playback of 50-100 Scores can be executed in any
Key and at chosen Tempo. Complete Music Pad is electronically Indexed and stored on
secondary battery back-up. Facility exists for composition of Intro. Repeat Chorus, and Coda
sections including Multiple Score Sequences. Sockets are provided for Volume Pedal and
Footswitch plus separate and mixed instrument Outputs. Total size 19" x 11" x 41/2"
incorporating Master Rhythm.

THE Programmable DRUM MACHINE
(As Published in conjunction with 'Practical Electronics')

EIGHT TRACK PRO-
GRAMMING/TWENTY-
FOUR PATTERNS/
TWELVE INSTRUMENTS
SEQUENCE OPERA-
TION.
COMPLETE KIT £79.00
MANFD. £119.00

The Clef Master Rhythm is
capable of storing 24
selectable rhythmic drum
patterns, invented, modi-
fied, and entered by the
Operator on to Eight In
strumentation tracks. A
three position Instrumen
tation control expands the
number of instruments

available to twelve, grouped into sounds typical of play-
ing with Drumsticks, Brushes, or Latin American
Bongos and Claves.
Sequence operation allows two rhythm sections to be
coupled with the second (B) section appearing at four,
eight or sixteen Bar repetition. All drums can be adjusted
for level and resonance on internal controls to suit
individual taste, thus producing good musical sounds in
a battery driven unit 81/2" x 5" x 21/2".

STRING ENSEMBLE
(As Published in conjunction with

'Practical Electronics')
Versatile String Synthesiser with split keyboard
facility and impressive voices. 49 note organ
diode keyswitch system with four pitches plus
two phase Chorus generator. Kit includes Swell
Pedal.

COMPONENT KIT f179.00

ROTOR -CHORUS
Comprehensive two speed organ rotor simulator
plus a three phase chorus generator on a single
8" x 5" pcb. The kit includes all components for
mains operation and a stereo headphone driver
pcb. Easily integrated with existing organ/
amplifier system.

COMPONENT KIT f89.00

KEYBOARDS
Our Square Front Keyboards are chosen for their
superior feel to the discerning musician whilst
giving adequate physical strength for the high
impact playing present in the Piano application.

88 NOTE (A -C) £57.00
73 NOTE (F -F) £47.00
FIVE OCTAVE £38.00

FOUR OCTAVE f28.75

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, UK CARRIAGE & INSURANCE (CARRIAGE EXTRA
ON MFD PIANOS). Please send S.A.E. for our complete lists, or use our
telephone . VISA/ACCESS Service. Competitive quotations can be given for
EXPORT orders - in Australia please contact JAYCAR in Sydney.

ALL INSTRUMENTS MAY BE
SEEN IN OUR SHOWROOM

CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONICS)
LIMITED

(Dept. E&MM/1/82), 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall, Stockport,
Cheshire SK7 1AH 061-439 3297
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Tangerine Dream at the Hammersmith Odeon, London.

An interview with Edgar Froese and
Christoph Franke during their recent UK tour

Tangerine Dream was formed in
1967 by Edgar Froese, who
derived the name from 'Sgt. Pep-

per', and initially started as a powerful
and unpredictable rock band. Froese's
exposure to modern contemporary and
electronic music made him determined
to go beyond conventional modern
music of the time. Despite a strong
Underground following, TD was not
exactly a commercial success, reform-
ing twice for short periods. Then in
1969 Klaus Schulze (drums) and Conny
Schnitzler (cello, violin and flute) joined
Froese to make the group's first LP,

Electronic Meditation in 1970, that
consisted of tape sounds and experi-
mental effects. Soon after, Christoph
Franke (known for his jazz drumming)
and then Steve Shroyder joined Froese
to make 'Alpha Centauri' in 1971. Peter
Baumann then replaced Shroyder to
reform TD with Froese and Franke for
the next six years.

A whole series of albums followed:
Zeit representing their furthest depar-
ture from rock, yet coinciding with
Ultima Thule Parts 1 and 2 that
certainly was rock; Atem marked the
group's move from Ohr Records to the
British 'Virgin' Record Company;
Phaedra which reached the Top Ten in
the UK without much airplay, press
interviews or British tour - this soon
followed with performances in almost

Edgar's main 0
keyboard console.

total darkness! An Australian tour in '75
put Michael Hoenig standing in for
Baumann and brought many equip-
ment problems in transit.

From 1977 some preconceived
structure in live performances was
used and TD gave a notorious perfor-
mance at Rheims Cathedral and other
unusual venues such as Coventry
Cathedral, Liverpool Cathedral, York
Minster and the Royal Albert Hall. Two
further albums Rubycon and Ricochet
emerged, the latter recorded live with
the group's sound output often reach-
ing 130dB. Then Stratosfear employed
recognisible instruments and melod-
ies, and a North American tour intro-
duced laser effects.

Next came Sorcerer film music and

RECORDED ON

CASSETTE NO 5

Edgar Froese.

shortly after Baumann left the band to
pursue a solo career. Froese and Franke
still remained the nucleus of TD, and
added Steve Jollifer (vocals, keyboards
and wind instruments) and Klaus Krie-
ger (drums) to record Cyclone. 1979
highlighted solo projects and experi-
mentation, despite the more traditional
Force Majeur. In February 1980, TD
became the first Western rock group
ever to play live in East Germany, joined
by Johannes Schmoelling who remains
current third member of the trio.
Tangram, Thief and Exit have since
been recorded and the latter shows yet
another side to the music of Tangerine
Dream, who continue to pursue their
innovative production of electronic
music.
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Christoph's keyboards.

Instruments
Edgar: We get hardware mainly from
America and Japan and the instruments are
adapted by our engineers to our specifica-
tions. I have a number of keyboards
including the OB-X, PPG Wave Computer 1 &
2, various Arp equipment, and four custom
built sequencers made in Germany. I also
play guitar and I use various instruments in-
cluding Fender and Gibson. I don't really
need to use gu itar synthesisers as we have the
keyboards. I like to work with the Roland
MC -8 Micro Composer and TR808 drum
machine. These are some of the instruments
I use regularly, although we do have links
with most of the synthesiser producing
companies who supply us with new equip-
ment from time to time.

Christoph Franke.

For this present tour, I play one large
keyboard rack containing the PPG2, PPG1,
Korg Polyphonic Ensemble (which I use only
for strings), and the Arp Pro -Soloist. There is
also a Conn Strobe Tuner for matching
pitches. To my right I operate the Soundcraft
Series 1S 20 into 4 mixer which takes
both keyboard and guitar signals. For the
guitar, which is a Gibson on this tour, I have
an Ibanex UE400 Multi -Effects unit and an
MXR Digital Delay. The Ibanex effects are
controlled by a foot switch box with com-
pressor/ phaser/distortion/chorus/flanger
and I setthe guitar volume with a Boss pedal.

The new sequencer unit on a large stand
behind me was built by Helmut Grothe, and
has 1068 steps for programming control
voltages and triggers. We have a system that

Tangerine Dream

enables any one of us to send control triggers
to the others. So from one piece to the next
we would alternate 'control' responsibility.
There are two 6" TV display screens in the
instruments for checking out memory allo-
cations and control function settings, along
with numeric LED displays in each section
that indicate mode selection, multiple
sequences, tuning, program parameters,
random note selection, routing and further
sequence storage. Some of the PPG software
is al -so here, and there's a Grundig Stereo
Cassette which we use for setting up, but not
in performance. In front of the sequencer
unit is a PPG 61 note keyboard which is used
to program the note sequences.

Incidentally, we don't work with voices at
all. Any sounds you hear resembling voices
are usually from the PPGs. Each of us has a
mixer to balance individual sounds and we
have a monitor mix (which we hear through
the foldback speakers on stage) and the
main PA 'out -front' mix for the audience.
Sometimes we do put everythingtogether on
a two track mix -down and like to be totally
open about the way we balance the sounds.
For instance, at one concert we started
improvising totally without any sort of
agreement. On the next night we might be
tired from a long journey and use our
'corners which we walk along' to bring the
music together.
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Besides the new presentation and equip-
ment used by Tangerine Dream, what is new
about the music?
Edgar. It's now much more structured. That
doesn't mean we have forgotten how to
improvise. We can still do both - we can sit
and structure the music as we want to play
and yet we can still maintain our individual
identity gained throughout the years. The
whole idea of TD was to just sit down and try
to perform a creative piece of electronic
music. But onething we have all had to agree
to is the jump from analogue to digital to
computer equipment. Of course, one has to
be much more aware of the controlling
abilities as well as the sounds. You can't just
say 'let's drift away and let the hardware
work'. Therefore we now have to structure
much more carefully.
Chris: I use the rack mounted modular
system behind me for most of the short

Tangerine Dream repeating sequences and electronic drum
sounds. A lot of it is Moog and contains
various synthesiser modules (some of which
we don't use in performance any more). In
addition, there's a brand new digital sequen-
cer and trigger selector which I designed
with a 16 step, 64 program capability. The
great thing about it is that it runs like an
analogue sequencer, even though it has
digital storage and can be continuously
modified in performance. Linked to it is its
own programmer and synth sound bank.
There are more synthesiser modules from
Projekt Elektronik (plus one EMU Oddity
voice card, PPG filters and Sequential
Circuits sequencer) as well as drum voicing
boards with VCO, noise, ring mod and EGs.
Projekt Elektronik is a company that pro-
duces scientific instruments generally and
makes music equipment only for us.

The analogue sequencers from Moog
have 64 steps and switches for semitones,
step (1-12) division, two control voltages of
switchable 12 semitones, five octaves, two
time controllers and eight select triggers. Six
rows of separate pots derive control voltages
for VCF, VCAs etc. We use one volt per octave
CVs and have various interface units to
match up to this and use 15 volt triggers
throughout the systems. Gate lengths of
each note can be altered and notes can have
a delayed trigger which can take away some
of the 'machine -like' feel that the sequen-
cers produce. I have two random generators

for slightly modifying time delays as well as
pitch.

At home in my 24 track studio, I use the
MC -8 and I'm building my own editing
system with a large computer, capable of
writing a three hour program with 10 million
byte storage. Edgar also has a 24 track studio
in his home, giving us 48 tracks in all!

Some people think that we are technic-
ians as well as musicians, but we concen-
trate on the music and only learn the

-technical operating requirements for us to -
fully exploit our instruments.
Edgar: Johannes uses another sequencer
similar to mine behind him and has the OB-X
and MiniMoog synthesisers in front. Mixing
is done through a Boss KM -60 6 into 2 mixer,
with an MXR Digital Delay and Korg WT -12
Chromatic Tuner completing his line-up.

Comments
Edgar. Now that you can buy very sophisti-
cated instruments that have done all the
work for you in creating a range of sounds, it
is easy for musicians not to bother to invent
their own. (For example, we have been told
that 90% of Oberheim/ Prophet synths come
back for service with the original programs in
them.) They do go for the sound in the first
place, but only 10 or 20% of the way!
Chris: There is this gap between 'synthesist'
and 'keyboard player'. We find some people
have the ability to create new sounds whilst
others have the ability to play them.
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TANGERINE DREAM EQUIPMENT
Edgar Froese 17a.

1. PPG 1 Computer 17b.
2. PPG Wave 2 Synthesiser
3. ARP Pro-DGX Synthesiser
4. Korg Polyphonic Ensemble
5. Custom Sequencer
6a. Ibanez UE-400 Multi -Effects
6b. Foot control (of above)
7. MXR Digital Delay
8. Boss Volume Pedal
9. Conn Strobo Tuner

10. Soundcraft Series 1S 20 into 4 Mixer
U. PPG 5 octave Keyboard/Controller
12. Gibson Guitar
13. Foldback speakers, etc.

Chris Franke
14. MiniMoog Synthesiser
15a. Elka Rhapsody
15b. Prophet 5
16. Arp Oddyssey

17c.
17d.
17e.
17f.
17g.
17h.
18a.
18b.
18c.

18d.
18e.
18f.
18g.
19a.
19b.
19c.

Moog Osc/R.M./VCF/VCAs
Projekt Elektronik VcEnv x2
& Proj. Elek. 2VCO/W.Noise/R.M./Waves
(for Drums)
PPG VCF High/Low/Band x2
Digital Sequencer & Trigger Selector (16x16)
Programmer (for above)
Synth Sound bank (for above)
Roland SPV/355
Trigger/gate matching panel.
Moog 960 Sequential Controller
Proj. Elek. Sequence Controller
Moog VCF Random Trigger & Reset System
for 960.
Moog 930 Voltage Store Units
Moog 3 -Band Parametric
Moog 12 Stage Phaser
Tape Interface
Moog 960 Sequential Controller
Proj. Elek. Sequence Controller
Moog 920 Programmer

19d. Moog 930 Voltage store unit
19e. Moog 16 Channel Vocoder
19f. Klark Technik DN27 Graphic EQ
20a. Drum Envelope Unit
20b. Drum EPROM Sampled sounds
20c. Phillips PM3207 Dual Trace Oscilloscope
20d. Rhythm Robot Sequencer
20e. Boss KM -60 6 into 2 Mixer
20f. Roland SRE-555 Chorus Echo
20g. Link Panel
20h. 12 Analogue Drum Sounds
20i. Klark Technik DN36 Time Processor
21. Foldback speakers, etc.

Johannes Schmoelling
22. Oberheim OB-X
23. MXR Digital Delay
24. Korg Tuner
25. MiniMoog
26. Boss KM -60 6 into 2 Mixer
27. Custom Sequencer
28. Foldback speakers, etc.
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Electronics &

Maw Mawr

Edgar Froese.

RE
"CHORONZON" from 'EXIT' LP

Christoph Franke. Johannes Schmoelling.

This exciting piece is a good example of the new Tangerine Dream music and will be a rewarding challenge
for any electro-musician to play. Every note of music is given, along with sound effect suggestions for you to
experiment with. This type of electronic music is based on repeated sequences that are faded in and out -

in fact there are five 'note groups' for DRUMS (D), BASS (B), SEQUENCE 1 (S1), SEQUENCE 2 (S2),

and POLYSYNTH (P) that could be recorded continuously throughout the piece on separate tape tracks and
simply faded in or out as shown on the score. Only two further tracks remain: EFFECTS (E) and MONOSYNTH
theme (M). Thus the piece is suitable for an eight -track recorder (e.g. Fostex) or it can be layered on to a

four -track (e.g. Teac) or bounced across two stereo machines (e.g. Sony, Revox, etc.). For simplicity, whenever

a note group is repeated, it is labelled with its letter code instead of being written out. This is quite normal when

composing and leaves room for EFFECTS, MONO theme and any other new music that is used. Do listen to this

track on the EXIT LP and study the way sounds blend together - the balance is important, although you may
prefer to try your own mix. Because it is possible to learn one part at a time (merely a few bars), it should
not be difficult for a music reader to enjoy Tangerine Dream's world of electronic music.

c1.981 Transcription by Mike Beecher. Reproduced by kind permission of Edgar Froese and Chris Franke.
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RECORDED ON

CASSETTE NO. 5 You'll need to study the music with this track
from 'Exit' LP Virgin V2212. In addition. a
sample interpretation is played on Cassette
5 minus the theme for you to practice with.

Tangerine Dream's "CHORONZON" from 'EXIT' LP
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1981 Transcription by Mike Beecher. Reproduced by kind permission of Edgar Froese and Chris Franke.
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An Original Electro-Music Transcription
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(0 1981 Transcription by Mike Beecher. Reproduced by kind permission of Edgar Froese and Chris Franke.
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"CHORONZON"
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Johannes' keyboards.

We discussed how the non -musician is
often able to come up with some extraordin-
ary sounds by a different thought process to
the musician - many young people in
schools are now getting the opportunity in
their music classes to do this.
Edgar: Through the centuries, we have been
told what good music is and how we should
play it. People never had the personal
experience to be creative in making sounds
to find out what music, besides all the
traditions, could be. The last 10 years have
shown us the possibility to create things, not
just to overtake it from the past. My belief is
that the young teenagers could be the first to
step into this new approach to music
making.

We have seen something that links with
this happening on our tours. On one such
tour recently, we were getting the 'Superstar'
kind of image as we were escorted from one
place to the next. But we wanted the contact
with our audience and so we fired our
managers and did the tour on our own with
the help of a few friends. After the gig, we
wrote autographs and met people as we
wanted - but what astonished us was that
the people were so young, around age 15 and
hardly any older than about 22. Certainly,
there is no awe attached to these machines
we play for the youngster, in the way we felt
when we began - and that means that
young people will approach the electro-
music of the future with an open mind.

TD have a reputation for playing loud.
Edgar That's right, but we don't have
distortion and the signal is clear. We never

listen to very loud signals on stage through
the foldback speakers.

Certainly the TD sound covers a very wide
gamut of dynamics, from the quietest
whisper to (if you're sitting a few rows from
the front!) the loudest piercing penetrating
soundwaves.
Edgar We don't use as much classical
material as we have done from time to time
in the past. But we do want to keep the
classical 'dynamics', because this is one of
the most important aspects of any music
making. The presence of strong rhythm in
our pieces has in some countries, such as
Spain and America, brought the audiences
to their feet to dance to the music.

Johannes has been part of the new TD for
nearly two years.
Edgar Yes - we are very pleased with his
contribution and also our efforts working as a
group. You know, what split the band three or
four years ago was purely the social aspect.
For example, Peter Baumann had a totally
different attitude about spending his money,
and since we invest about 90-95% of our
profits back into getting new equipment, it
was an important factor.

One of the most complicated tasks for TD
has always been the fading out of one part of
the music whilst fading in the next one. It's a
most complicated physical/aural function.
It's easy to stop and start sequences but the
skill lies in fadi ng in and out, learning how to
put a cluster underneath, how to fade in a
new sequence, how to build bridges, how to
keep the dynamics, how to explain to each
other the structure of a piece and then to be

Tangerine Dream

able to carry out these procedures without
any mistakes in half a minute.

It was very difficult when Johannes first
came with us. Remember, it took Chris and
me- about six years to work out things with
Peter Baumann. We realise how fortunate
we've been to be able to work togethr as
equals who contribute to the music com-
posing, structure, interfacing and manipula-
tion of the instruments in performance.
When we split with Peter, we could have
contacted many respected musicians
across the world, but no-one would have
fitted into the band. There were a lot of big
names wanting to join us, but we ended up
taking an absolute unknown musician who
worked as a sound engineer in a Berlin
theatre.

Setting up and
presentation

The new TD layout on stage is impressive,
yet economically well planned. Each player
sits at the keyboards and can easily manipu-
late sequences and other control functions
from one position. There is, of course, the
danger of becoming too static so that visual
interest is not maintained, but somehow this
is never the case and although the laser
lighting has been dropped and a more or less
standard light show remains, a feeling of
space is created by the perspective of the
overhead scaffolding and see-through net
curtains. On the recent U.K. tour, at Ham-
mersmith Odeon, London, one of these
curtains spanned the entire front of stage so
that you always 'looked through', and the
back -projected lighting cast effective
images across it.

Having seen the Revox tape machine in
operation during the Coventry Cathedral
Concert televised some years ago, / was
interested to find out that it was merely used
for echo effects and did not contain effects
or music tracks at all.
Edgar We never suspected that anyone
would think we were using a backingtape. Of
course, digital delays now replace the tape
machines.
Chris: The effects we use comprise the
usual delays, flangers and equalisers. I still
have five Electro-Harmonix 'Big Muff' distor-
tion boxes on each of the mono outputs from
the Prophet 5. It gives it an amazing 'digital'
flavour. The 'Big Muff' is the only fuzz box
that I like with synthesisers, because it works
well on the overtones without producing too
much distortion.

In the past TD used curtains with laser
lighting projection on them, but it was too

4 One of the new
sequencer systems
used by Edgar and
Johannes.
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Tangerine Dream

expensive to keep on bringing new ideas out
with this equipment. So we are trying the
gauze now to produce more three-dimen-
sional depth. If you use lasers, you are
restricted to the creativity of the controller,
the lack of sufficient rehearsal time, and also
the high cost of the equipment.

The mixing desk for the audience sound
(a Soundcraft 32 into 8 Series 800) is placed
at the back of the auditorium along with the
lighting desk. JBL/Gauss speakers are used
in the 6000 watt PA and part of the stack is
flown when necessary. We used to use
electronic links to control the light directly,
but now we rely on the operator to synchron-
ise with the music.

Composing
Edgar. The composition of our electronic
music is a long process that first involves
setting up the equipment in the way we want
it to interface - that takes 60-70% of our
time and includes the tuning, etc. We've got
quite a good system to find out our good days
for composing the music. A few days from
time to time are totally forgettable to work
with, so we look at the biorhythmic aspects of
each of us and find that some days, although
we feel we can do something, our sub-
conscious has closed down and whatever we
do the results are no good at all.
Chris: What we are suggesting is that to write
our music, over the years we have found
ways of putting ourselves in a state of mind
that enables us to compose. Sortie people
use meditation, and others will receive
triggers almbst subconsciously.
Edgar: I never think that 'I am doing
something'. I always think 'I do it with
myself', which is a completely different.
aspect.

We don't meet every day. The composi-
tional ideas sometimes come from doodling
at a session, other times we have the idea
which can be a musical theme or structural
framework and we need to develop this.
There are always times when something
happens by chance, especially when inter-
facing instruments together.

We already have plans for linking our
studios by telephone datalink through a
modem. But, of course, it is very important
that we mentally interact together on a piece
and don't just pass a tape over for the next
person to work on. So there are three main
factors playing their part in our composi-
tions. First, our way of composing is very
personal. Secondly, we need to interact
emotionally to the piece, and finally we need
to transfer ideas and program data.

Johannes is gill learning our ways and at

Johannes Schmoelling
at the soundcheck.

52

Edgar and Chris at the soundcheck.

this time is in the process of getting closer to
becoming a third part of the band in terms of
involvement.

There is a much wider dimension in our
music than simply making use of sequen-
ces. One LP can never embrace our range of
musical experience and experimentation.
There are a lot of times when we'll make a
sequencer orientated piece, then others will
start with drum and bass lines. Our varied
backgrounds also help to make different
pieces and often we'll simply try to paint a
picture in sound. For example, at the begin-
ning of December we've got a concert for TV
going out all over Europe and we gained a lot
of our inspiration by going to the Picasso art
exhibition in London.

Prior to their latest Le Tangerine Dream
brought out their film music for 'Thief' (now
entitled 'Violent Streets' and on general:
release in the U.K.) composed in 1980.
Edgar commented that it enabled him to buy
a lot of computerised equipment. And so we
moved on to Tangerine Dream's latest
recording.

'Exit' LP
Edgar. It's the last record of a decade for TD.
Whatever we release will not be that sort of
TD anymore. It will be a total change, and it
has nothing to do with our not using
sequencers in the way we do. We simply want
to risk a bit more in life. Most successful
bands these days buy big houses and so on

- rather than risk experimenting further
afield with their music, but I think once in
your life it's worth taking that chance.

We discussed the six pieces of Exit in turn
and both Edgar and Chris diversified around.
the music make-up.
Kiew Mission
Edgar The basis of this piece came from
improvising fbr some 1'/2 hours and out of
this we took about five minutes of music. The
opening collage of sounds with the gong was
added later. The 'frequency modulated' gong
is actually made on our Sync lavier (which we
keep in the studios at present), and the pink
noise output is controlled by one of the
digital sequencers. Our instruments in
performance for any of the pieces are not
necessarily the ones we used for the LP. On
stage we now use the PPG2 and the
M iniMoog pink noise.

The drum rhythm is the same for every
bar of the piece - often the case on the other
tracks as well - but without consciously
analysing the drums alone it's certainly not
evident in the music and has none of the
monotonous feel that home organ rhythm
units can produce.
Chris: Our drum part does not play the same
role as in the rock band - it merely supports
the music at the appropriate places. We have
a number of 'clock' oscillators that give the
drums' pre-programmed tempo. We also set
up tempos for the triggers that control the
sequencers with pre-programmed oscilla-
tors linked to digital counters.

Once the sequencers are running, the
melodic parts and the sound effects for the
pieces are interchanged amongst the three
of us. Since all the instruments can become
the bass or monophonic melody and most
can be polyphonic, there is plenty of scope
for experiment. On stage, each person would
know the part he had to play in the piece, and
this is where the pre -defined structuring is
important to create the required balance,
but within that framework there is freedom
to improvise and experiment.
Edgar: The words in this piece are Russian -
we have ma ny friends in Russia and it's a sort
of message for the peace movement, against
Nuclear Power. The words are spoken by an
actress from Berlin.

The sonorous synthesiser bell effects
come from a PPG2 and the make-up of the
piece highlights another extremely impor-
tant aspect of TD music: the sequence ends
before you become tired of it. (Consider the
number of experimental electronic music
recordings you've heard that seem to say it
all in a few moments, yet plough on for the
whole side.)
Edgar. Don't forget one thing, working it out
on record is totally different to doing the live
concert. All the adjustments we have to do in
the live concert make it much more
complicated and even if you want to press a
particular knob, it's so easy to miss it in a
certain bar or press another, so that the
sequencers are slipping out of sync, and the
piece then develops in a slightly different
way.
Chris: When we record a piece, it is some
time before we are able to put it on stage.
Some parts can be very difficult to set up in
real time.
Edgar In the studio, I have an editing facility
that shows me the notes I play as I'm
improvising. Afterwards, if we find some-
thing interesting, all the notes are there for
us to play. We don't follow the old fashioned
way of writing down everything exactly. We
memorise our parts for the keyboards and
my guitar in performance and that, of
course, implies knowing the control settings
required as well as the notes. If any writing is
done, it's in the alphanumerical code
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Part of the PA stack that delivers 6000 watts of
electronic music.

required by the computer system in use.
Once the information is stored in the
computer, we don't have to recall it again. We
define semitones, octaves and even 100ths
of a semitone (micro and macro tones).

Many of the sounds on the LP as a whole
are of the same character and therefore help
to amalgamate the pieces together. General-
ly, the pieces on the album have no direct
link to each other apart from being written
within the same time period. In the past, we
have put together all the pieces for an LP in
the space of a few weeks and then there is an
obvious feeling of affinity from one piece to
the next.
Chris: Because there are only three of us, we
have to program a lot of the sequences to run
themselves, once they are started, through.
out a piece (as in Choronzon). That's why our
music is much more complex than four or
five years ago.

A 'sequencer' is perhaps not the right
word anymore - I now call it a 'consequen-
cer' because a sequencer means reallyjust a
repeated group of notes - but often our
layers are long and don't repeat within a
piece.

IN CONCERT
Tangerine Dream at
Hammersmith Odeon, London

The last time I caught Tangerine Dream
live was in Coventry Cathedral in the autumn
of 1975. the recording of which became a
best-selling album, 'Richochet'. The three
outstanding features of the '75 concert were:
(a) the volume, (b) the precision, and (c) the
lack of fluffs. Six years on, Tangerine Dream
provided all that and a good bit more at that
haven for standing waves, the Hammer-
smith Odeon. Fortunately, for this reviewer,
the dire acoustics of this venue relaxed their
muddy strangle -hold in the position of
centre stalls, and here the quality (and
quantity) of sound was pretty stunning -
good proof, I guess, of the quality of Bose
speakers.

Much of the material was new to me and
displayed the sort of seamless coherence
that one has come to expect from this group.
More than that, the frequently -maligned and
oft -imitated textures that TD spin out with
such effortless skill create real excitement.
even though occasionally the music comes
perilously close to sinking beneath its own
weight. In part, this must be a case of over -
adherence to the principles of Teutonic
thoroughness (cram every nook and cranny
with a note), and also a consequence of the
somewhat archetypal repertoire of sounds
and synthetic techniques used.

Apart from a brief excursion with a real
drum kit on 'Cyclone', courtesy of Klaus
Krieger, TD have always used drum mach-
ines, and this concert saw them using the
latest product of digital technology, sequen-
cer -controlled accessing of real drum
sounds burned into EPROMs. Paradoxically,
this sort of playback of real drum sounds can
often sound even more mechanical than the
average rhythm box - mainly, I suppose,
because the listener is deprived of the
flexibility of beat automatically associated
with drum kits but not drum machines. TD
use their 'digital drums' in a quite remark-
able way. Even though a rhythmic pattern
may repeat with no variation from one bar to
the next, the ways in which patterns are
constructed, both in terms of dynamic and
timbral variety, creates such a hypnotic
fascination that criticism is momentarily

suspended. This is also because subsequent
parts are very carefully overlaid and inte-
grated with the drum track to create a
precise continuum of sound (the filling -up of
'nooks' and 'crannies'). Mind you, there were
times when one felt that these patterns had
been somewhat miscalculated in terms of
audience staying -power, and other times
when notes seemed to be crying out for room
to breathe in the frantic rhythmic melee.

The group has certainly had its fair share
of personnel changes over the past few
years, including Peter Baumann leaving in
1977, Steve Joliffe (vocals and wind instru-
ments on 'Cyclone' - an album that I felt
[and still feel] had a remarkable gut -stirring
intensity) Joining and leaving in little more
than a year, and finally, the latest member.
Johannes Schmoelling, who joined TD at the
end of 1979. It's good to report that TD has
really bene*fitted from this new addition to
their fold, not least in the way he brings a real
emotional lift to the music. The Odeon
concert saw some superb MiniMoog solos
from Schmoelling, full of yearning lyricism,
and a much -needed contrast to the almost
austere coolness of Froese and Franke.
Whereas Froese and Franke appear de-
tached from what they're doing, Schmoelling
is visibly moved by the music he's playing -
let's hope they don't insist upon gluing him to
his seat!

High points of the concert included the
opening number, with a sax -type duo be-
tween Schmoelling and Froese above a
stunning texture of FM 'shrieks' and gongs,
ending with some syncopated descending
temple block sounds; the tight, almost funky
number just before the interval, with superb
polysynth work and an empassioned solo
from Schmoelling subsequently taken over
by Froese on guitar, organically developed
into a really thrilling climax; and the encores
- various tracks from TD's latest album
'Exit' - where at times it was really hard to
believe that one wasn't listening to the album
itself.

Tangerine Dream have been convenient
scapegoats for much misuse of printing ink,
but, on the basis of this concert, it's clear that
they have armament powerful enough to
strike down their critics by the thousands.
David Ellis E&MM

Tangerine Dream

Coming back to the first piece, the
interesting string unison that arrives in the
middle comes from the Prophet. But once
again, actual instruments are not too impor-
tant - it's the character of the sound that is
interesting. The track is dominated by the
sound of digital PPG waveform shaping,
which was a new sound for the group at the
time. The 64 waveform scan can make a
tremendously rich harmonic sound with no
lack of high frequencies that is often
noticeable in analogue LPF systems. (The
PPG Wave 2 was reviewed in detail in E&MM
July 1981 and is also on demo Cassette
No. 3.)

The piece ends with a reference to the
opening theme and fades away to end.
Edgar: We had to do this on the record
because of the time factor and we preferred
to fade out rather than add a poor ending
point - it was a compromise, and we don't
like to do it.
Pilots of Purple Twilight

This uses just one sequence running
through the piece. The way the music begins
half way through the bar gives a fascinating
start to the rhythms and it takes a while to
orientate yourself to what is happening. The
08-X is the sound maker except for the
'bleep' melody line later, produced on the
Wave 2.
Edgar: A lot of the melodic lines we compose
are more easily played directly on the
keyboard. Other complex sounds lend them-
selves to sequencer treatment, but if you
want to add accents it is better done
manually in performance. The best thing
about the sequencer is that it frees you from
the notes to concentrate on tonal
adjustments.

Choronzon
The noise effects come from the Mini -

Moog. Edgar pointed out that a lot of the
effects TD do are much simpler than you
imagine! Chris could not recall the notes of
the sequence as this was programmed some
time ago and so I have made an approxima-
tion that fits in suitably on the printed music.
The electronic drum start is unusual for TD
and reminded me of a recent Ultravox
concert where nearly all the pieces started in
this way.

The polyphonic glide is done on the
Oberheim and the main theme is played on
the MiniMoog using two oscillators. We

agreed that synthesiser sounds never need
be static - they can always be changing and
this makes electronic music much more
acceptable in the long term.
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Edgar Froese.

Chris: As far as panning is concerned, it's
nicer if you see a spectrum where you see
every instrument sitting instead of walking
around in a field! That's why we do not use it
very often except for one or two effects such
as noise sweeps.
Edgar: Maybe one secret in the way we mix or
record music in general is that we don't think
of panning a sound in a single movement,
but move the colour of the sound. There's a
different sort of feel this way - for example,
the same signal can be derived on the PPG2
in stereo but with completely different tonal
qualities that can be panned from left to
right.

The voice sound on t,his track is again the
PPG (Preset no. 60!). The PPG slap sound in
the middle piece comes from the Mini Moog
with envelope two working on the oscillator
to make a sudden sweep down in pitch
within 10 milliseconds, so you are just left
with the sound movement. The resonance is
increased, but not enough to put the filter
into oscillation as a resulting sinetone would
be too weak. The two oscillators are set to a
pulse wave with noise added. The reverb that
follows the effect is done with two EMT plates
in the studio, but on stage if we do have to
add anything to the hall acoustics, we use
the AKG BX-15 or BX-20.

That led to us questioning the use of echo

Tangerine Dream

and reverb on certain instruments and not
on others.
Edgar: Where have these rules come from?
They are just a fashion - one producer's
good for four or five records and then
someone else takes over!
Chris: We produce all the material for our LPs
ourselves - right down to the final mixdown.
So really the studio itself becomes an
instrument for us.

(You can play the Choronzon piece from
the music in this issue.)

TANGERINE DREAM
A SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
ALBUMS
Electronic Meditation, Ohr, OMM 556 004 1970
Alpha Centauri, Ohr, OMM 556 012 1971
Zeit, Virgin VD2503 (double album) 1972
Atem, Virgin VD2504 (double album with

Alpha Centauri) 1973
Phaedra, Virgin V2010 1974
Rubycon, Virgin V2025 1975
Ricochet, Virgin V2044 1975
Stratosfear. Virgin V2068 1976
Sorcerer, MCA. out of print 1977
Encore, Virgin VD2506 (double album) 1977
Cyclone, Virgin V2097 1978
Force Majeur, Virgin V2111 1979
Tansram, Virgin V2147 1980
Thief, Virgin V2198 1981
Exit. Virgin V2212 1981

TANGERINE DREAM IS ALSO FEATURED ON:
Ossiach Live (BASF compilation) 1971
Track. Osz I Ilator Planet Concert
V (Virgin compilation) Track' 'Overture' 1974

SINGLES
1966 The Ones - "Lady Greengrass/ Love of Mine'
1972 Tangerine Dream - "Ultima Thule Parts 1

& 2"
(Only singles featuring material unavailable on
albums listed).

SOLO ALBUMS
by Edgar Froese:
Aqua. Virgin V2016
Epsilon in Malaysia Pale. Virgin V2040
Macula Transfer
Ages, Virgin VD2507 (double album)
Stuntman, Virgin V2139

1974
1975
1976
1978
1979

Exit
This is a smoothly performed piece with a

floating quality that is pushed gently along
by the repeated two bar two -note sequence
and 'spiked' bass sound. There's a tape
reversal effect at the start which is a cymbal
backwards and Edgar calls the filter sweeps
'splashes'. Once again a very strong theme is
played on the PPG which appears four times.
The syncopation is very precise and gives
the subtle move away from the beat that is a
feature of TD music. It is derived from Chris
and Edgar's liking for modern jazz. The fast
running notes up and down in the next stage
of the piece are made on the PPG1
Sequencer with a random reset point
selected by Edgar during recording to give a
free feeling. As the music moves on, real
thunder sounds are treated with flanging
and phasing.
Edgar: We love to use natural elements
against our electronic sounds and as a result
we don't actually perform this piece on
stage. Some effects such as this do restrict
us from playing several pieces live, although
for example, we now do the reversed cymbal
effect on the Mini Moog.
Chris: In our performances we don't play too
many pieces - our program is in two parts
lasting around 45 minutes each (plus two
planned encores!).

The piece ends with treated 'rain' wash-
ing away the music.

Network 23
Treated sampled sounds reveal a steady

tempo with ringing filtered notes and a
passing 'seagull' effect. Once again the
filtered single sequence dominates, until a
split channel (left and right) three note motif
overtakes, with interesting interjections from
flute -like and other echoing sounds. Panned
'seagull' flies past, with polyphonic chords
anticipating the beat and 'voice' PPG sounds
crying out. Finally, the Bass Drum is notice-
able as the music fades away.
Remote Viewing

Here's a different sound altogether, with
ethereal blends of strings, voice images and
ad lib beats. A more ominous mix of sounds
brings metallic PPG notes and continuous
fades of other layers that eventually become
a single flute. Behind the flute hangs three
repeated sequences and an octave bass
quaver group. As the flute whistles a

meandering melody with vibrato, maracas
shake semiquavers gently. The volume
gradually increases as other PPG sounds
improvise over the rhythmic sequences and
the bass changes imperceptibly. Back
comes the flute to close.
Mike Beecher E&MM
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With the New Year not too distant
thoughts of New Year Resolutions
start to materialise. My resolution

for this column is to try and make it more
practical ...

The title of this piece is 'Working with
Video' and the idea is to cover the more
creative facets of video. In just one thousand
words a month this tends to be rather a
challenge and what I try to do is point you in
the right direction and keep you informed of
new developments and trends, hopefully
before you see them elsewhere. Manufac-
turers' hype and vague mumblings about the
video revolution are carefully excluded!

If you ask what we are trying to get out of
this video hobby of ours it must be a bit of
enjoyment and self-fulfillment. Otherwise
why would we spend possibly hundreds of
pounds which could instead buy a very
creditable hi-fi system or an impressive
library of books? The reason is because we
want to do our own thing. To preserve the TV
programmes or performances we think are
too good to see only once, to use our own
camera and be our own video producer. The
former needs only a VCR and a TV aerial, the
latter needs additional equipment, at least
one camera and ideallya selection of lenses,
some lights and an effects generator. It also
needs a bit of skill and experience, which you
can build up as time goes by; the cameras,
etc. don't come quite so easy, but there are
ways round this.

For instance do not be obsessed with
colour to begin with. Colour cameras are
expensive - the "cheap" £300 ones give very
disappointing results, a low resolution
(fuzzy) picture and need a kilowatt of lighting
in most indoor situations. Black and white
cameras on the other hand are cheap even at
new prices, can be bought secondhand from
£50 upwards and usually give far better
resolution than colour ones. They are much
more tolerant of low light levels, less com-
plicated internally and still worth hanging
onto if and when you upgrade to colour. You
can even build your own from a kit. I will
continue this theme next month but now I
want to tell you about a new book which you
still have time to put on your Christmas list.

It's an expensive one, in fact it costs
£19.90 but it's worth every penny of its price.
The title, not very original, is the 'Video
Handbook' and it is written by Ruw van
Wezel, published by Newnes Technical
Books. It contains more information on
practical video techniques than I have ever
seen before and this is why I think it is worth
the price. Its 396 pages have a photo or
diagram on virtually every page and unlike
other books it gives actual circuits, so that if

Andy Emmerson

you wish to copy them yourself you can.
Build -it -yourself projects cover a black and
white camera and a complete mixing, effects
and control desk to enable you to make a
home studio at a fraction of the cost of
professional gear. Even if you do not have the
skill or the inclination to build your own
equipment you will find the comprehensive
descriptions of how the apparatus works
instructive. Subjects covered in great detail
include monitors, processing amplifiers,
sync pulse generators (including commer-
cial integrated circuits) and effects circuits.
Plugs and sockets in their infinite variety are
covered as is the audio side. The author
discusses cameras, monochrome and
colour, and just as important he goes into the
subject of lighting and optics, the various
types of lenses and how they are used. Too
many publications assume that if someone
can afford a £750 colour camera they
already know all there is to know about focal
lengths, F stops and quartz -halogens; this is
of course not necessarily true and to get the
best out of your investment a book like this is
cheap at the price.

Broadcast video is not neglected in the
book either. Van Wezel explains how TV
works, the various TV standards (with tables
of data) and gives examples of test cards and
how they are interpreted. All this is done, not
in simplistic terms, but in language any
enthusiast can follow and in a way that
avoids boredom and technical details for
their own sake. The book is international in
outlook - it is written by a Dutchman and has
already appeared in Dutch and German
editions. Equipment described includes
Sony (Japanese), Philips (Dutch), Grundig
(German), Ferranti (UK) and Texas (USA), so
there is no bias.

In a book as large as this there have to be
a few shortcomings, but they are few. I

spotted an error in one diagram (only one)
and some of the technical expressions have
been translated literally from the Dutch and
.make nonsense in English. In case you buy
the book, you may care to correct the
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following:
"open net" - public network
"MF" - the author means Intermediate
Frequency (IF) and not Medium frequency
"LF" - the author means Audio Frequency
(AF), not Low Frequency
"Picture Sync" - Field or Vertical Sync
"Total Syncs" - Mixed or Combined Syncs

I would also question his use of BNC
plugs for audio and his recommendation of
Belling -Lee plugs for RF; in British practice
DIN, phono or minijack plugs would be used
for audio and his BNCs for the RF. But these
are minor criticisms of a remarkably com-
prehensive book, which must have been a
labour of love. In fact the author's enthus-
siasm shows through. This British edition
has apparently been edited by Gordon J.
King, though judging by the errors noted
above and some more trivial ones I think he
must have done it last thing on a Friday
afternoon!

Joking apart, the book is highly recom-
mended and despite its price is well worth
having. If you can afford video as a hobby you
can afford this book. For the price of two
three-hour tapes you too can be a video
expert! I make no apology for concentrat-
ing on this book this month - you can learn a
lot from books and nobody is an expert on
video just because he owns a video camera.
Reading the monthly video mags is useful
but for solid fact you can't beat a good book!

Next month we'll talk about getting hold
of secondhand equipment and setting up
your own studio E&MM

The picture shows Mitsubishi Electric's new HS 302
video cassette recorder. Recommended price £549.



0 ne of the joys of technical writing is the
opportunity it gives to chew over ideas
and basic principles. Often these

deliberations lead to experimental circuits
which in turn enhance one's understanding
and experience in electronics.

This month I have been engaged in
writing an article on how to design one's own
sub bass woofer. Much of the thrust of
speaker technology has been directed at the
problem of gaining as much bass as possible
from existing enclosure types. The manu-'
facturers suffer from the drawback of having
little influence over the electronics used to
drive their creations.

This is just the area in which the
electronics enthusiast can make his mark.
Existing Hi-Fi installations can easily be
manipulated by the addition of external
circuitry to compensate for the shortcom-
ings of speakers etc.

The obvious example of this is the
graphic equaliser which seems to be doing
better in the American market than here.
One of the reasons for this is probably the
fundamental dichotomy between the design.
philosophies of the British and Americans.

Our friends across the 'pond' are almost
conditioned to accept that the more EQ that
can be fitted into a preamp the better. We, of
course, tend to be more conservative about
these things arguing that if the system is flat
from the microphone to the speaker then all
will be well.

It is interesting to note that several
American speaker manufacturers employ
active EQ boxes designed to be used with
their speaker systems. One of the most
obvious uses of such an EQ box would be to
boost the deep bass response.

As part of the research for the above
mentioned bass article I designed just such
a box for use with I.B. enclosures. Most
speakers encountered nowadays are of this
variety and in consequence most could use
a little judicious bass boost.

Normal tone controls are useless for this
particular application because they are

mainly designed for the maximum effect. In
practice this means that they start to boost
the signal just below 1kHz. In consequence
the mid -range is boosted as well and the
whole signal becomes severely coloured if
the lift is advanced far enough to counterthe
roll -off of the speaker system.

A better solution is to design a filter that
gives a known amount of boost at a very low
frequency with a response that comple-
ments the speaker's own roll -off.

The most important information, where
to start boosting the response can be
obtained from the data included with the
speaker. This will quote the low frequency
-3dB limit. Once this information is known it
is a relatively simple matter to design a filter
with the right characteristics.

Figure la shows just such a circuit. Since
the roll -off of I.B. enclosures is some
12dB/octave the circuit contains two
separate 6dB/octave boost sections. Each
section works as follows.

With reference to Figure lc, Al is a con-
ventional op -amp connected as a non -
inverting amplifier. This means that the
output signal is in phase with the input signal
which is applied to the +, non -inverting input.
It is a characteristic of an op -amp connected
in this manner that the voltage gain is equal
to Rf/R1. So even if Rf were to be a short
circuit the gain cannot fall below unity.

At high frequencies the capacitor, Cl, will
appear to be a short circuit and as this is
shunting the signal across Rf it follows that
for practical purposes the amp's gain will be
unity. As the input signal's frequency is
lowered there will come a point at which the
impedance of the capacitor is equal in value
to the resistance of Rf. This is the much
vaunted '3dB point' in the frequency
response of the amp. As the input frequency
is lowered towards DC, Cl's impedance
rises. Eventually it is large compared to Rf
and the amps gain becomes as predicted by
the above equation.

' The impedance of a capacitor can be
defined by the following simple equation,

Z= 1/(277-fC). C is in Farads, fin Hz, and Z in
ohms. To take a practical example let's
suppose that we want our amplifier response
to be +3dB up at 50Hz. In order not to upset
the power amp unduly it's a good idea to
keep the maximum gain to 6dB, 4 times.
This sets the ratio between the value of Rf
and R1 at 3 times. For the sake of example
let's make Rf 47k. The nearest standard
value for R.1 is then 47/3 = 15k. Having
settled this the next stage is to determine the
value of Cl. For 3dB at 50Hz we need to
choose a value which will have an impe-
dance of 47k at 50Hz.

Rearranging the equation for impedance
we obtain C = 1/2iffZ [10.1 = 6.77 x 10-8F,
i.e. 68nF.

When such a single stage amp is placed
between the pre and power amp feeding the
speaker the results are quite dramatic. For
starters the rapid 12dB per octave roll -off is
halved instead of being 12dB down at 25Hz
the response is only 6dB down. The result is
an increase of deep bass without detriment
to the rest of the frequency range.

A still more elegant solution is to cascade
two such circuits in series. This will extend
the -3dB point down by half an octave. Our
speaker will then be 3dB down at 38Hz! This
will allow bass drums, for example to be
reproduced at their proper volume.

For this return to Figure la. Here the
resistor values have been adjusted to give a
maximum gain of 2 per stage, 4 in total. The
capacitor values have also to be changed in
order to ensure that the response is 1.5dB up
at the selected frequency in each stage.

Keeping the feedback resistor at 47k the
right value for C can be determined from the
table. Other values can be determined by
using the equation C = 4.8 x 106 (C is ex-
pressed in Farads).

The circuit can easily be built on a piece
of Veroboard and mounted in a suitable,
preferably metal, box. A PP3 gives a reason-
able life. Only one channel is shown, the
other is identical. E&MM
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MUSIC KITS
ALL WITH PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS!
Kimber-Allen Keyboards SEE LISTS P E Mintsonic Synth SET38 181.56
128 -Note Sequencer SET76 120.45 Phaser SET88 21.08
16 -Note Sequencer SET86 64.63 Phasing & Vibrato SET70 36.25
3 -Channel Mixer SET107 21.50 Practise Amplifier SET106 22.15
3 -Microphone Mixer SET108 12.99 Pulse Generator SET115 24.84
6 -Channel Mixer SET90 96.67 Rhythm Generator SET103 SEE LISTS
Analogue Reverb SET83 45.92 Ring Modulator SET87 13.62
Audio Effects SET105 15.12 Sewar SET101 31.85
Chorosynth SET100 125.04 Signal Tracer SET109 17.50
Compressor SET1 20 25.05 Simple Phase Unit SET25 10.54
Digital Reverb SET78 75.50 Smooth Fuzz SET91 11.68
Discostrobe SET57 39.78 Speech Processor SET110 12.18

NEW LIST NOW READY!
SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE COPY

Drum -Synthesiser SET119 50.11 Split -Phase Tremolo SET102 29.98
Enlarger Timer SET93 39.22 String Ensemble SET77 214.47
Formant Synthesiser SEE LI 342.71 Switched Treble Boos SET89 12.51
Frequency Doubler SET98 11.75 Synthesiser Interface SET81 9.49
Funny Talker SET99 16.55 Transient Generator SET63 16.86
Guitar Effects SET42 15.92 Tremolo SET116 13.47
Guitar Multiprocessor SET85 79.15 Tuning Fork SET46 37.04
Guitar Overdrive SET56 21.17 Voice Operated Fader SET30 9.85
Guitar Sustain SET75 11.77 Voice -Scrambler SET117 21.81
Headphone Amplifier SET104 21.15 Voltage Cont Filter SET65 15.58
Metronome SET118 10.58 Wah-Wah SET58 14.01
Microphone Pre -Amp SET61 11.32 Waveform Generator SET112 23.13
Noise Limiter SET97 15.96 Wind and Rain Unit SET28 11.39

PHONOSONICS
DEPT. MM21, 22. HIGH STREET,

SIDCUP, KENT, DA14 6EH.
Telephone: 01-302 6184

SETS INCLUDE PCBs, U.K P&P , 15" VAT. RES, CAPS, S'C s, POTS,
KNOBS, SW's, SKTS, WIRE, SOLDER BOX, PHOTOCOPY OF ORIG.
TEXT. FULLER DETAILS AND MORE GREAT KITS IN OUR FREE
CATALOGUE.

Prices correct at Press, E & 0 E , subject to stock

Just l50 P) will bring you the latest Wilmslow Audio

80 page catalogue packed with pictures and specifications

of HiFi and PA Speaker Drive Units, Speaker Kits,
Cabinet Kits ....

1000 items for the constructor.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS AND COMPONENTS.
GRILLES, GRILL FABRICS AND FOAM. PA, GROUP
DISCO CAB/NETS - PLUS MICROPHONES -
AMPLIFIERS - MIXERS - COMBOS - EFFECTS -
SPEAKER STANDS AND BRACKETS - IN -CAR
SPEAKERS AND BOOSTERS ETC. ETC.

* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort *
of our listening lounge.

(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *

* Access Visa American Express accepted

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmisow, Cheshire SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders,

S & R AMPLIFICATION
* 500 WATTS SINE WAVE PER CHANNEL

INTO 2 ohms
* 0.005% DISTORTION AT ANY

FREQUENCY FROM 20HZ TO 20KHZ
* SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 120DB
* POWER BANDWIDTH 10HZ-100KHZ ±1db
* DUAL POWER SUPPLIES USING

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS
* HIGH TECHNOLOGY MOS-FET

OUTPUT STAGE
* FAN COOLED
* WE HAVE JUST DESCRIBED OUR

STANDARD NO -FRILLS POWER SLAVE
AMPLI FIER

* ANY INPUT SENSITIVITY CAN BE
CATERED FOR AS STANDARD

* STUDIO VERSION AVAILABLE WITH
METERS BALANCED LINE ETC ...

* STANDARD PRICE £385.00
* STUDIO VERSION £455.00
* ALSO AVAILABLE AS SINGLE

500 WATT £195.00

S & R AMPLIFICATION
8, Tanners Hill, Deptford, London SE8

Telephone: 01-692 2009
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Here is Part 2 of a new workshop series by Brenda Hayward, authoress of several music books including the very popular
`Organ Master' tutors, for the aspiring musician. Its direct approach is aimed at all our readers who have not had the chance
to get to grips with music notation.

n last month's article, I established that
notes of music are written upon the
Treble and Bass Staves to represent a

specific sound or 'pitch'.
The notes also represent 'musical time',

which is measured in BEATS rather than in
seconds and minutes. The form of the notes
determine their BEAT VALUE and will
indicate the length of 'time' a note will be
held when played. RESTS in their various
forms represent 'silence' in music and each
rest will have a time or beat value (see
Figure 1).

Each note, apart from the semibreve, has
a 'stem' connected to it. The quaver also has
a single 'flag' attached to the stem j1and
the semiquaver has two 'flags' attacheo to its
stem ) .

When a 'DOT' is placed beside a note its
BEAT VALUE is increased by half as much
again (see Figure 2).

The dotted quaver, 1/4 beat, is usually
followed by the semiquaver, 1/4 beat, to make
a total value of 1 beat of music.

BEAT VALUE % 1/4
.4 y,

1 BEAT 1 BEAT

For convenience of writing two quavers,
the flag of the first quaver can be joined to
the second quaver to form a single line. The
flags of the semiquavers can be joined
between notes to form a double line (see
Figure 3).

I am often asked, 'How long does a beat of
music last?' or 'How long do I hold a minim,
crotchet or quaver?' and many more ques-

tions on 'musical time'. My answer is that by
learning how to count EVENLY, in your own
time, and lightly tapping on a note of the
keyboard, or anything else within reach, a
pattern of musical time will emerge.

Count EVENLY from one to four, 1 - 2 -
3 - 4. Repeat the counting several times over
and as you count tap once for each number:

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 etc.
tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap

Each number will represent the time
value of ONE CROTCHET BEAT.
The SEMIBREVE is held and counted for 4
CROTCHET BEATS.

0 0 0
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 etc

The MINIM is held and counted for 2
CROTCHET BEATS.

2 4 2 3,1 4 etc.

The CROTCHET is held and counted for
1 BEAT.

2J 3J 4J 1.1 J 3.1 4J etc.

The QUAVER is held and counted for half a
CROTCHET BEAT, by saying 'and' between
each number.
1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and etc.

J)JW,J.t).J\J-7
tap tap tap tap tap tap tap tap

When counting for the quavers the 'tap'
will occur on the 1234 only, not on the 'and'
(see Figure 4).
Count evenly, in your own time.

When a 'TIE' joins two notes together, the
first note is held, or will sound, for the total
beat value of both notes, even when the
notes have a different beat value.

J J

J. J

The first crotchet is held for a total of two
crotchet beats.

The dotted minim, value 3 beats, is tied to a
minim, value 2 beats, and is held for a total
of five crotchet beats.

DEMISEMIQUAVER. There are 32 DEMI-
SEMIQUAVERS in a whole note (semibreve).
Space does not permit showing 32 of them
on the above illustration.

Each stave is divided into BARS or
MEASURES by 'Bar Lines'. In the final bar of
the music two lines are drawn, these are
known as a 'double bar lines' (see Figure 6).

The METRONOME or 'musical clock' is
the standard method of learning precise
'musical time' and although it is now
included as a feature on the rhythm unit of
some electronic organs it is not normally
used by the home musician. (There is a
metronome project in May 1981 E&MM and
this month's special offer features the
Tempo -Check.)

Most musical arrangements include the
'timing sign', such as j = 80, above the
treble stave at the start of the music, which
means that 80 crotchet beats should be
played to the minute. Only the use of the
metronome can ensure that the music is
played exactly to the time indicated by the
sign. A group performer, a pupil taking
grades of music, a member of an orchestra,

NOTES:

BEAT VALUE

REST:

Figure 1.

co SEMIBREVE, J MINIM, J CROTCHET,

4 2

QUAVER, SEMIQUAVER

MINIM plus DOT J
CROTCHET plus DOT J

7

2 BEATS + 1 BEAT - total value of 3 Beats

1 BEAT +'% BEAT - total value of 1% Beats

QUAVER plus DOT 4. % BEAT + % BEAT -

Figure 2.

TWO QUAVERS

n

total value of % Beat

FOUR SEMIQUAVERS d d

BEAT VALUE % 1/2 total 1 beat BEAT VALUE

Figure 3.

% = 1 beat

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 and

Figure 4

SEMIBREVE WHOLE NOTE 1

MINIM HALF NOTE

CROTCHET QUARTER NOTE

QUAVER EIGHTH NOTE ya

SEMIQUAVER SIXTEENTH NOTE 1/16

Figure 5.

BAR LINE

JJ

JJJJ

BAR OR
MEASURE

DOUBLE
BAR

Figure 6.

I
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by Brenda Hayward

a musician playing for dancing, name but a
few who must strictly observe exact timing.
While it is desirable for the home musician to
fully understand and try to achieve correct
timing, it is not so important when playing for
pleasure. After all, simply creating music
can be very satisfying.

What is a TIME SIGNATURE? Why is it
there and what does it tell you? The Time
Signature consists of two numbers, written
on the stave, one above the other to
represent the timing, 'beats in a bar' of the
music.

The UPPER number is simply the total
number of BEATS in each barof the music. If
the upper number is '3', then there are three
beats in each bar. If the upper number is '4',
then there are four beats in each bar.

The LOWER number determines which
TYPE of note receives 1 beat of the music. To
interpret the lower number, each type of note
is made a division, or part of the semibreve
'whole note', the largest note value in
modern music.

When the semibreve is divided, each
MINIM is a half note (1/2), each CROTCHET is
a quarter note (1/4) and each QUAVER is an
eighth note (1/8) (see Figure 5).

l'he two most common TIME SIGNATURES

are
WIME and .111.

,1Ma

In the 3 time signature, the upper number
is 3 beats in each bar and the
lower number 4 represents the
crotchet (1/4) Note (see Figure 7).

Each bar can contain notes and rests of
different beat values, but the TOTAL beat
value of each bar will be equivalent to the
time signature.

In the 4 time signature, the upper number
4 is 4 beats in each bar and the

lower number 4 represents the
crotchet (1/4) Note (see Figure 8).

The time signature can also be written

as 'C'. It is known as 'Common
Time' and indicates 4 crotchet beats in a bar.

The 'cut common' time signature,

could also be written as

though this form is not normally used in
popular music. The upper figure '2' repre-
sents TWO BEATS in each bar and the lower
figure '2' represents the minim '1/2 note'.
2 - BEATS
2 - THE MINIM
Two MINIM BEATS in each bar.

'Cut common time' usually occurs in
music with a faster tempo, when it is easier
to count two minim beats rather than four
crotchet beats in a bar (see Figure 9).

A 'TRIPLET' is a musical term for three
notes grouped together with a figure '3'
written above or underneath them.

When 3 quavers are grouped together in
7

this way: :7 they are played to the
TIME value of TWO quavers, and are named
a 'quaver' or 'eighth triplet'. (A quaver is a
/8th note of a semibreve.)

When 3 crotchets are grouped together in

this way: j j j they are played to the
TIME value of TWO crotchets, and are

named a 'quarter note triplet' (a crotchet is a
1/4 note of the semibreve).

Fingering
A common problem when playing a key-

board instrument is incorrect fingering. The
fingers of each hand are numbered one to
five. The thumb is No. 1 and the little finger is
No. 5. It doesn't leave much to the imagina-
tion for the other three fingers to be
numbered 2, 3 and 4.

When reading the manuscript the notes
ascending the treble stave are played with
the right hand moving to the right of the
keyboard. In 'fingering' the sequence of
white notes in the following examples, the
thumb will be tucked under the hand -
never over the hand (see Figure 10).

Example 2 illustrates how to continue
playing the sequence of notes in an upward
movement, without running out of fingers. In
a downward movement, the finger numbers
remain the same, but the 4th, 3rd and 2nd
fingers will now reach over the top of the

'thumb to play the next notes in the
sequence.

The fingering for playing each note, black
and white, known as a 'Chromatic' move-
ment, is an excellent exercise for keeping
the fingers supple. In an upward sequence
tuck the thumb under the hand (see
Figure 11).

Starting on the upper note of 'G', play a
downward sequence of the notes in the
illustration, using the same fingering, but
with the 3rd and 2nd fingers reaching over
the top of the thumb to play the next note in
the sequence.

Spend a little time and perseverence
playing the preceeding examples to learn
correct fingering, which will eventually
become automatic. E&MM
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4- THE CROTCHET
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BEATS 1 1 1 1/2 1% 1/2 1 2 1

3 crotchet beats 4 quavers + 1 crotchet 1 minim + 1 crotchet
in each bar = 3 crotchets = 3 crotchets

Figure 7.

4 _BEATS
4 -THE CROTCHET

BEATS 1 1 1 1 2 1 1/2 1/2 2 1. 1

4 crotchet beats 1 minim + 1 crotchet + 1 minim + 2 crotchets
in each bar 2 quavers = 4 crotchets = 4 crotchets

Figure 8.
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ELECTRa-AAUSIC
ENGINEER by Ben Duncan

Audio Connectors
Whilst connectors are very literal 'links'
in the belaboured musical commu-
nications chain, their simple role

belies the fastidious attention they deserve -
at least in respect of initial choice and
installation. For connectors suffer almost
ritualistic physical abuse, greater than that
offered to any other stage or studio equip-
ment with the exception of drumsticks,
headphones and microphone stands! It's
perhaps out of context, but nonetheless a
sobering thought to remember that
£100,000 of sound equipment frequently
hangs on the end of a weary jack plug during
a solo performance on stage.

Similarly, certain key connections - not-
ably mixing desk multicore and power plugs
impose a ransom on the whole sound
system, demanding to be made as reliable
as money and ingenuity will allow.

Countless sound system failures occur
unnecessarily and many can be traced to
misguided visions of prudent economy via
low cost plugs or half-hearted wiring up,
coupled with an ignorance of Murphy's law:
"If anything can go wrong - it will, and at the
worst possible moment." If your favourite,
but utterly decrepit guitar lead has caused
concern amongst your colleagues, but has
'never let me down', you can be sure it's still
awaiting the worst possible moment!

Jacks
Being a single pole connector, the stan-

dard'/4" Jack is extremely versatile; it's also
easy to wire and cheap. These factors make
it the mainstay connector in small sound
systems, and provided you eschew false
economy and use high quality soft plastic or
metal bodied versions, viz Rendar (RS) or
better still, solid brass bodied types, e.g.
Switchcraft and Whirlwind, then the prob-
lems of ill-timed disintegration need not
apply.

However, the high quality jacks tend to
make use of screws in their assembly, and
these have been known to slacken under
duress of bass -induced vibration. Even so,
potentially slack nuts are preferable to the
loose and flimsy rivets so common in low
grade jacks of oriental origin, and the
problem can be deftly side-stepped with a
drop of thread locking compound e.g. 'Loc-
tite'.

In studios and extensive PA systems,
there's a need for a multiplicity of stereo
and/or send -return connections. These re-
quirements can be handled with versatility
by the standard jack, viz, inverted lefts and
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Tighten bolt firmly and add 'screwlock'.

Twist braid and solder
to inside of earth tag.

Place wire below tag to relieve friction and
pressure from the barrel and insulating sleeve.
If the insulating sleeve causes problems on
assembly use a lubricant such as silicone
grease or vaseline.

c E&MM

Ensure that the outer sheath will be
gripped at this pressure point - not
the braid!

Figure 1. Jack connector wiring.

rights can be readily straightened out. By the
same token the margin for errors is much
greater, so provided the wiring is initially
correct, the use of stereo or 2 pole jacks is
preferable - and can also save a lot of panel
space in large installations. Unfortunately,
this convenience only applies to unbalanced
lines - for the balanced variety, we would
need a four pole jack or a pair of two pole
jacks.

The beauty of jacks in applications of this
nature (i.e. patching) is the ease with which
they can be pushed in and pulled out, and
their ability to perform switching operations
in conjunction with the socket. Using stan-
dard '4" jacks, we're restricted to something
akin to a double throw switch - insertion of
the jack re -directs the signal out via the plug.
However, by using the 'GPO', 'Telephone' or
'B gauge' jacks - these feature a smaller tip -
the versatility of the switching functions can
be greatly augmented, jack insertion being
able to switch auxiliary functions such as
lamps, apart from re-routing the signal.

Additionally, by using the 'B gauge'
pattern, the need to use two plugs for stereo,
balanced line operation is overcome, be-
cause 4 -pole (2 -finger) plugs are available.
Note however that the 'B gauge' plugs are not
compatible with standard jack sockets, and
that attempts to ram a standard jack into an
apparently normal socket of the surrepti-
tious 'B -gauge' variety will damage the
latter.

Apart from their limited latching abilities,
the major shortcoming of the jack is that
plugs are always cable mounted and it's all
too easy for the inebriate to plug micro-
phones into power amplifier outputs! In
addition, during insertion and withdrawal,
the live tip is prone to short on the chassis
terminal of the socket. For this reason, these
connectors are best restricted to mic and
line level stages, where little harm can occur,
and they're best avoided altogether for DC
distribution and high power ( >100 watts)
audio connections.

The XLR
The 3 pin XLR or 'Cannon', having tri-

partite advantages over high quality jacks, is
the alternative up-market universal audio

connector. Firstly, it features a latching
facility which neatly obviates the tendency
for plugs to fall out/be torn out by clumsy
footwork at vital moments. At the same time,
the latch is readily disenabled, which makes
the XLR suitable for patching purposes
(where the space and expense can be
justified), or wherever cable tension causing
disconnection of the plug is preferable to
causing equipment to topple over, viz:
microphone leads at the amplifier end. Also,
male and female XLR plugs (or cable mount-
ing connectors) are very definitely assigned
to inputs and outputs respectively.

Apart from being a universal standard,
the male to female XLR cable alSo lends itself
to being plugged together, not only to make
extensions, but to outwit the tendency for
cables to turn into spaghetti en route!

Finally, all XLRs feature excellent cable
clamps, soonce they're properlyassembled,
they will withstand months or years of severe
abuse before the cable termination suc-
cumbs.

There are broadly four makes of XLR,
each with foibles and of varying price, avail-
able in Britain; and compatability isn't auto-
matically assured, as successful mating is
crucially dependent on fine tolerances. So
it's wise to seek the conformity of one
manufacturer from the outset. At the same
time, the purchase of XLRs is a long term
investment, involving a large outlay, so
choosing the right XLR - one which will suit
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Mono

,4" standard jack

OV

Stereo unbalanced

Balanced

signal live

L.H. Channel - live

1190
OV R.H. Channel - live

Hot, phase or live

OV Anti -phase or cold

GPO or 'Gauge B' jack

Stereo unbalanced

Balanced

E&MM

L.H. Channel - live

OV R.H. Channel -live

Hot, phase or live

OV Anti -phase or cold

Right channel

Stereo balanced

Left channel

Phase or live

OV Anti -phase or cold

Figure 2. Common Jack connector termination styles.

your needs best - is equally essential.
The ITT -Cannon XLR, also available un-

der the RS brand name is the most expen-
sive of the four, but it features rubber in-
sulation on the female inserts, which makes
it particularly durable and resilient to mis-
alignment. As a result, Cannon plugs and
sockets are frequently the exclusive female
connector in systems using other varieties of
male connectors. The main shortcoming of
Cannon XLRs is the use of non -captive grub -
screws involved in their assembly. These
frequently go astray, to make wiring up back-
stage very tedious, although once they're in
place, a drop of threadlock compound will
keep them captive for some time. If all else
fails, kits of spare screws, bushes and clips
are available from Cannon distributors such
as PSP and Future Film Development.

The Switchcraft, Neutrik and Deltron
types feature hard plastic insulators
throughout, which makes them more prone
to shatter, but they are all considerably
cheaper and whereas they are not entirely
devoid of small screws, assembly in awk-
ward situations tends to be much easier.

In general, the PA business is joined
together with Switchcraft and Cannon XLRs
- mainly because these are the most rugged,
and the two styles usually mate and latch
without tolerance worries. Also, the Switch -
craft plugs feature a chassis terminal; this
makes an extra terminal available in DC

power distribution and other idiosyncratic
applications, quite apart from giving greater
flexibility in groundlifted and quasi -
balanced sound systems.

Deviations
At some time, we all have to inferface

items of equipment that sport sub -standard
'consumer' terminations of the DIN and
Phono variety. If you own the offending
equipment, tearing out the offending
sockets and replacing them with jacks or
XLRs will save no end of hassle in the long
run. Frequently, however, this approach is a
little too extreme, particularly as regards the
re -sale value of the equipment in cosmetic
terms. As a compromise, replace the
sockets with an up-market equivalent, (viz:
gold-plated phonos and latching or screw -
locking DINs). Then, using corresponding
up-market DIN and phono plugs, wire into a
diecast box containing the appropriate jack
or XLR sockets. The box can then be bolted to
the equipment, or simply retained on the
flying umbilical cable. The general idea is to
avoid unplugging the domestic style plugs,
for if treated as permanent connections,
their lifespan will be greatly enhanced. the
'patch box' can also usefully bring the
awkward -to -reach sockets out into an acces-
sible position.

3 pin XLR

1 2
Mono unbalanced 0 0

Signal live

3
0

OV - screen No connection

Mono alternative
unbalanced

0
3

0
0

Mono, alternative
balanced

OV - screen

Stereo
(use the

No connection mnemonic X -L -R)

OV - screen Signal live
E&MM

Mono, balanced or
quasi balanced 0 Phase, hot or live

3
O

OV - screen Anti -phase or cold

OV or screen

0 20
3
O

Anti -phase or cold

Phase hot or live

R.H. Channel

L.H. Channel

These diagrams are depicted as from
the rear of a female cable plug.

These styles, consistent with IEC 268
are the most widely used in the UK,
and they are also compatible with one
another.

Of course, the above arrangement will
also suit equipment you don't own, but a
more flexible solution is simply to make up a
number of leads to convert other standards
to your own. As Murphy's Law ensures that
DIN sockets invariably beg for connection to
XLR systems when shops are closed and
soldering irons have been left at home, the
motto for on -the -road is to be prepared for all
manner of ad-lib connections.

Wiring up
High quality plugs do not alone make for

reliable and hassle free interconnection; a
partnership with skilled wiring is paramount.
The pre -requisites for the latter are good
tools, good lighting and a relaxed atmos-
phere. As the musicians' environment habi-
tually lacks these, it makes sense to wire and
check your connectors at home or in the
workshop, so that on -the -road repairs can be
as infrequent as possible. Figure 1 depicts
the elements of a well wired jack plug, the
essential requirements being two -fold.
Firstly, the uninsulated wire - including
whiskers - should be cut flush to curtail the
opportunity for short circuits. Secondly, due
attention should be given to strain relief,
both tensile (tearing the cable from the plug)
and flexure (bending the cable causes metal
fatigue) by testing the action of the cable
clamping and bushing for each combination
of plug and cable style. If you lack the
confidence or the enthusiasm to become
skilled at making your own cables, the
services of specialist audio cable makers are
worthwhile, particularly as regards the most
vital leads. Alternatively, the heavy duty,
ready-made guitar leads (e.g. Whirlwind) or
XLR cables (e.g. Red Devils) are an excellent
investment.

Finally, a plea as regards the poetry of
terminology. Although a number of unpro-
saic people insist that a plug is any male
connector, viz, something with pins, regard-
less of whether it's cable or chassis
mounted, a more down to earth attitude is to
use the term plug for anything hanging from
the end of a cable, and likewise, a socket is a
fixed, or chassis mounted connector. The
arrangement is then made totally unam-
biguous by adding the terms male or female
to specify pins or holes. Thus, a Switchcraft
'A3F' XLR, or in shoddy electronics industry
parlance, a cable socket, is termed a female
cable plug. A description of this kind can
attain a uniquely unambiguous vitality
through imagery. In other words, use the
description to build up a mental picture, and
you won't waste time and money buying or
wiring up inappropriate connectors. E&MM

4 Figure 3.
Common XLR
connector termination
styles.
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UNDERSTANDING
ELECTRONICS Robert Penfold

Colour Codes
Newcomers to electronics could be
forgiven forthinking that colour codes
are used on certain electronic com-

ponents purely to make life difficult. In fact,
there are a couple of good reasons for using
colour codes, and one of these is simplythat
a value marked in this way is less likely to be
obliterated than one marked in figures and
numbers. Even if the colour coding should
become partially removed it is still likelythat
easy and accurate decoding would be
possible. Partially obliterated letters and
numbers are almost certain to be meaning-
less, or worse still, misleading with the value
being read incorrectly. Another point in
favour of colour codes is that they enable
experienced users to quickly pick out a
component of the desired value from a large
batch of components, or quickly locate a
component of a certain value on a large
circuit board. With experience you learn to
read colour codes without really having to,
consciously think about it.

Resistors
Resistors usually have their value marked

by means of four coloured bands around the
body of the component, and very few types
have the value marked by other means. The
first band, which is the one nearest to one
end of the component (see Figure 1) gives

Figure 1. The resistor colour code bands.

the first number of the value, the second
band gives the second digit, and the third
band gives the multiplication factor needed
to bring this two digit number to the correct
figure. The fourth digit gives the tolerance of
the component's value. The power rating of
the component is not indicated bythe colour
coding.

The colours used in the resistor colour
code and the figures they represent are
given in Table 1.

It we now take a few examples it should
make the code perfectly clear. A component
having red, violet, orange, gold as its mark -

Table 1.
The resistor
colour code.

memasememere01181.11.

ings would have 2 as the first digit of the
value and 7 as the second digit. This gives 27
which must be multiplied by orange, which
represents 1000 when it appears in the third
band, and this gives a value of 27000 ohms
(27 kilohms or 27k in other words). The gold
fourth band indicates that the tolerance of
the component is ± 5%, by which we simply
mean that the actual value of the component
is within 5% of its marked value.

A resistor having bands one to four with
the code brown, black, blue, silver would
have a value of 10 000 000 ohms, or 10
megohms (10M as this would normally be
written). The brown and black bands give the
first two digits of 1 and 0 respectively, and
then thethird band gives the multiplier value
of one million. Ten multiplied by a million is
obviouslyten million ohms, orten megohms.
The silver fourth band indicates a value
which is within 10% of the marked value, so
that the actual value of the component would
be between nine and eleven megohms.

A resistor having a coding of red, red,
gold, red would have a value of 22 x 0.1
which equals 2.2 ohms. The tolerance would
be ± 2%.

Capacitors
Not many capacitors use colour coding

these days, but one common range of
capacitors that do is the C280 range of
printed circuit mounting polyester capaci-
tors. The first three bands indicate the value
in the same way as the first three bands in
the resistor colour code, but the value is in
picofarads (pF) not ohms, of course. The
figure indicated should be divided by 1000
to give the value in nanofarads (nF) or
1000000 to give the value in microfarads

(uF). Green is used in the third band of the
C280 colour code, unlike the resistor colour
code. The first band of a C280 colour code is
the one at the top of the component,
opposite the leadout wires, as shown in
Figure 2.

The fourth band indicates the tolerance
of the component, but the code here is
different to that used for resistors. Only two
colours are commonly used in the fourth
band: black which indicates a tolerance of
+ 20%, and white which indicates a ± 10%
tolerance.

Band 1 -1st digit
Band 3 -multiplier

Band 5 -voltage

Band 2 -2nd digit
Band 4 -tolerance

Figure 2. The C280 capacitor colour coding.

The C280 colour code has a fifth band
and this indicates the maximum DC working
voltage of the component. Again only two
colours are normally used here; red for 250
volt components, and yellow for 400 volt
types.

For example, consider a capacitor with
the marking yellow, violet, orange, black and
red. The first three bands give 4, 7 and a
multiplier of 1000 as with the resistor colour
code. Thus the value of the capacitor is
47000pF or 47nF. The fourth black band
indicates that the tolerance is ± 20% and the
fifth red band a maximum DC working
voltage of 250V. E&MM

Colour Band 1/2 Band 3
Silver not used 0.01
Gold not used 0.1
Black 0 1

Brown 1 10
Red 2 100
Orange 3 1000
Yellow 4 10 000

1 Green 5 100000
Blue 6 1000000
Violet 7 not used
Grey 8 not used
White 9 not used
No colour not used not used

Band 4
± 10%
± 5%
not used
± 1%
± 2%
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
± 20%
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GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC
MUSIC TECHNIQUESPau Conway

Flanging
Last month I explained how phase
effects could be produced electronic-
ally, and mentioned briefly how this was

produced in the early days by using two tape
recorders.

In actual fact, the method used by
broadcasting and recording studios was
referred to as "flanging", because the speed
of one of the tape machines was varied by
pressing the tape reel "flange". However,
modern flange effects are more sophisti-
cated than the early attempts, and some
modern electronic phase effects sound sub-
jectively more like the early flanging effects!

If you are now completely confused, do
not worry as all will be revealed; but it must
be realised that in electronic engineering,
many words used to describe effects are
often chosen for historic reasons, and flang-
ing is no exception.

There is one other point that should be
made here, and that is that there is nothing
to stop a particular manufacturer producing
an effects unit and calling it a flanger,
although it may not comply with the gene-
rally accepted meaning of the word. Each
unit must therefore be taken on its own
merits and its features carefully examined.

The term flanging in general relates to an
effect that is produced by having a series of
notch filters, with the frequencies of the
nulls being harmonically related; for ex-
ample 100Hz, 200Hz, 400Hz etc. An audio
delay line can be configured to produce a
comb filter response as described last
month and by slowly changing the delay,
the basic flanging effect can be achieved.

"What is the difference between flang-
ing and phasing?" you may ask. The simple
answer is that from a systems point of view
they are very similar; the main differences
being in the frequencies of the notches, and
in the overall frequency response of the
filter. Phasing is often defined as when the
rate of the sweep is higher and the fre-
quencies of the notches need not be related
harmonically.

Flanging effects are always produced,
then, by notch filters whose frequencies are
harmonically related. Another characteri-
stic of flanging is that the notches of the
comb filter response extend down to lower
frequencies than those of the phaser; and as
'shown in a previous article, this requires a
longer delay because the lowest notch
occurs at a frequency corresponding to a
half wavelength at the maximum delay. For
example if it was required to extend the
lowest notch frequency to 50Hz, then:
1 Wavelength = 1/50 = 20ms.
i.e. I/2 wavelength = 10ms = Maximum delay
time.

Flanging is often described as "Tunnell-
ing" because of the characteristic sound
produced. It is also sometimes referred to as
a "Soft Phase" or L.F. (low frequency) phase.

A block diagram of a flanger system with
all the effects that have been described is
shown in Figure 1 although the facilities
available with any particular unit will ob-
viously have a bearing on its cost.
E&MM JANUARY 1982
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a flanger system.
There are many flanger units on the

market today, but they differ mainly in the
range of variations of the basic flanger effect
that can be produced, and in the technical
quality of their output.

However, facilities possible with this
effect are as follows:

Slow Sweep
In this mode of operation, the delay is

varied by a low frequency oscillator which
has the effect of moving the peaks and
notches in the filter response up and down
the frequency range. The rate at which this is
carried out is usually slower than that used to
produce phasing effects and is typically 3 to
5 seconds per cycle, i.e. a frequency of about
0.2 to 0.3 Hz. Most units allow the sweep
frequency to be varied manually to give
some variation of this effect.

Depth
This control varies the amplitude of the

delayed signal that is mixed with the original;
hence the depth of the notches in the comb
filter response can be greater. More depth
will increase the attenuation at the frequen-
cies of the notches, and will increase the
height of the peaks, therefore causing the
tunnelling effect to be more prominent;
whereas the converse will occur when the
depth is reduced. Zero depth will result in the
original signal appearing at the output.

Manual Sweep
Rather than have the comb filter sweep-

ing automatically, as in the slow sweep
mode, the operator can control the sweep
manually in this mode. By connecting the
sweep control in the flanger either to a
manual control knob, or as is more usual, to
a foot pedal, the performer can control the
sweep whilst keeping both hands free for his
or her musical activity.

Envelope Control
This again exercises control over the

sweep of the flanger but in this case uses the
envelope amplitude to control the sweep.

This means that the position of the peaks
and notches in the filter response are pro-
portional to the instantaneousamplitude (i.e.
volume) of the instrument that is driving it.
Pseudo Stereo

There are various methods of producing
stereo effects from a mono signal, and in fact
some of the up-market professional flangers
produce some rather interesting pseudo
stereo effects. One method of achieving this
is to take the output of the delay line and add
it to the original signal for the left hand
channel, whilst the delayed signal is sub-
tracted from the original signal for the right
hand channel.

The positions of the filter notches will now
be different in each channel, but still har-
monically related. For example, a signal that
has been delayed by a half wavelength at a
particular frequency or multiple thereof,
when added to the original will cause can-
cellation and therefore a notch; and when,
subtracted it will produce a peak. So, if the
filter is now subjected to a sweep, fre-
quencies that are cancelled in one chan-
nel will be enhanced in the other channel,
the sweep effect causing cancelled fre-
quencies in one channel to appear to
"tunnel" in the other channel.

This produces an effect which subjec-
tively can be described as producing a feel-
ing of space, and one which some would
describe as "rotational".

Before we leave the subject of flanging, it
should be mentioned that not all flanger
effects use a delay line to produce the comb
filter response; although this is the most
effective method, it is also the most expen-
sive. Another method which produces a
softer flange is to have three voltage control-
led filters whose notch frequencies are
harmonically related. This produces a three
notch comb filter which can be controlled
using the same sweep features previously
described. The flange produced using this
method is not as prominent as the delay line
approach, but may be preferred by some.

E&MM
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GUITAR WORKSHOP
Selecting and fitting a
replacement bridge

Gone are the days when you had to
accept your instrument in its original
form or leave it, for the replacement

hardware now available in great abundance
allows the musician to upgrade his instru-
ment to his own personal requirements. With
the bassist in mind I will suggest how to
make a simple but sometimes dramatic
improvement.

Obviously it is impossible to cover every
bass available, so as a general guide I intend
to use the Rickenbacker 4001, Gibson EB2
and Fender Precision and Jazz Bass (for
bridge replacement purposes this is iden-
tical to the Precision, so for Jazz read
Precision).

Before thinking about which replace-
ment unit should be fitted, first ascertain the
reason for your disenchantment and choose
accordingly.

Gibson EB2
I doubt if many EB2 players are really

happy about the tuning; until recently the
only option was to make a replacement
adjustable unit, but at least one company
that I know of (Schaller) now market a
completely adjustable direct replacement
bridge. Fitting couldn't be simpler; once the
bass is de -strung, remove the old bridge and
slide on the new. At this stage it will be
noticed that there are two screws providing a
variable amount of forward movement on
the height adjusting studs. To set these, first
position the bridge saddles in the centre of
their travel. After taking the strings up to
pitch, test for octave accuracy on G(lst); if
the octave is sharp turn the adjacent screw
clockwise, and vice versa. When the tuning is
approximate repeat for E(4th). Now that E
and G are roughly in octave the bridge is set
in the correct position, so final critical
adjustment of the four strings can be made
via the individual saddle length screws.

Fender Precision
Apart from the visual desirability there

are four considerations leading to replace-
ment.

(1) Rusty and inoperative. Obviously
something is needed, but if the old unit was
satisfactory in every way the answer is
probably to replace it with an identical one,
either an actual Fender or one of the
reputable replicas (Mighty Mite, Schecter,
etc.), if not read on.

(2) The advent of brass has made many
players hyper -sensitive to sustain, so for
some the old style pressed steel base has
lost its appeal. Generally more sustain can
be obtained by increasing the mass, so a
number of milled or cast brass bridges are
marketed with thicker bases and/or thicker
backs (Fender Brass masters, Stars Guitars,
Badass, DiMarzio, Schaller etc.).

(3) The playing style of some bassists can
actually cause the saddles to slip about
across the baseplate, and the problems
caused are obvious. If this is your particular
forte, a choice of a grooved (Track, Trax etc)
bridge would be recommended.

(4) Last, but certainly not least, is the
problem facing all but 'Superwound' users;
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A Rickenbacker 4001 bass fitted with a Badass II
bridge. Note the shim, cut to the shape of the original
bridge, covering the damper cavity.

A 'Trax' bridge with grooves to locate the saddles.

An original Precision bridge, showing the s
winding passing over the E(4th) saddle.

the distance between the E(4th) saddle
(when correctly octaved) and the bridge
back is usually too short, allowing the string's
silk winding to pass over the saddle and
thereby mute the sustain.

Highly recommended for (2), (3) and (4)
are Badass II, Schaller, Stars Guitars and
Fender Brassmaster, although don't take my
word for it, look around; one man's meat is
another man's poison.

Fitting these units is again relatively
simple, after de -stringing withdraw the
existing fixing screws (five) and remove the
redundant bridge. Before fitting the replace-
ment first determine whether the fixing
holes are correctly positioned for this
modification; in the case of the Badass II and
Fender Brassmaster, an original or replica,
the holes will line up, but in other instances it
may be necessary to re -locate them. As most
of the replacement bridges will have at least
the central hole in the original position use
this as a guide. Place a piece of maskingtape
across the existing holes and draw a line
through their centres, marking the mid
point; measure the 'between centre' spacing
of the new fixing holes and transpose them

lk

Peter Cook

on to the tape line (this will ensure that the
new bridge sits square to the strings). If at
this stage any of the new locations half
correspond with the old it will be necessary
to plug the holes involved before proceeding
further; if not, using a centre punch first, drill
to the correct dianieter and length. Remove
the tape and as a precaution check that the
earth tag is still positioned correctly for good
continuity; then fit the replacement* and
after stringing to pitch adjust the octaves
and action as required.

*As there are no preset string location
grooves on the Badass II, before proceeding
further it will be necessary to nick the
saddles with a four square needle file on
G(lst), D(2nd), and with a small round
needle file on A(3rd) and E(4th). Use a junior
hacksaw first to lightly cut a guide groove
facilitating accurate filing.

Rickenbacker 4001
I reckon the weakest feature of these

basses is the bridge, so a great improvement
can be made at a stroke. Unfortunately I

haven't come across a direct replacement
that is marketed in the U.K. (if there are any
around please let me know), so an accept-
able alternative is to use a Precision style
bridge mounted on a plastic or brass shim
echoing the original outline. As the string
spacing is narrower on the 4001 my first
choice for this application would be the
Schaller bridge which has adjustable width
saddles. The type of bridge being used for
the modification is, of course, quite different
from the one it's replacing; so as would be
expected none of the fixing holes will be
correctly located, making it necessary to
calculate the situation of the new unit. To do
this, after de -stringing and removing the old
bridge measure the distance between the
nut and the centre of the 12th fret, then
transpose this measurement from the 12th
frst to the body. Place a strip of maskingtape
across the body at this point and mark with a
pencil (on the tape) the exact distance (scale
length).

Set the G(lst) saddle on the replacement
bridge to within 3/16th" of its furthest length
of travel (towards the nut), and position the
bridge on the bass with the G (1st) saddle
lining up with the scale length; again using
masking tape mark the centre fixing hole.
Using the original holes as centre and
square guides mark, punch and drill the new
holes.

Next, using 1/16th" plastic or brass
(which of course could be chrome plated)
cut out a plate using the original bridge as a
template, allowing for any oversize dimen-
sions that may be required to accommodate
the new bridge; then drill the required fixing
holes (screw clearance size) and earth tag
hole (centrally located under new bridge). A
new earth wire will need to be run from the
electronics screen, and positioned on top of
the shim so as to make contact with the
bridge. After fixing the replacement, string
up, and adjust the action and octaves as
required. The difference should be quite
noticeable and does, I think, more than
offset the loss of the damper. E&MM
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Organ Talk Ken Lenton-Smith

THE LEFT HAND
The last article in this series was angled
towards the organist who can read and
knows basic music theory but needs

help in playing rhythmically from Chord
Symbols. In that issue I described my
musical 'shorthand' for assembling the four
basic chords (Major, Minor, Diminished and
Seventh) in any key.

Useful as they are, those four chords
alone will not be sufficient for popular music.
Here are four more chords to add to the
repertoire: there is nothing particularly
difficult about any of them as they are
extensions of either the Major or Minor
chords.

MAJOR SIXTH 1 3 5 6
(Chord Symbol X6)

MINOR SIXTH 1 31) 5 6
(Chord Symbol Xm6)

MINOR SEVENTH 1 36 5 71)

(Chord Symbol Xm7)

AUGMENTED 1 3 5#
(Chord Symbol X+)

Four New Chords
It is worthwhile training the ear to recog-

nise the type of chord heard. Try playing
these chords in various simple keys, invert-
ing the notes so that they fit the F - F

compass either side of middle C.
The Major Sixth sounds bright and satis-

fying, whereas the Minor Sixth sounds even
more sombre than the Minor itself. The
Augmented chord, which is simply a Major
chord with sharpened fifth, has that same
'leaning' sound as the Dominant: the subse-
quent chord is nearly always, and predict-
ably, the tonic.

Does the Minor Seventh sound like any of
the others in quality? It sounds much like the
Major Sixth because:

Cm7 =
Eb6 =
Am7=
C6 =

etc.
- two apparently different chords are inver-
sions of each other. Both chords are widely
used in popular music, so it is helpful to
remember the inter -relationship.

Having looked at the 'shorthand' for eight
different types of chord, twelve key signa-
tures allow us to form up to 96 chords. A
great number of these will be required only
occasionally whilst the commonly used
chords will recur so often that they will soon
become committed to memory. They can all
be tabulated, of course, but this approach
should be avoided if possible.

Gating
Knowing how to interpret the majority of

Chord Symbols likely to be encountered, we
can turn to methods of using them in the left
hand part.
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C El) G Bb
El) G Bb C

A C E G

C EG A

.0 .0

E66 E66

.0.0 .0

Fm7

.0

B67

.0 .0

4

Becomes:

E66 Eb6 Fm7 Bbl

ot,

Figure 1. Playing the upper part of the chord to fit the rhythm.

Bossa
etc.

.0 .0

F6 F6 C+ Cm D7 EV) G67 F6 F6 C+

Figure 2. Chromatic progression to suit chords of N

The indicated chord may simply be
sustained. Certain parts of an arrangement
may call for this technique but in general the
result is highly uninteresting.

Still using sustained chords, an 'Auto -
chord' or similar facility will turn the signal
on and off on instructions from the rhythm
unit. Although an improvement, the pulsed
chords soon begin to sound increasingly
mechanical.

Better still, use the left hand itself to 'gate'
the chords. It can interject them at will,
whereas rhythm unit ROMs have very fixed
ideas! Using the left hand enables accents,
syncopated beats, changes in the rhythm
pattern/tempo. This is, I ,feel, one aspect
where a manual method is a far better
proposition than relying on electronics. This
very topic is on the boundary between a
science and an art and where the latter
should take priority.

Split Chords
How and when the chords are played will

of course depend on the time signature and
a number of other factors including personal
taste - ad lib., in fact.

The chord can be split - sustaining part of
it while playing the remaining notes rhyth-
mically. This can be most effective, espe-
cially in fast numbers. Not many organs can
boast a double -touch manual these days,
but I fancy that this method of playing
chords owes much to that feature. Double -
touch allows the player to register two
different sets of voices on the same manual,
extra downward pressure on the key bringing
in a second voice. The second -touch voice is
usually stronger than the first, allowing the
performer to play both solo and accompani-
ment parts on one manual.

Using a standard keyboard, the effect of
double touch can be re-created to some
degree. Figure 1 shows a simple left hand
arrangement and, by making the upper part
of the chord sufficiently staccato, the sus-
tained note line will be heard clearly above
the others - even though the registration is
necessarily the same across the keyboard.

Counter -Melody
Some tunes have an associated counter -

melody which is well known but, more often

ov. E&MM tune.

than not, one has to look for the possibility of
counterpoint in the harmonic sequence.

An effective form of counter -melody is
found by extracting a chromatic progression
suggested by the chord changes. Figure 2
gives an example of this idea. In all probabi-
lity, no two players would choose to interpret
these split -chord sequences in exactly the
same way - once again demonstrating the
extemporisation possibilities with two
manuals and a pedalboard.

Other Chord Symbols
A Ninth chord (symbolised as X9) is

similar to the Seventh in that both are
Dominant chords. However, Major Seventh
and Major Ninth chords (Xmaj7 and Xmaj9)
are simply major chords with those extra
intervals added. The first inversions of these
chords in F may be compared:

F7 played F A C El)
and F9 played F A C (El)) G

but Fmaj7 played F AC E
and Fmaj9 played F A C (E) G

Occasionally, fairly straightforward
chords are complicated by the addition of
accidentals in the Chord Symbol, which are
sometimes placed in brackets. Various pub-
lishers have differing methods of indicating
somewhat unusual chords: here are two
examples:
E7(65) or E7-5 means
E Dominant Seventh with flattened fifth
played E G# Bb D

F7(69) or F7-9 means
F Dominant Seventh with flattened ninth
played F A C (EI)) GI)

This sort of notation calls for extra
thought at times but, if a complex chord is
indicated by the arranger, it is always well
worth making use of it.
HARMONY? I hear a somewhat discordant
note from Dallas, Texas. One of the town's
music stores has just completed a 'Shotgun
Spectacular' sale: it was offering a free
shotgun with every piano or organ sold.
Apparently a very popular form of sales
promotion in that trigger-happy part of the
world but will the shotgun dissuade would-
be music critics, I wonder? E&MM
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131\SIC4LLY 13NSIC
The microcomputer is becoming an increasingly valuable music making instrument
and we continue this regular series that teaches the fundamentals of BASIC.

Graham Hall, B.Sc.

BASIC Functions
One of the features of the BASIC language which makes it suitable

for such a wide range of applications, is the set of pre -written
instructions that can perform commonly used operations. These
instructions are called 'Functions'. The functions to be described are
the more common ones available on most personal computer systems.
The list is not exhaustive, and the way in which they are used in the
particular version of BASIC used by your machine may be slightly
different from the description here. You should check the users
reference manual, for your computer for the complete description of
functions available in your machines version of BASIC.

There are three types of functions: math, print and string. Math
functions perform mathematical operations, print functions cause
operations on terminal output and string functions perform operations
on quoted strings or string variables. String functions will be described
later in this series.

Math Functions
There are two types of math function - arithmetic and trigonometric.

Table 1 lists and summarises the common math functions which are
fully described below.

ABS Function
To use the ABS (Absolute value) function the function keyword is

followed by an argument enclosed in parenthesis, on a statement line..
The result returned is the magnitude, regardless of sign, of the
argument. For example the absolute value of both +15 and -15 is 15.
The following program demonstrates this:
10 PRINT ABS(15), ABS(-15), ABS(0-10)
20 END
RUN
15 15 10

The argument of the function can be any valid BASIC expression,
variable or constant. The ABS function is useful for scientific
applications where the magnitude of a number is required and not its
sign.

EXP Function
The EXP (Exponential) function computes the value of the

mathematical constant 'e' raised to the power of the numeric argument
specified to the function within parentheses. The constant 'e' is the
base of natural logarithms (to six sigificant digits, e = 2.71828). For
example, to raise e to the power of two the EXP function can be written in
a program as: 10 PRINT EXP(2). The inverse of the EXP function is the
LOG function, which computes the logarithm to the base e of an
argument (this is known as the 'natural logarithm'). This relationship
can be demonstrated by combining the EXP and LOG functions:
10 PRINT "EXP (2) = " ; EXP(2)
20 PRINT "LOG(2) = " ; LOG(2)
30 PRINT "LOG (EXP(2)) = " ; LOG (EXP(2))
40 PRINT "EXP (LOG(2)) = " ; EXP (LOG(2))
50 END
RUN
EXP(2) = 7.38906
LOG(2) = 0.69315
LOG(EXP(2)) = 2
EXP(LOG(2)) = 2
Lines 30 and 40 of the above function program are the inverse of each
other. They illustrate how the argument to a function can be another
function. The EXP function is useful for scientific applications.
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INT Function
The argument to the INT (Integer) function can be any valid

constant, variable, function or expression. The value returned is the
largest integer less than or equal to the argument, i.e. the integer part of
the argument is separated from the fractional part. For example:
INT (3.142) = 3, INT (0.69) = 0 and INT (-4.15) = -5
Note the value returned for a negative argument is a greater negative
integer.

LOG Function
The LOG (Logarithm) function computes the natural logarithm

(logarithm to the base e) of its argument. The argument can be any
positive constant, variable, function or expression which evaluates to a
positive number. An error message will be printed if the argument is
equal to or less than zero.

Some versions of BASIC also have a logarithm function which
determines logarithms to the base ten (common logarithm). However,
if your version of BASIC does not include this facility it is possible to
convert the arguments natural logarithm to another base by dividing
the natural logarithm of the argument by the natural logarithm of the
new base. For example to find the logarithm of five to the base ten
(common logarithm):
10 PRINT "LOGARITHM TO BASE 10 of 5 = " ;LOG(5)/LOG(10)
20 END
RUN
LOGARITHM TO BASE 10 of 5 = 0.69897

RND Function
The RND (Random) function generates a random number between

zero and one (but not including zero or one). The argument of the RND
function can be any positive integer, zero or negative integer. The way
the argument determines the operation of the RND function differs for
different versions of BASIC. Usually, any positive integer within
parentheses gives a new random number each time the RND function
is used in a program. With zero or a negative integer specified, the same
random numbers are generated. This is useful for debugging a
program because if the numbers generated by the RND function is
varied for each execution, program errors would be difficult to find.
Some versions of BASIC do not require the RND function to be specified
with an argument. In this case a RANDOMIZE statement is included in a
program before the RND statement, if different random numbers are
required for each program execution. The random numbers generated
by the RND function can be modified by expressions involving other
BASIC functions and operators. For example, to generate a random
integer between one and one hundred:
10 PRINT INT(100 * RND(1)) + 1
The argument of the INT function is '100 * RND(1)' which is an
expression consisting of a constant, 100, multiplying a random number
generated by the RND function. The result of this combination of
functions is a random integer between zero and ninety-nine. The range
is adjusted from one to a hundred by adding the constant one to each
number generated.

The RND function is especially useful for games programs and
simulations.

SGN Function
The SGN (Sign) function returns a result which depends on the sign

of the argument. The argument can be any valid constant, variable or
expression. If the argument evaluates to a positive value the SGN
function returns a 1; a zero would be returned if the argument evaluates
to zero; otherwise a -1 is returned when the argument evaluates to a
negative value. An example of this is:
10 ON SGN (x) + 2 GOTO 200,300,400
Here the constant two is added to the result returned by the SGN
function. The result is now a positive integer (1,2 or 3) which is used as
an argument to the ON GOTO statement to make a branch.

If X is negative, the result of SGN (X) +2 is 1, which directs program
control to line 200. If X is 0, the result of SGN (X) +2 is 2, which directs
program control to line 300. A branch is made to line 400 when X is
positive because then the result of SGN (X) +2 is 3.
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SQR Function
The SQR (Square Root) function determines the square root of its

argument. The argument can be a positive constant, variable or
expression. An error message will be returned if the argument specified
is negative. However, some versions of BASIC convert a negative
argument to its absolute value and return the square root of the
converted value. For example, PRINT SQR(4) will output a 2 to the
terminal. The command PRINT SQR(-4) will cause an error message to
be output unless the absolute value of the argument is taken by the SQR
function.

Trigonometric Functions
ATN Function

The ATN (Arctangent) function is a trigonometric function that
accepts a numeric argument. The ATN function computes and returns
the principal value of the arctangent of the argument in radians (or
angular measure). This will be within the range: -iv/2 ATN(x)-

The relationship between the radian and degree is:
1 degree = '7r/180 radians, where r'represents the circular constant
3.1415927.

To convert the result of the ATN function from radian measure to
degrees the value returned is multiplied by 180/7r, (i.e. 57.2957795).
For example, the command
PRINT ATN (10)
prints the arctangent of 10 in radians. The command,
PRINT ATN (10) * 57.2957795
will print on the terminal the arctangent of 10 in degrees.

The ATN Function is the inverse of the TAN (Tangent) function. This
is shown by the following short program:
10 PRINT "ATN(10) = " ; ATN(10)
20 PRINT "TAN(ATN(10)) = " ; TAN(ATN(10))
30 END
The expression 'TAN(ATN(10))' will evaluate to 10 because of the
inverse relationship between the ATN and TAN functions.

COS Function
The COS (Cosine) function requires an angular argument in radian

measure and returns the cosine of the angle. To convert an angle from
degrees to radian measure so that it can be used as an argument to the
COS function, the angle in degrees is multiplied by the ratior/180 (i.e.
0.0174533).

For example, the command PRINT COS (45 * 0.0174533) will print
the cosine of the 45 degree angle.

SIN Function
The SIN (Sine) function requires an angular argument in radian

measure and returns the sine of the angle. The same method as
described above can be used to convert an angle from degrees to
radians. For example, the command PRINT SIN(45* 0.0174533) will
print the sine of the 45 degree angle.

TAN Function
The TAN (Tangent) function requires an angular argument in

radian measure and returns the tangent of the angle. This is the inverse

ABS(X)
ATN(X)
COS(X)
EXP(X)
INT(X)
LOG(X)
RND(X)
SON(X)
SIN(X)
SQR(X)
TAf3(X)

TAN(X)

Returns the absolute value of X.
Returns the arctangent of the value X in radian measure.
Returns the cosine of the radian value X.
Returns the constant `e' (2.72828) raised to the power of X.
Returns the target integer value of X.
Returns the natural logarithm of the value X.
Returns pseudo -random numbers.
Returns an indication of the sign of X.
Returns the sine of the radian value X.
Returns the square root of X.
Positions output to the terminal beginning at column X on the
output line.
Returns the tangent of the radian value X.

of the arctangent (ATN) function previously described. For example, to
print the tangent of a 30 degree angle the command PRINT TAN (30 *
0.0174533) can be used.

Print Functions
TAB Function

The TAB (Tabular) function is used to position output on the
terminal. The argument to the TAB function is numeric and moves the
start of printing to the specified column. For example, the command
PRINT TAB (20); "MESSAGE" outputs the string MESSAGE beginning at
the twenty-first column. On most personal computer systems an output
line is divided into 72 columns numbered from 0.

User Defined Functions
BASIC allows the programmer to name and formulate a function

using the DEF (Define) statement. The DEF statement has the following
format:
line number DEF FNn (x) = expression
For example, you may wish to define a function which would return the
area of a circle given the radius. Such a function would be;
10 DEF FNA (x) = 3.1415927 *XT2 (since area of a circle =7'x radius
squared).

The function name consists of three letters. The first two F and N
must always be present but the last can be any letter from A to Z. This
allows defined functions in one program (although some systems allow

'a letter immediately followed by a single nurnber as a function
identifier).

The argument to the function is the 'dummy variable' within the
parenthesis (x). This reserves memory space for the arguments given
to the function later in the program. Any legal variable name can be
used as a dummy variable.

The expression on the right hand side of the equal sign is the
calculation the function is to perform. The following program
demonstrates how the function would be defined and then used to
calculate the area of ten circles:
10 REM - CALCULATE AREA OF CIRCLES OF RADIUS 7-10cm
20 DEF FNA (x) 3.1415927 * X T 2
30 PRINT TAB (5); "RADIUS (CM)"; TAB (20); "AREA (CM2)"
40 FOR X = 1 to 10
50 PRINT TAB (8); X; TAB (22); FNA (x)
60 NEXT X
70 END
The program is composed of the following lines:
Line 10 - The REM statement outlines the programs function. The
characters following REM are ignored by the computer.
Line 20 - This is the function definition. The function is named FNA and
is equal to the expression7f*X12, where X is the functions argument. It
is advisable to place all function definitions at the beginning of a
program so that the program is easier to read and follow.
Line 30 - The TAB function is used to format the outputto the terminal.
The heading 'RADIUS (CM)' will begin at the sixth output line column
and 'AREA (CM2)' will begin at the twenty-first column.
Line 40 - The FOR statement intialises the loop index to one and sets the
range to ten.
Line 50 - The PRINT statement outputs the value of X (underneath the
heading 'RADIUS (CM)' because of the formatting of the TAB function)
followed by the value of the area of the circle of radius X computed by
the FNA function defined on line 20.
Line 60 - The next statement increments the value of X by one and
directs program execution back to line 40.
Line 70 - The END statement signifies program completion. E&MM

4 Table 1. Common Math
and Print Functions.
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Micromusic
I Make music with the ZX81

RECORDED ON

CASSETTE NO. 5

CAL)j
f. .

Last month we covered programming
the ZX81 in machine code; this month
is more hardware orientated, starting

with the input/output part shown in Figure 1.
No construction details are given, since this
is a straightforward circuit; the prototype
was built on Vero DIP board, wired up with
ordinary single core wire. One aspect that
will be covered, however, is the actual
connection to the ZX81.

The appropriate 23 way double sided
edge socket is now fairly easy to obtain
through various advertisers in the comput-
ing magazines, but we still need to fabricate
a plug to enable the RAM pack to be
connected at the same time as the port.
Figure 2 shows how one may be made from
1.6mm double sided PCB material. No
etching is necessary - simply divide the
copper into 23 0.1" strips with light hacksaw
cuts. This plug may now be soldered onto the
pins on the back of the socket. Since the
contacts are not gold plated, they will need
cleaning from time to time; tarnished con-
tacts make the RAM pack very sensitive to
vibration, and it is very easy to lose several
hours' work through one careless knock.

The port circuitry itself consists of an
output latch IC3, an input gate IC4 and an
address decoder ICI. IC2 buffers the data
lines so that several latches may be driven
for polyphonic use; if only one output is
required the data bus may be connected
straight to IC32Several alternatives are given
for IC3; in this application it does not matter
whether a D type flipflop or a transparent
latch is used. The author's prototype in fact
used 74LS373 latches.

The links on ICI's enable inputsallow the
port addressing to be in I/O space when -
links 'B' are made - in which case machine
code must be used for input and output
routines - or memory mapped when links 'A'
are made. Memory mapping allows input
and output to be performed solely in BASIC
using PEEK and POKE - the port acts like a
memory location with wires connected to it -
and as such is useful for logic experiments,
light flashing and so on as well as simple
sequencer programs.

Figure 3 shows the ZX81's memory space
divided up into 8K byte blocks. Due to the
incomplete address decoding used in the
machine, the ROM repeats itself between
2000 and 3FFF (hex), whilst the operating
system only ever uses the bottom copy. D1
deselects the ROM whenever A13 is high,
freeing this address space for use by the
port. The actual addresses selected by 101

Figure 1. Circuit of an
input/output port

for the ZX81.

The prototype port board, with three output ports
and one input port. The push button is connected
to one bit of the input port.

are given below:
IC1 Memory mapped I/O map.

pin no. address address
15 3F1F(hex) 16159(dec) 1F
14 3F3F " 16191 " 3F
13 3F5F " 16223 " 5F
12 3F7F " 16255 " 7F
11 3F9F " 16287 " 9F
10 3FBF " 16319 " BF
9 3FDF " 16351 " DF
7 3FFF " 16383 " *dnu

*do not use
Since the port's address decoding is also,

incomplete, these are not the only addresses
that could be used, but it will avoid confusion
if one figure is used throughout. Note that
101 pin 7 should not be used to select a port
when in the I/O mapped mode, since this
will be addressed by the ZX81's internal
workings.

Connection to a
Synthesiser

The easiest synthesisers to connect to
will be those that use a digital encoding
system already; instruments with a control
voltage input will require an additional
digital to analogue convertor, and this will be
covered later.
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or 81LS 95

2 18

6

D7 

8

11

13

15

17

IC5 74 LSO2

Ni

74 LS 273
741_5 373
74 LS374

or 74 LS377

3

16 4
14 7

12 8
9 13

7

5

3

14

17

18

ov 11

IC4
81LS 95

18 2

Buffered data to
more output ports

IC3
2

5
6
9

12

15

16

19

16 4
14 6
12 8

9 1

7 13

5 15

3 17

7

} 8 bit
output

8 bit
input
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Slot 8 deep

L

O
M

22 saw cuts each side
2.5-41 r-
typ.

60

All dim'ns in mm

c E&MM

Figure 2. Edge plug fabrication.

FFFF164k1

Copy of bottom 32k
not available during
Mt time

8000132k1

c E&MM RAM
6000124k1

RAM
4000116k1

ROM
copy

200018k1

ROM
0000

Figure 3. ZX81 memory map.

Synthesisers with their own internal D/A
convertors generally use 6 bits to specify the
note, giving a range of 5 octaves plus 3 semi-
tones (64 notes) and the Maplin 3800 and
5600S work this way. For reasons that will
become clear later on, the bottom 6 bits of
the 8 on the output port will be used to select
the note required, giving a range from B
(code 0) to D (code 63). The top bit will be
used to operate the gate, so that a note which
is sounding will have 128 added to its code.
Note that rests must have a code too, since
the bottom 6 bits need to stay constant while
the note decays; in this case the code itself
would be output, a number between 0 and
63. Remember that a Ov connection will also
be required between the computer and
synthesiser.

The Wasp and Gnat also have digital
in/out sockets, but the system used is rather
different. Four bits are used to select one of
twelve notes in an octave, and two bits
specify the octave. Although the Wasp's
keyboard is only two octaves, three are
available when driving the 'link' socket. The
author's Wasp is connected this way:

DIN plug pin no. output bit no.
1 0
2 2
3 4
4 1

5 3

6 7 (gate)
7 5

Ov goes to the plug casing. Remember
that DIN plug pin numbers do not go in
numerical order: refer to the numbers
moulded next to the pins if in doubt.

Using the above wiring, the basic codes
for the notes (without the gate high) are:
Octave 1 C# to C (a.s.*) : 43 to 32 (n.d.t)
Octave 2 C# to C (a.s.*) : 27 to 16 (n.d.t)
Octave 3 C# to C (a.s.*) : 11 to 0 (n.d.t)
*(ascending scale) t(numbers descending)

Note that firstly, bottom C is not available;
secondly, the codes descend whilst the
notes ascend, and finally, some codes are
not used. To sound a note, 128 should be
added to the code as before; but note that
when driving the Wasp via the link socket the
notes do not sustain, and so long notes are
difficult to program. Information on this
point would be welcome if anyone has the
answer.

A Sequencer Program
One easy way to store a sequence of notes

is to split up the passage to be stored into
segments of equal duration, each one
shorter than the shortest note value. Each
segment may then be represented by a
single 8 bit byte, and the sequence may be
stored as a series of characters in a string
array.

Here is a simple program, written entirely
in BASIC, which allows entry of notes into an
array, and subsequent replay.

10 LET A = 1
20 LET A$ = ""
30 SCROLL
40 INPUT N$
50 PRINT A;

60 PRINT TAB 6; N$;
70 IF N$ = "R" THEN GOTO 100
80 LET A$ = A$ + CHR$ (VAL N$+128)
90 GOTO 130
100 LET L$ = A$ (A-2)
110 IF CODE L$ 127 THEN LET L$ =

CHR$ (CODE L$-128)
120 LET A$ = A$+L$
130 INPUT L
140 PRINT TAB 12;L
150 LET A$ = A$ + CHR$ L
160 LET A = A+2
170 GOTO 30
200 REM REPLAY
210 FOR I = 1 TO TEN A$ STEP 2
220 FOR.J = 1 TO CODE A$ (1+1)
230 POKE 16351, CODE A$ (I)
240 NEXT J
250 POKE 16351, 0
260 NEXT I
270 GOTO 200

Instead of using the 'equal time segment'
approach, this program stores the note value
and its length as 2 consecutive elements of
A$. Lines 10 to 170 allow entry of notes into
A$, which expands automatically with each
entry; and hence does not need dimension-
ing. The note is entered first, either as a
number between 0 and 63 or the letter R for a
rest; note that a rest cannot be the first entry
without some fiddling. Lines 100 to 120 also
allow for the possibility of entering two rests
consecutively.

Next, the note length is entered as a
number between 1 and 255; normally, the
shortest note in a sequence would be given
the value of 1. The program will then step on
to the next note; to finish entering, input
RUBOUT followed by STOP.

To replay, use the command GOTO 200.
The sequence will repeat until interrupted by
the BREAK key unless line 270 is deleted.
Line 250 is included to retrigger Wasps, and
should be omitted if other synthesisers are
used.

This program is fairly simple, and so it
has no editing facilities; if you make a
mistake entering a note, you will have to alter
it in a roundabout way afterwards. More
seriously, there is no speed control; a PAUSE
statement can be inserted as line 235 to slow
things down, but in practice the use of BASIC
will make things slow enough already.

This is where machine code comes in, as
covered in part 1. Next month we will put
parts 1 and 2 together to make a fast
sequencer program, deal with D to A con-
verters for those of you without digital
synthesisers, and hopefully get a bit poly-
phonic.
Peter Maydew E&MM
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48K £599 + VAT

The Radio Shack TRS-80TM Model III is a ROM -based
computer system consisting of:
 A 12 -inch screen to display results and other information
 A 65 -key console keyboard for inputting programs and data
to the Computer  A Z-80 Microprocessor, the "brains" of
the system  A Real -Time Clock  Read Only Memory
(ROM) containing the Model Ill BASIC Language (fully
compatible with most Model I BASIC programs)  Random
Access Memory (RAMI for storage of programs and data
while the Computer is on (amount is expandable from "16K"
to "48K", optional extra)  A Cassette Interface for long-term
storage of programs and data (requires a separate cassette
recorder, optional/extra)  A Printer Interface for hard -copy
output of programs and data (requires a separate line printer,
optional/extra)  Expansion area for upgrading to a disk -
based system (optional/extra)  Expansion area for an RS-
232 -C serial communications interface (optional/extra)
All these components are contained in a single moulded case,
and all are powered via one power cord.

Disc Drives Kit with 2x40 Track Drives - E599 + VAT
Disc Drives Kit with 2x80 Track Drives - E729 + VAT

Add E25 for Installation

ACORN ATOM
UNIQUE IN CONCEPT -
THE HOME COMPUTER
THAT GROWS AS YOU DO

Fully Assembled £149 v41

Special features include Full Sized Keyboard
Assembler and Basic  Top Quality Moulded Case  High
Resolution Colour Graphics  6502 Microprocessor

TV GAME BREAK OUT
Has got to be one of the

world's greatest TV games.
You really get hooked. As
featured in ETI. Has also 4

other pinball games and lots
of options. Good kit for

up -grading old amusement
games.

MINI KIT - PCB, sound & vision modulator, memory chip
and de -code chip. Very simple to construct. E14.90 + VAT

OR PCB E2.90 MAIN LSI E8.50 Both plus VAT

TANTEL
ONLY

£169
VAT

Demonstation available
at our showroom

PRESTEL BY TANTEL The greatest thing since television Et
telephones. Communications at your fingertips for business
Er home. 180,000 pages of up-to-date information on travel,
news, investment, holidays, hotels etc etc. Ask Prestel a
question and you have your answer in seconds in full colour
on your own TV. Only requires a telephone jack socket
available from the PO.

HITACHI
PROFESSIONAL

MONITORS
9 - f_129- £99.95
12- - £ 1.9 £149

 Reliability Solid state circuitry using an IC and silicon
transistors ensures high reliability.  500 lines horizontal
resolution Horizontal resolution in excess of 500 lines is
achieved in picture center.  Stable picture Even played
back pictures of VTR can be displayed without jittering,
 Looping video input Video input can be looped through
with built-in termination switch.  External sync opera-
tion (available as option for U and C types)  Compact
construction Two monitors are mountable side by side in a

standard 19 -inch rack.
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WE ARE NOW STOCKING THE
APPLE II AT REDUCED PRICES.

AUTOSTART
EURO PLUS

48K
£599
+ VAT

Getting Started APPLE II is faster, smaller, and more
powerful than its predecessors. And it's more fun to use too
because of built-in features like:
 BASIC - The Language that Makes Programming Fun.
 High -Resolution Graphics lin a 54,000 -Point Array) for
Finely -Detailed Displays.  Sound Capability that Brings
Programs to Life.  Hand Controls for Games and Other
Human -Input Applications.  Internal Memory Capacity of
48K Bytes of RAM, 12K Bytes of ROM; for Big -System Per-
formance in a Small Package.  Eight Accessory Expansion
Slots to let the System Grow With Your Needs.

You don't need to be an expert to enjoy APPLE II. It is a
complete, ready -to -run computer. Just connect it to a video
display and start using programs (or writing your own) the
first day. You'll find that its tutorial manuals help you make it
your own personal problem solver.

GET YOURSELF A
NEW MX70 PRINTER

AND SAVE A
FORTUNE

only £249 VAT
EX -

80 Column,  Upper Er STOCK
lower case  Apple dot Graphics
 Centronics Parallel  Uni-directional. TX 80 - E235 + VAT
MX80 - from E349 + VAT MX8OFT E399 + VAT

CASIO VL TONES £29.95 VAT

maw MI al.lifigl4i CO
II III 'II III

It's a new kind of musical instrument. A computer controlled
synthesiser that helps you create, play and arrange composi-
tions that normally take years of musical training.

CENTRONICS 737
DOT MATRIX

PRINTER

only £369
including cables

Standard Features
80 CPS - Proportional

Spaced Mode  50 CPS -
Monospaced Mode  Proportional Spacing, Plus 10 CP1
and 16.7 CP1  N x 9 (Proportional) or 7 x 8 (Monospaced
Dot Matrix  7 x 8 Dot Matrix  3 Way Paper Handling
System  96 Character ASCII plus 6 European character
sets  Microprocessor Electronics  Expanded Print  Right
Margin Justification  Print Underlining  9 -Wire Free Flight
Print Head  Bidirectional Stepper Motor Paper Drive  Full
One Line Buffer  21 LPM With 80 Columns Printed  58
LPM With 20 Columns Printed  6 Lines Per inch Vertical
Spacing  Paper Tear Bar  Centronic Colours and Logo

MICROLINE 80
 80 cps Un+directional  Small size: 342 (WE2) 99VA254101+
108 (HI mm.  160 Characters, 96 ASCII and 64 graphics  3
Character sizes: 40, 80 or 132 chars/line  Friction
and Pin Feed  Low noise: 65 dB  Low weight: 6.5 kg

MICROLINE 82 £449 +VAT
 80 cps Bi-directional logic seeking  Small size: 360 (WI
x 328 (D) x 130 (H) mm.  160 characters, 96 ASCII and 64

graphics, with 10 National character -set Variants.  4
Character sizes: 40, 66, 80 or 132 chars/line.  Built-in
parallel and serial interfaces.  Friction and Pin Feed
 Low noise: 65d8  Low weight: 8kg

MICROLINE 83 £779 + VAT
 120 cps bi-directional logic seeking  136 column printing
on up to 15in forms  Small size: 512 (W) x 328 (DI x 130
(HI mm.  160 characters, 96 ASCII and 64 graphics with 10
National character -set variants  3 Character spacings: 5, 10
and 16.5 Chars/in.  Built-in parallel and serial Interfaces
 Friction and Pin Feed  Low noise 65dB Low
weight: 13 kg

APPLE DISC II
3.3 Dos

Disc with

Ex
gt Controller

£349 + VAT
Additional Drives

f:299 + VAT

 Powerful Disk Operating Software Supports up to 6
drives  Name Access to Files for Ease of Use  BASIC
Program Chaining to Link Software Together  Random
or Sequential File Access to Simplify Programming
 Dynamic Disk Space Allocation for Efficient Storage
 Individual File Write -Protection Eliminates Accidental
File Alterations  Loads an 8K Byte Binary Image in 6.5
sec. (1.2 sec. in Pascal)  Storage Capacity of 116
Kilobytes 1143K Bytes with Pascal) on Standard 5%i"
Diskettes  Powered Directly From the APPLE (Up to 6
Drives) for Convenience and High Reliability  Packaged
in Heavy -Duty, Colour -Coordinated Steel Cabinet

Colour Monitors for Apple - f/95 + VAT

RRP f795
for 32K

32K
ONLY

£569
+ VAT

Very popular for home Fr business use. 8K Microsoft Basic in
ROM. 32K with new improved keyboard. 12" screen.

Cassette Deck E55 extra

8032
80 COLUMN PET

ONLY £825 +VAT

The reliable value for money
system with after sales support,

instruction and training facilities
and a wide range of

programmes.

ofMEMORY UPGRADES
16K (8 x 4116) £12.90 + VAT

4K Compukit (8 x 2114) £12.90 + VAT

COMMODORE
VIC-20

 16 foreground colours
 8 background colours

 Real typewriter keyboard with full graphics
 Music in three voices and three octaves
 Language and sound effects

THE VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM
Ideal for small businesses, schools, colleges, homes, etc.
Suitable for the experienced, inexperienced, hobbyist,

teacher, etc.
EG3000

Series

16K
£274.90

+ VAT

WITH
NEW

EXTRA
KEYS!

 16K user RAM
plus extended 12K Microsoft

BASIC in ROM  Fully TRS-80 Level II
software compatible  Huge

range of software already available  Self contained, PSU,
UHF modulator, and cassette  Simply plugs into video
monitor or UHF TV  Full expansion to disks and printer
 Absolutely complete - just fit into mains plug.
The Video Genie is a complete computer system, requiring
only connection to a domestic 625 line TV set to be fully
operational; or if required a video monitor can be connected
to provide the best quality display. 51 key typewriter style
keyboard, which features a 10 key rollover. Supplied with
the following accessories:-  BASIC demonstration tape;
 Video lead;  Second cassetee lead;  Users manual;
 BASIC manual;  Beginners programming manual. Write
useful programs in the BASIC computer language yourself,
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0
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VIDEO GENIE
EXPANSION BOX

Complete with RS232 interface and floppy disc
controller. 0 memory. E225 +VAT.

Memory expansion card (S100) 16K ETIO 32K E159 + VAT
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YOUR ZX80 IS
NOW NO LONGER

REDUNDANT
Upgrade your ZX80 to the full animated graphics of
the ZX81. (No screen flicker).

FOR ONLY £12,95 + VAT IN KIT FORM
Works only in conjunction with NEW 8K ROM from
Sinclair (Not Included).

ZX81 part -exchanges accepted -
GOOD PRICES OFFERED

UP GRADE YOUR SINCLAIR
TO A 16K RAM PLUS

EXPANSION BOARD WITH
3 SLOTS

This Expansion Board is designed for more than
just memory - that's why it costs more than others!

16K £69 VAT 4K £49 + VAT

EUROPE'S FASTEST SELLING ONE BOARD COMPUTER

COM.PUK1T UK101

1OC
1(9

UN% t
*6502 based system - best value for
money on the market. * Powerful 8K
Basic - Fastest around *Full Qwerty
Keyboard * 1K RAM Expandable to 8K
on board. *Power supply and RF
Modulator on board. * No Extras
needed - Plug-in and go * Kansas City
Tape Interface on board. * Free
Sampler Tape including powerful
Dissassembler and Monitor with each
Kit. * If you want to learn about
Micros, but didn't know which machine
to buy then this is the machine for you.

Build, Understand
and Program your

own Computer
for only a small outlay.

COMPUKIT
WITH ALLTHE FEATURES

THATMADE IT THE MOST °PROFESSIONAL
COMPUTER

KIT ON THEMARKET. Now WITH
FREE NEW

MONITOR (a saving),which includes FlashingCursor, Screen Editing, &Save Data on Tape.
KIT ONLY £99.95 +VAT

Fully Assembled - £149 VAT

NEW MONITOR IN ROM - available separately at £7.90 + VAT.
Improved Basic function - revised GARBAGE routine. Allows correct use of STRING ARRAYS E4.90
This chip can be sold separately to existing Compukit and Super board users. + VAT

ATARI CARTRIDGES
IN STOCK Phone for

availability

COMP PRO MIXER
Professional

mc., audio mixer   0  , that you can $  0 I build yourself
't and save

1 over £100.   *00 Jj Only.   604 11 £99.90.4 plus VAT for
li complete kit.

1
powersr supplyFREE

' valued at
,Jeorist21 £25.00

WORD PRO Il
£35 VAT

0111110.

FOR PET

TEAC
DISK

DRIVES

TEAC FD -50A has 40 tracks giving 125K Bytes
unformatted single density capacity.
The FD -50A can be used in double density recording
mode.
The FO -50A is Shugart SA400 interface compatible.
Directly compatible with Tandy TRS80 expansion
interface.
Also interfaces with Video Genie, SWTP, TRS80
North Star Horizon, Superbrain, Nascom, etc, etc.
Address selection for Daisy chaining up to 4 Disks.
Disks plus power supply housed in an attractive grey
case.

40 TRACK
Single 1E225+ VAT
Disk Drive Disk Drive

Double £399+ VAT

77 TRACK
Single £299 +VAT
Disk Drive

Double Aock
Disk Drive * VAT

6BN%
"Europes Largest Discount
Personal Computer Stores"

1.
001(3°

06'9°

FOR THE COMPUKIT - Assembler Editor £14.90
GAME PACKS -- 11 Four Games E5.00 21. Four Games £5,00 3). Three Games 8K only E5.00

Super Space Invaders 18K) £6.50 Chequers £3.00 Realtime Clock £3.00
Case for Compukit E29.50 40 pin Expansion Jumper Cable E8.50 All Prices exclusive VAT

74LSOO
74LSO4
74LS05
74LS10
74LS32
74LS74

TTL SALE
£0.10
£0.10
0.15
£0.15
£0.20
£0.25

74LS86
74LS93
74LS157
74LS165
74LS365
74LS373

Low Profile Sockets
14 PIN £0.06

Minimum Order - £5
280
6502 E4.90
ACIA 6850 £1.90
OP -AMP
CA3130 £0.45
REG.
7805 5V £0.75

£0.30
£0.50
£0.60
£0.90
£0.40
£1.20

18 PIN 0.10 24 PIN £0.20
16 PIN £0.06 20 PIN £0.15 40 PIN £0.27

OUR NEW SUPER LOCATION
IN IRELAND

19 Herbert Street, Dublin 2.
Telephone: Dublin 604165

HEAR OUR ADS ON
RADIO NOVA 88.1 VHF Stereo

NEC
SPIN WRITER

only
£1490

+ VAT

NEC's high quality printer uses a print "thimble" that has
less diameter and inertia than a daisy wheel, giving a quieter,
faster, more reliable printer that can cope with plotting and
printing (128 ASCII characters) with up to five copies, fric-
tion or tractor fed. The ribbon and thimble can be changed in
seconds. 55 characters per second bidirectional printing -
with red/black, bold, subscript, superscript, proportional
spacing, tabbing, and much, much more.

8MHz Super Quality Modulators £4.90

6MHz Standard Modulators E2.90

C12 Computer Grade Cassettes 10 for £4.00

Anadex Printer Paper - 2000 sheets E15.00

Floppy Discs 53/4" Hard and Soft Sectored £2.90

Floppy Disc Library Case 5'4" E3.50

Ribbons DP8000
DP9500/9501

E3.50
E12.50

All Prices exclusive VAT

THE ANADEX
DP9500 and DP9501

A PROFESSIONAL PRINTER'. Bi-directional printing
 Up to 220 chars/line
with 4 print densities
 500 char buffer

 RS232C and Centronics
Parallel interface built in

 Full software control of matrix
allowingneedles graphics capability

 200 chars/sec  Adjustable width tractor feed.

DP9500 - ONLY £795 + VAT
DP9501 - ONLY £845 + VAT

LUXOR COLOUR MONITOR
FOR THE APPLE

£295 VAT

WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST
COLLECTIONS OF COMPUTER BOOKS

UNDER ONE ROOF, ALONG WITH
RACKS OF SOFTWARE FOR

THE GENIE AND TRS80.

SHARP
PC1211
£79.90

+ VAT
COMPUTER

POWER THAT
ONCE FILLED A ROOM

CAN NOW BE CARRIED 'N YOUR POCKET'
 Programs in BASIC  "OWERTY" Alphabetic
Keyboard  1.9K Random Access Memory
 Long Battery Life.

We give a full one year's guarantee
on all our products, which

normally only carry 3 months guarantee.

A SELECTION OF APPLE1NTERFACES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT OUR
EDGWARE ROAD SHOWROOM

Delivery is added at cost. Please make cheques and postal orders payable to COMPSHOP LTD., or phone your order
quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.

CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED - send S.A.E. for application form.MAIL ORDER AND SHOP:
14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW (Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line).
Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday
NEW WEST END SHOWROOM:
311 Edgware Road, London W2. Telephone: 01-262 0387
OPEN (LONDON) - 10am - 6pm - Monday to Saturday
* IRELAND: 19 Herbert Street, Dublin 2. Telephone: Dublin 604155
* COMPSHOP USA, 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California, Zip Code 92705

Telephone' 0101 714 5472526

TELEPHONE SALES
OPEN 24 hrs. 7 days a week

01-449 6596
SANCLAIKARD

MEM
VISA
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ELECTRIC
DRUMMER Part 2

The circuit diagram of the control board
is shown in Figure 2. P1 is the edge
socket for the MPC board interface

connector.
IC5 is connected to the processor's

maskable-interrupt input OTif) to control the
timing of the system. A 10 -turn potentio-
meter on the front panel gives fine tempo
control.

Input/Output is controlled by IC1, 2 and
3. ICs 1 and 2 give 24 lines each of general-
purpose I/O lines; 16 lines are used for
driving the instrument triggers, 16 drive the
front panel lamps, two are used for cassette
I/O, one for downbeat indication and 12
lines for scanning the control keys (see
E&MM September 1981, p42). IC3 is a multi-
plexing driver for the Electric Drummer's
four -digit LED display.

The I/O addresses are as follows:
IC1: Port A -40H

PortB -41H
Port C - 42H
Control - 43H

IC2: Port A -80H
PortB -81H
Port C - 82H
Control - 83H

IC3: 00H - 05H
The trigger outputs are standard +15V

pulses. The cassette interface is imple-
mented without the use of a USART; all
timing is carried out by the processor, and to
ensure correct operation, a software error -
checking system is used.

As no PCB will be produced for this
project, it is suggested that it is constructed

USING MICROPROCESSORS
miv

on DIP board using Verowire or wire -wrap. It
is, of course, possible to put the processor
and memory on the same board, but the use
of the MPC board makes the task far easier.
Remember to include several lOnF de -
coupling capacitors.

Two options are available for connecting
the board to the front panel and trigger
output sockets. The cheapest method is to
use Veropins on the board and wire each to
the appropriate lamp/switch. As there are so
many connections, however, you may prefer
to use edge connectors and ribbon cable for
this purpose.

Power Supplies
Figure 1 shows the suggested power

Peter Kershaw B.Sc

supply. All voltage regulators should be
mounted on heatsinks or, if a metal cabinet
is used, they could be mounted on the back
panel (using mica washers for insulation, of
course). The 0.47uF and 0.1uF capacitors
should be connected as close to the pins of
the regulators as possible. The -15V supply
is required for the sound generator board,
and may therefore be omitted if the Electric
Drummer is used only to drive other
equipment.

In the next article we will look at the
optional battery backup circuit, and at a
suitable sound generator board to use with
the Electric Drummer. E&MM

E

9V 1-5A 1N5400

2

uA7805

470ni 10OnF

3300uF

1N5400

25V

C E&MM

uA78 M15

470nF
ONE

7
200uF

25V

25v

aim
+ 2200uF

4 x1OnF

1100nF
=In

100nF
470nFT

uA79M15

T

+5V

OV

+15V

.-PL1- 24

PL1 1

OV To sound
generator PCB

15V

Figure 1. Power supply circuit for the Electric Drummer.
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Architecture and Morality
by Orchestral Manoeuvres in the
Dark
Dindisc DID 12

These beardless Liverpudlian
youths are virtually the only
contemporary musicians to

have incorporated synthesisers with
total success into the framework of
songs with such traditional elements
as melodies and lyrics. Despite chart
acceptance of their work, they have
not been content to rest on their
laurels for this, their third album.

They can now confidently set their
familiar, chiming Korg- induced melo-
dies alongside blocks of rasping Mel-
lotron orchestration which would be
unrecognisable as such to anyone
used to that instrument's usual sooth-
ing applications. Some of this work,
particularly the title track, recalls the
late 50's electronic music concrete
and the dynamic but directionless
bleeping of early Morton Subotnik.
The miracle is that OMD take this
non -melodic, almost unmusical
sound and make it listenable.

The introduction of snatches of
radio broadcasts, and other found -
source material such as clanking,
rhythmic machinery, is done with an
elegance which makes it perfectly
acceptable. Even the wobbling of the
choral tape loops on 'Souvenir' adds

Audion
by Synergy
Passport Records PB 6005

This is the fifth album to be re-
leased by Larry Fast recording
under the name of Synergy. (See

the June issue of E&MM for a review
of 'Games').

On his previous records he hinted
that he would be exploring computer -
controlled equipment in the future
and the cover notes on this album run
as follows: "All compositions on this
album were realised entirely on elec-
tronic sound synthesis equipment
under manual and microprocessor
control. Instruments and devices
manufactured by Moog Music, Inc.,
Sequential Circuits, Inc., PAiA and
Apple computers, Oberheim, 360
Systems, and Synergy Electronic
Music, Inc."

Although not always obvious to the
listener, the use of microprocessor
control in synthesis can make the
composer's job easier in terms of
technical performance and more
accurate in terms of tonal control and
actual sound realisation.

Larry Fast has always been a great
orchestrator of electronic music. Not
satisfied with a repetitious bass riff, a
string drone and an improvised lead
line, he actually integrates his sounds
as if they were a part of a great
orchestra. Any technical help from
the equipment can only be to the
good.

The most interesting aspect of the
Synergy records is the compositional
technique. The overall sound is very
full, layered as it is with various string
sounds (a Fast hallmark). A wide
variety of percussive fills, excellently
synthesised, provide rhythmic back-
ing where required and medium -key
arpeggios compliment the sound and
mood. The music has much of the
light and shade imparted by piano
and forte passages, flowing from
crescendo to diminuendo - a

humanising touch when comparedhumanising touch

to, rather than detracts from, the
song's fragile beauty.

Of the nine tracks offered, 'Joan of
Arc' (waltz version) on side two, is the
obvious masterpiece. Choral and
pastoral symphonic electronics are
conjured up over double drumming
rhythms which propel it, in a con-
tinual crescendo, to a powerful but
haunting climax.

Their total disregard for accepted
standards of spatial location in their
stereo mixes also results in some
satisfying, if initially surprising, jux-
tapositions of synthetic textures and
melodic strands. Although they would
probably now deny it, the Kraftwerk
influence is still here, most evident in
the structure of 'Georgia,' with its
surreal bursts of radio noise and
abrupt switch of mood near the end.

If they can avoid the stagnation
that often comes with success, OMD
could go on to become the standard
by which to judge electronic pop.
Johnny Black

with much electronic music which
plays at a constant volume.

Many of the tones produced sound
like orchestral instruments and the
form and structure of many pieces
have classical roots. All the tracks are
easy to listen to and interesting from
many aspects but you are unlikely to
be humming them to yourself when
the record is finished,

From a classical (or semi-classi--
cal) point of view, the themes are not
given enough time in which the de-
velop and from a more modern
aspect, such short tunes (5 on each
side) seem to demand a slightly
stronger melody to enable them to
assert an individuality. As it is, the
whole album could flow into one. This
is not necessarily a criticism, merely
an observation.

The album is subtitled, "Elec-
tronic compositions for the post
modern age" and is true to Fast's
individual style: melodic and lyrical;
but after 5 records I can not help but
wonder where he goes from here. I

would like to see a little expansion in
style and development and explora-
tion in his compositions. Some overtly
melodic pieces or some with the
slight dissonance of, for example,
some of Mike Batt's orchestrations.
Excellent though the Synergy albums
are, he must reach a point where he
begins to repeat what' has gone be-
fore. That point must be very near.

Overall, another excellent album.
Recommended on many levels to
anyone interested in electronic music
and electronic music composition.
Ian Waugh

Paradoxe by Spacecraft
Dist. Lotus Records
23, High St., Newcastle Under Lyme
ST5 1QZ.

Spacecraft is two musicians: one
French (Ivan Coaquette) and
one British (John Livengood).

The music is hard to classify, but its
origins lie more with the 'progressive'
techniques of the late '60s than the
coquettishness of the present de-
cade. This is for two reasons: firstly,
they use the sort of tape delay in
extremis technique that made Terry
Riley infamous, i.e., wall-to-wall
Revoxes sending sounds initiated on
the left channel over to the right
channel x second-, later; and
secondly, they use bass and electric
guitars with the sort of super -distort-
ing fuzz guaranteed to induce nostal-
gia for guitar heroes of the past.
Whilst phasing (rather noisy), echo
(rather excessive), and distortion
(rather obvious) are universally
spread over all the tracks on this

Pictures
by Michael Gilbert
Gibex Recordings

'd imagine that self -promotion is
something that many composers
have considered doing, in the face

of what they take to be universal
philistinism, but few have the gall or
apparent self-confidence of Michael
Gilbert to release their own music on
their own record label and write their
own promotional material. I can't say
that I blame him, and, fortunately for
us, he does have something to say
and says it in a unique way to boot.

The first track on Side 1, 'Moving
Pictures Logo', very effectively twists
the railway line(?) print on the record
sleeve into a sound landscape with a
nice interplay of sequenced FM
timbres, resonant drums and a gentle
backcloth of string chords. However,
it's over before it has been given the
chance to get anywhere, and, instead,
we find ourselves in the almost
schizophrenically different sound
world of 'Ascents', the longest (12')
track on the album. This starts with a
wood flute gently calling across some
vast primitive landscape, with metal-
lic rustlings and earthy thumps shift-
ing the perspective. This ethnic coun-
terpoint is replaced by a short-lived
harmonic wash reminiscent of early
Vangelis with the addition of gongs
and other percussion. Organ chords
suddenly break through the calm, but
they, in turn, become sustained,
interwoven with fleeting and gentle
percussive flourishes, and then
joined with a vocal solo distantly
echoing the wood flute. Chinese

album, harmonic flow is not a con-
spicuous element. One main tech-
nique predominates for the construc-
tion of tracks: firstly, a more or less
percussive backing is set up (usually
distorted) with a more or less har-
monic wash (phased noise, for in-
stance); secondly, a fairly minimal
electric piano riff or sustained Farfisa
chords may be added on top;and
thirdly, guitar (or, occasionally, syn-
thesiser) duos are played 'live' with
the tape delay so that phrases played
on the left channel reappear four
seconds later on the right. There is of
course no reason why all this
shouldn't produce very pleasant
music, but Spacecraft are rather let
down by the excessive harshness of
their sounds (which may or may not
be intentional) and the rather poor
mixing of the album, which tends to
stick everything to the sides with
rather a large gap in the middle. That
said, some playing of real quality
emerges from beneath the drone -like
framework of tracks like 'Cosmic
Wheel' and 'Harabizant', the former
using a continually unfolding guitar
line that works more like a Raga than
any Western equivalent.
David Ellis

cymbal strokes take us back to the
original landscape with a soaring line
for two wood flutes. The slowly -shift-
ing wash re-enters dominating the
scene with a dark mysterious quality
to which the wood flute adds its ca II. A
ravishing track, this, demonstrating
the power of understatement and a
quality of sound that seems thor-
oughly authentic for the subject
matter.

The final track on this side,
'Unwinding', really is a bit of a let-
down; it's back to shifting cycles of FM
timbres which, like a watch mechan-
ism, gradually run out of steam and
come to a full stop.

Side 2 starts off with 'Other
Voices/Other Rooms', a track that
drifts by with voices sounding sus-
piciously like the song of the hump-
back whale, the occasional sample
and hold gurglings of a synthesiser,
and some more of the ever -popular
sequenced FM timbres.

'Steel Clouds' is primarily based
on close-miked gongs, skin and
metallic percussion instruments,
hollow synthesiser lines and some
splendidly sonorous non -integer har-
monic complexes. 'Winter Light' is
another slowly -drifting track with the
majority of material derived from
what sounds like processed guitar.
'Plant Life' is paradoxically an overtly
electronic track and doesn't seem to
make much effort to break out of
mechanical conventions of sequen-
cer usage and a very limited range of
sounds.

The final track on Side 2, 'Phase',
is much more interesting with a bass
line that bounces across the stereo
image, some high synthesiser tweets
that phase around themselves,
phased string drones, and a super -
animated final fade. All in all, a

curious album, but 'Ascents' alone
makes it worth purchasing.
David Ellis

This record can be obtained from
Gibex Recordings, Riverglade 104,
Amherst, MA 01002 (as yet there are
no British distributors).
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ELECTRO
RECORD

Going into the New Year it looks
as if the Teutonic stranglehold
on electro-music is threatened.

Best sellers include records from
France, Japan and U.S.A. according
to distributors and mail order com-
panies. Could any talent emerge from
the U.K. in 1982 - in the serious
electro-music field that is? Through
the YHR cassette scheme run by
David Elliott, a few fine British talents
have already been uncovered.
Perhaps to ensure recognition they
should change their names to
Klaus ... Wolfgang or Eberhard!

Rumour has it that Bernard Szag-
ner isdiscussing hisf uture with Virgin
Records. With the obvious signs of
trouble in the Branson empire and
with legions of Virgin musicians (past
and present) lamenting their royalty
situation ... maybe he should think
hard. In the meantime Virgin are still
trying to recoup the advance they
paid Mute's Daniel Miller for DAF. For
his part Miller was only too pleased to
get rid of the idiosyncratic German
band.

A bombshell for many of the
European Indie distributors handling
K. Schulze's I.C. label. After promot-
ing, and in some cases advertising
the new I .C. releases, the distributors
were shattered by the news that they
were going to be licensed through a
major. Quite a volte face for the
avowed major company haters.

Recent visit to New York proved
that synthesisers are selling as fast as
MacDonalds! Packed shops with
virtual conveyor belt systems meting
out instruments to thousands of
punters. No wonder good sounds are
beginning to be heard from the other
side of the Big Pond.

The Kuckuck label with its beau-
tiful sounds is becoming a power in
the land - a Kitaro double LP has
followed "Silence Is The Answer" into
the best sellers.

Program makers' favourite band
Jade Warrior are apparently con-
templating a Fairlight CMI. The
Beeb's Radiophonic Workshop has
just bought one too. Doyen of the CMI,
David Vorhaus, is reportedly taking
the opportunity of an enforced con-
valescence, following a hang glider
accident, to produce THE definitive
CMI album. An intriguing prospect.

Congratulations to many of the
Our Price shops in the London area
for introducing synthesiser sections
into their stores. Each month we want
to feature shops throughout the
country stocking electro-music;
please drop me a line if your shop
merits a mention.
Matthew Gavin E&MM
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MICROCOMPUTER COMPONENTS
LOWEST PRICES - FASTEST DELIVERY

Device Price Device rice Device Price Device Price

MEMORIES EF6862 6.91 4076 0.60 741595 0.44
21141-200ns 1+1.28 EF6871-A1T 18.70 4077 0.22 7415109 0.25

25+1.19 EF6880 '1.07 4078 0.24 7415112 0.25
21141-300ns 1+1.2Q EF6887 0.80 4081 0.14 7415113 0.25

25+1.19 EF68488 9.11 4082 0.19 7415114 0.25
2708 450ns 1.99 EF6875 4.18 4085 0.63 7415122 0.39
2716 450ns 1+2.49 4086 0.69 7415123 0.55

25+2.3/ 6502 FAMILY 4093 0.39 7415124 1.00

2716 350ns 6.95 SYP6502 4.95 4502 0.69 7415125 0.28
2532 450ns 1+5.50 SYP6520 3.15 4507 0.39 7415126 0.28

25+5.31 SYP6522 4.95 4508 1.90 7415132 0.45
2732 450ns 1+4.80 SYP6532 7.95 4510 0.60 7415136 0.28

25+4.08 4511 0.49 7415138 0.34
4116 15Ons 1+1.15 8080 FAMILY 4512 0.60 7415139 0.37

25+1.06 8085A 5.50 4514 1.49 7415145 0.75
4116 200ns 1+0.80 8212 1.70 4515 1.49 7415148 0.90

25+0.72 8216 1.70 4516 0.75 7415151 0.34
6116 200ns 10.95 8224 2.45 4518 0.40 7415153 0.35
4118 200ns 3.90 8228 3.95 4519 0.28 '7415155 0.39
8264 200ns 12.00 8251 3.95 4520 0.69 7415156 0.38
5516 200ns 22.88 8253 7.95 4521 1.49 7415157 0.34

8255 3.95 4522 1.20 7415158 0.36
CRT CONTROLLERS 4526 0.70 7415160 0.39
AND GRAPHIC DISPLAY CMOS 4000 '8' SERIES 4527 0.89 741S161 0.39
PROCESSORS 4000 0.12 4528 0.70 7415162 0.39
EF9364 5.94 4001 0.13 4532 0.89 7415163 0.39
EF9365 62.90 4002 0.13 4541 1.39 7415164 0.47
EF9366 62.90 4006 0.60 4543 0.99 7415165 0.99

4007 0.17 4553 2.90 7415166 0.84
BUFFERS 4008 0.55 4555 0.49 7415173 0.70
811595 0.90 4009 028 4556 0.54 7415174 0.54
811596 0.90 4010 028 4585 0.98 7415175 0.54
81 LS97 0.90 4011 0.14 7415181 1.30
81 LS98 0.90 4012 0.17 LOW POWER SCHOTTKY 7415190 0.55
8726A 1.50 4013 0.33 Tn. ICs - 74LS SERIES 7415191 0.55
8728A 1.50 4014 0.58 741500 0.11 7415192 0.69
8T95 1.5O 4015 0.58 741501 0.11 7415193 0.59
8797A 1.50 4016 028 741502 0.12 7415194 0.39
8T98 1.50 4017 0.45 74 LS03 0.12 7415195 0.39

4018 0.58 741504 0.13 7415196 0.58
DATA CONVERTERS 7415197 0.65
ZN425E-8 3.50
ZN426E-8 3.00 SPECIAL OFFERS 7415221 0.60

74 LS240 0.89
ZN427E-8 6.28
ZN428E-8 4.78 MEMORIES 74 LS241 0.89

74 LS242 0.79
ZN429E-8 2.10
ZN432CJ-10 28.09

21141200 ns 0.99
2708 450 ns 1.48

4116 150 ns 0.75
4116 200 ns 0.67

741S243 0.79
74 LS244 0.79

ZN433CJ-10 22.59 2716 450 ns 2.10 6116 200 ns 6.50 74 LS245 0.89
ZN440 56.63 2532 450 ns 3.99 5516 200 ns 11.95 74 LS247 1.34

2732 450 ns 3.20 4118 200 ns 3.85 7415248 1.00
MISCELLANEOUS 7415249 0.68
AY -3-1015 3.90 *OFFER VALID FROM DEC 1st -JAN 1st 741S251 0.39
AY -5-1013 3.45 SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 74LS253 0.39
AY -5-2376 6.95 741S257 0.44

4019 0.29 741505 0.13MC1488 0.64 741S258 0.38
MC1489 0.64 4020 0.58 741508 0.13 74LS259 0.38
MC14411 6.94 4021 0.60 74 LSO9 0.13 741S261 1.90
MC14412 7.99 4022 0.62 741510 0.13 74 LS266 0.23
R0 -3-2513L 7.70 4023 0.17 741511 0.14 74LS273 0.90
R0-3-25130 7.70 4024 0.38 741512 0.15 74 LS279 0.34
ZN450E 7.61 4025 0.16 741513 0.22 741S283 0.44
7805 0.50 4026 0.99 741514 0.44 74 LS290 0.56
7812 0.50 4027 0.30 741515 0.13 74 LS293 0.45
7905 0.55 4028 0.55 741520 0.12 74 LS365 0.34
7912 0.55 4031 1.65 741521 0.14 74 LS366 0.34

4033 1.60 74 LS22 0.14 7415367 0.34
ZILOG Z80 FAMILY 4034 1.55 74 LS26 0.18 74 LS368 0.34
Z80 CPU 4.00 4035 0.72 7411527 0.14 7415373 0.74
280A CPU 4.82 4040 0.57 74 LS28 0.19 74 LS374 0.74
Z80 CTC 4.00 4041 0.69 74 LS30 0.12 74 LS375 0.47
280A CTC 4.00 4042 0.54 74 LS32 0.14 7415377 0.89
Z80 DART 7.18 4043 0.59 74 LS33 0.16 74 LS378 0.89
280A DART 7.18 4044 0.64 741537 0.16 74 LS379 0.64
Z80 DMA 11.52 4045 1.65 74 LS38 0.16 74 LS386 0.28
280A DMA 9.99 4046 0.68 74L540 0.13 7415390 0.59
Z80 PIO 3.78 4047 0.68 741S42 0.34 74 LS393 0.59
Z800 PIO 3.78 4048 0.54 74LS47 0.39
Z80 510-0 13.95 4049 0.30 741548 0.60 LOW PROFILE OIL
280A S10-0 13.95 4050 0.30 741549 0.59 SOCKETS
Z80 S10-1 13.95 4051 0.59 74 LS51 0.14 Sumter of Pins
280A S10-1 13.95 4052 0.68 74 LS54 0.15 8 0.07
Z80 S10-2 13.95 4053 0.59 74 LS55 0.15 14 0.09
280A S10-2 13.95 4054 1.20 741573 0.20 16 0.09

4055 1.20 74 LS74 0.17 18 0.15
EFCIS 6800 FAMILY 4060 0.89 74 LS75 028 20 0.17
EF6800 3.70 4063 0.95 741576 0.20 22 0.21
EF6802 5.11 4066 0.34 741578 0.24 24 0.23
EF6803 11.80 4068 0.17 741583 0.50 28 0.25
EF6809 11.95 4069 0.17 74 LS85 0.70 40 0.29
EF6810 1.35 4070 0.19 74 LS86 0.17
EF6821 1.74 4071 0.19 74 LS90 0.30 CRYSTALS
6E6840 420 4072 0.19 741591 0.80 1 Mhz 3.00
EF6845 9.50 4073 0.19 741592 0.35 1.8432 Mhz 2.50
EF6850 1.70 4075 0.17 741593 0.34 4 Mhz 1.65
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Electronic Music
by Andy Mackay
Published by Phaidon
Price £7.95

The idea of a saxophonist in a
rock band like Rosy Music pro-
ducing a colourful and informa-

tive book on electronic music would
not be everyone's idea of a logical
move, but that is Andy Mackay's
background and what he has done
with this book. The first section, 'The
Instruments', takes the reader
through the development of elec-
tronic (or, more strictly, electric)
instruments, from Thaddeus Cahill's
extraordinary Telharmonium - a
monstrous device using a 200 HP
motor to drive a 60ft shaft of rotating
cogged wheels - up to computer -
based instruments like the Fairlight
CMI. This is well done, though I wish
the publishers had seen fit to include
a flexidisc with the book to illustrate
what the instruments actually
sounded like. Mackay is on the right
track by relating experiments in
alternative sound generation to the
elaboration of tone colour in late 19th
century orchestration, but he misses
the point that this was also due to a
desire to explore the upper reaches of
the harmonic series, i.e., where
Western tonality stops and 1/4 -tone

'sound fields' start. At the end of this
section comes an 8 -page chunk
(about 10% of the book's main text)
on the modern recording studio with
plentiful photos featuring Mackay 'in
session'. This seems out of place. It
would have been more to the point to
show an early electronic studio, such
as that at Cologne Radio, and then, at
a later stage in the book, provide the
contrast of the rock studio.

'The Classic Studio' gives a brief
consideration of acoustics and syn-
thesis, as well as the musique con-
crete techniques initiated by Pierre
Schaeffer at the RTF studios in Paris
and typified by his Etude aux Cas-
seroles - based on the sound of
saucepan lids! 'The Synthesiser' in-
cludes a concise (though not 100%
accurate) explanation of Moog's inno-
vation of voltage control and takes t he
Prophet 5 as an example (surprise,
surprise) of a "sophisticated poly-
phonic machine", but, curiously, no
mention is made of the role of micro-
processors in such programmable
synthesisers. 'Live Electronics' dis-
cusses the work of oddballs like Percy
Grainger (including his 1948 'Free
Music Machine'), philosophical lumi-
naries like Cage and Stockhausen,
and enlightened choreographers like
Merce Cunningham to integrate the
'new music' into multi -media per-
formance. This is an interesting
section ending with the highly per-
ceptive comment that "a melancholy
extension of the idea of a sound
environment is the piped Muzak
which replaces bad drains as the
pervasive nuisance of industrialised
society".

The second section, 'The Music',
considers the appliction of the instru-
ments and techniques discussed in
the first. Separating the music from
the instrument is always dangerous
and, in the case of musique concrete,

stochastic techniques, or whatever
doubly so as one is by definition the
other. This section would have made
more sense if musical examples hac
been included in the text (and or
disc) - not necessarily those limitec
to conventional notation but also
including the various attempts t)

Schaeffer, Stockhausen, Messiaer
and Ligeti, to mention but a few, to
notate the sound fields of electro-
acoustic scores. As it is, Mackay'=_
discussion, though intelligent anc
informative, offers little in the way of
concrete evidence of innovation, and
falls into a cosy pattern of critical
cliches. There's also a large amount
of repetition of information between
the first and second sections which I
frankly found annoying, and not to be
expected in a book "which looks set tc
become an authority on the subject",
according to the publicity blurb
accompanying my review copy. 'The
Business' ends this section and takes
a look at the commercial applications
of electronic music. The BBC Radio -
phonic Workshop hardly even gets a
mention (a serious omission con-
sidering that it has become some-
thing of a model for many European
studios) before we're back in the land
of rock. Whilst it's undoubtedly true
that the 'wall of sound' production
techniques of Phil Spector supplied
the bread and butter for a whole
generation of rock musicians and
producers, the debt owed is more to
classical techniques of orchestration
than to those of electronics per se.

The last section, 'The Musicians',
consists of 50 mini -biographical
entries for "important figures in the
field". I'd certainly question the in-
clusion of at least 10 of them; would
you consider Bowie, Cale, Cardew,
Davies, Hendrix, Jolivet or Oldfield as
having made a real, identifiable con-
tribution to electronic music? I sup-
pose it all comes down to whether or
not one should include 'electric'
musicians.

In summary, then, 'Electronic
Music' is a well -written book, though a
shade on the humourless side, with
excellent and colourful photos to
liven up the text. It should provide an
excellent introduction to the subject
for the novice, but it only scrapes the
surface of many parts of the genre
and may well frustrate the com-
mitted electro-musician.
David Ellis
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SYNTHESISER REVIEW

Teisco
SX-400

RECORDED ON
CASSETTE NO. 5

QIN°

Teisco musical instruments are rela-
tively new in the UK and are made by
the large Kawai manufacturing com-

pany in Hamamatsu, Japan, well known for
their fine acoustic pianos. The comprehen-
sive range of professionally presented Teisco
products includes synthesisers, mixers, PA
and group gear amps, plus effects and
accessories.

The Teisco SX-400 Synthesiser is the top
model in the range featuring computer
memory for preset and user voices, plus a
complete programmable synthesiser that
can be edited and played on up to four notes
at once from its pressure sensitive keyboard.
In addition, special features like touch
sensor, hand controller, ensemble and note
assignments make this instrument some-
thing out of the ordinary.

The instrument is well laid out with the
main panel divided into LEO, VCO, VCF, VCA
and HPF sections from left to right. Also on
this panel directly underneath these syn-
thesiser programming controls are the
keyboard, note selection, preset program-
ming and edit buttons. To the left of the 49 -
note keyboard, are the 'performance' con-

trols. All the in/out connections are located
at the rear including the on/off switch. The
synthesiser's all metal cabinet is well made
to withstand knocks without being too heavy
for one person to carry around. Unfortu-
nately, no lid is supplied so a flight case or
similar would probably be needed.

Sound Making
Let's start with the basic sound making

controls on the SX-400. Like most varieties of
polyphonic synths, one set of controls sets
the parameters for all the notes played at any
time. There are four VCOs that can be
assigned to the keyboard in four ways using
the Poly Mode switches:
1) QUAD where one VCO is assigned to each
key at a time, allowing you to play chords of
up to four notes by pressing four keys.
Channel 1 pitch/range group has its LED lit
to indicate that all four VCOs will be adjusted
simultaneously from its rotary pitch control
and range switch. Each mode will bring into
operation one or more of the four pitch and
range controls, indicated by the LEDs in the
four groups and a 'total tuning' control sets
the overall pitch to match other instruments.
Pitch controls will give over an octave
change and range switches select 16', 8', 4'
and 2' basic keyboard pitch. Only channel 1
range setting can be stored in the memory.
2) DUAL mode assigns two VCOs to one key
at a time, with a maximum two notes
playable. Channel 1 and 2 pitch/range
controls let you detune the two pitches and
set individual ranges too. The oscillator
sound is therefore much richer and great for
semi poly/mono solos.
3) MONO puts all four VCOs on to a single

note played and brings all the pitch/range
controls into operation. Besides creating a
big oscillator unison sound, it is ideal for
making fixed interval chords, played easily
from a single note. The levels of each VCO
are the same but filtering can balance them
in many ways.
4) SOLO. This is a little disappointing after
the other modes, but nevertheless does add
further versatility to the instrument by
turning it into a monosynth with 'one
oscillator/one note' only playing.

These options immediately open up the
playing styles and I found that I was selecting
these frequently to match solos, chords and
instruments. For example, the 'violin' preset
can be a solo violin in SOLO, a string quartet
in QUAD, or a rich vibrating (from detune)
string orchestra sound in DUAL and MONO.
Going one step further, using QUAD mode
with ensemble gives a superb stereo phased
image of a string section.

There are two LEOs on the instrument -
still quite a luxury for most machines without
patching facilities. LEO 1 has a wide range
frequency control giving an adequately slow
sweep to a fast 14 cycle 'buzz'. Four
waveshapes are available - sawtooth, in-
verted sawtooth, square and triangle. Inci-
dentally, using triangle instead of sine for
LEO control often gives a more natural
tremolo and vibrato. A delay control will give
up to a second or so pause on new keys
before the effect begins. Polyphonic upward
and downward slides, trills, wah-wah,
tremolo, vibrato and echo -like effects can all
be obtained.

LEO 2 gives a triangle wave modulation to
the VCF section only. It can also trigger EG 1
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TE SCC:0
SOUNDS OF THE RITURE

The TEISCO range of Synthesizers can satisfy
the needs of musicians of all levels. The range
starts with equipment for beginners, develops
with the semi-professional and can provide the

equipment to keep the professional on top.
There are TEISCO Synthesizers for every
venue from the small club to the concert hall.
Prices from £320.00 inc. VAT

SEE AND TEST THE TEISCO RANGE AT ANY OF THESE TEISCO MAIN DEALERS
NORTH Bill Greenhalgh, 125-127 Fore Rose Morris & Co. Ltd., John Barrie Music Centre, Unit 2,
Barratts of Manchester Ltd., Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 3JQ. 81/83 Shaftesbury Avenue, Bradford Street, Shifnal, Telford,
8A Oxford Road, Manchester Tel: 103921 58487. London W.1. Tel. (01) 437 2211. Salop. Tel: 109521 461714.
MI 5QA. Tel: 1061) 236 0542. Eddie Moors Music Ltd., South Eastern Ent. Agency Ltd., J.K. International Organs,
Dawsons Music Ltd., 65 Sankey 679 Christchurch Road, 373-375 Lewisham High Street, 6 East Street, Derby DI 2AU.
Street, Warrington, Cheshire. Boscombe, Bournemouth. London SE13 6NZ. Tel: 103321 32005.
Tel: (09251 32591.
Paul Garvey Music, 110 Percy
Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Tel: 106321 329356.

Tel: 102021 35135.
Roland Organs,
55A London Road, Stroud, Glos.
Tel: 1045-361 78620.

Tel: 1011 690 1404.

EAST ANGLIA
Aliens Music Shop, 22-24 Broad

Jones & Crossland Ltd.,
6 Smallbrook, Queensway,
Birmingham B5 4EN.
Tel: 10211 643 4655.

J.S.G. Musical Services,
1088 Main Street, Bingley, West
Yorks. Tel: 102741 568843.

Tottles Music Shop,
30 Westgate, Launceston,
Cornwall. Tel: 105661 2512.

Row, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.
Tel: 104931 2887.
Elvic Electronics, 7 Fairfield Road,

SCOTLAND
Gordon Simpson Ltd., 6 Stafford

K.P. Keyboards, 12-16 Queen SOUTH-EAST Braintree, Essex. Street, Edinburgh EH3 7AY.
Street, Leigh, Lancs.
Tel: 109421 673151.

B. & T. Keyboards, 9 Claremont,
Hastings, East Sussex.

Tel: 103761 21439.
Honky Tonk Music, 302 London

Tel: 10311 225 6305.

Music House, 24 Broadway,
Ashby, Scunthorpe, Sth.
Humberside. Tel: 107241 848216.
Swan's of Manchester Ltd.,
84 Oldham Street, Manchester
M4 1LF. Tel. 10611 228 3821.

Tel: 104241 434480.
Kennard & Sons Ltd., 9-10 Best
Lane, Canterbury, Kent.
Tel: 10227) 64200.
Lewisham Organ Centre Ltd.,
328 High Street, Lewisham,
London SE13. Tel: 101-6901 2161.
Mister Music, 90-92 Bromham

Road, Hadleigh, Essex.
Tel: 107021 553647.
Lynn Music, 29 Norfolk Street,
King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Tel: 105531 4390.
Promenade Music, 1 St Andrew's
Street North, Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk. Tel: 10284) 2801.

WALES
Sound Centre, 9 St. Johns
Square, Cardiff, South Glam.
Tel: 102221 34018.
Williams Bros., 130 Osborne
Road, Pontypool, Gwent.
Tel: 1049-551 27321.

Road, Bedford. Tel: 102341 50861.
SOUTH Rockbottom, 74 London Road, MIDLANDS NORTHERN IRELAND
Duck Son & Pinker, West Croydon, London Keith Baddeley Organs, M. Crymble Ltd., 67/71 Dublin
13/19 Milford Street, Swindon, Tel: 1011 680 1042 or: 121 Church Street. Stoke-on- Road, Belfast BT12 7LU.
Wilts. Tel: 107931 22018 1011 681 0328. Trent, Staffs. Tel: 107821 411401. Tel. 102321 26818.

AiExclusive UK. Trade Distributors
John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd.
Salem House, Garforth, Leeds LS25

Please send s.a.e for your free brochureName

Address
E&MM1 82
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Teisco SX-400 opened up.

and 2 when used on the VCF for plucking and
multiple triggers on each note(s) played.
This not only makes LFO 2 useful for banjo,
mandolin and sound effects, but when used
in conjunction with LEO 1 can create
interesting cross rhythms.

Coming back to the VCOs, the waveshape
of all of these can be sawtooth, square or
triangle (or off). On an oscilloscope these
waveforms are far from perfect, although the
extra harmonics that appear seem to make
them more interesting to use. Pulse width
manual or LFO/EG 1 modulation of the
squarewave makes brassy and tight thin
sounds that 'move', and LEO 1 and EG 1
sliders can both modulate pitch at the same
time. Another nice extra is the sub oscillator
for lower octave depth. It is selected from
one switch that also brings in noise with or
without sub oscillator. EG 1 control of pitch is
not common on polyphonics, yet it opens up
plenty of experiment with pitch sweeps and
jumps each time you play a note. This is still
a 'musical' effect as the pitch can be brought
back to normal before the note ends, thus
maintaining the harmonic/melodic seq-
uence. I should mention at this point that
apart from using 'one' set of synthesiser
controls for all notes played, this instrument
is properly polyphonic with independent
VCOs, EGs, VCFs and VCAs.

Moving on to the VCF Block, we find a low
pass filter with Cut-off, Resonance, Key-
board Control Voltage (follower) and LEO 1 or
2 modulation slider controls. A separate
envelope generator, EG 1 with the usual
ADSR settings, can be used for normal or
inverted shaping of tone. The Resonance

control picks out the harmonics quite well,
without going into oscillation.

The VCA block changes the volume with
its own ADSR controls in EG 2 and LEO
modulation.

A mixer adds all four synth sections
together before LEO modulation takes place
and, in addition, a useful high pass filter can
progressively remove lower frequencies.
Ideally, the HPF and LPF should allow you to
cut top and bottom frequencies to form a
band pass, but the lack of resonance on the
HPF limits the peaking. Nevertheless, its an
essential synthesiser component that adds
the finishing touch to your sound making.
Actually the signal still has some way to go,
but all the programmable controls that can
be stored in the microcomputer RAM
memory have now been mentioned.

Effects
Before the 'line' signal reaches the left

and right output sockets, it can be routed
through Ensemble (a three -channel BBD
section) to give a rich chorus effect in wide
stereo. Listen to the demonstration on
Cassette No 5 and you'll hear the normal
mono output sound jump out into a spatial
stereo sound that holds the brightness well.
Some background hiss is evident if you listen
for it, but there is a big signal available at the
output to diminish this altogether during
play. To complete the signal chain, there are
in fact four more VCAs - two for external foot
pedal control of the stereo signal and two for
programmed volume.

The Key Hold switch is unusual in that it
can only be set when notes are being held.

Teisco SX-400

An LED shows that it has 'captured' your
notes.

One of the SX-400's major features is its
'Sensor Block'. The keyboard is pressure
sensitive requiring a fair degree of pressure
to make the full control 'sweep', but it really
brings your performing to life. Extra key-
board sensor pressure can produce pitch
and filtered effects with a separate oscillator
for modulating VCOs and VCFs. The Sensi-
tivity sets pitch jumps up to a major 6th not
only up but down and sets modulation depth
for either the keyboard sensor or hand
controller (a left -to -right spring -loaded lever)
which also operates these controls. A
transpose switch puts the pitches down
another octave and it is possible for the
range to go from a few clicks to beyond
hearing! Digital systems do offer semitone
control and the SX-400 is no exception,
having portamento slides and chromatic
glissandos at the speed set between con-
secutive notes - always an exciting effect on
a polyphonic.

Memory
The memory section contains eight

factory preset sounds selected from micro -
switch buttons with LED indicators. Since
these buttons also serve to store eight of your
own programmed sounds, a memory/preset
switch is used to select one or the other.

The factory preset sounds cannot be
erased and are stored in ROM (Read Only
Memory). The selection provided is very
good indeed and I have a feeling that many
users of the SX-400 will play a lot of their
music simply from these presets. There is a
smoothness and clarity about the sounds
that is set against a hum free background.
The analogue to digital memory conversion/
scanning system employed is well designed
and allows accurate setting of control pots
and sliders when programming your own
sounds.

The presets are Trombone, Trumpet
(both very good brass), Violin (ideal strings
with Ensemble), Human Voice (you must
listen to this one - a la Tomita), Electric
Guitar (needs editing), Harpsichord (amaz-
ingly bright), Electric Piano (more like a
vibraphone), and Sitar (really a good synth
filtered effect).

Programming and Editing
As well as 'memory' sounds, you can

select your own programmed presets using
the synthesiser section. Once you've set the
panel synth controls to get the sound you
want, it's extremely easy to enter your sound
into any of the eight memories with the write

4 Rear connections.
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Teisco SX-400

Keyboard close-up with pressure sensitive strip.

and memory protection buttons. That really
gives you 17 sounds for performance: eight
memory, eight program preset and one
panel. But what makes it all the more
versatile is the extra Editing facilities.

A sound can be selected from 'Memory'
or 'Preset' and a touch of the Edit switch lets
you change the sound entirely if you wish
using the synthesiser panel controls. So the
sound can be modified and re -stored in any
of the eight memories.

The factory preset sounds (although
permanent) can also be edited and/or
moved to user memories. There's no waiting,
involved at all, it happens as soon as you
press the buttons and your sound will be
held indefinitely provided you don't lock the
instrument away for a year.

Connections and Tuning
The Signal Out has left and right jack

sockets, as well as stereo phones, with +4,
-10 and -20 dB settings. An expression
pedal can be inserted to change volume.
Besides Gate IN there is Keyboard Control
Voltage IN. This is unusual and gives pitch
control with parallel tracking from a single
CV (1 volt/octave) source. At last my
sequencer can play poly chords as well as a
bass line! Playing a different keyboard chord
will set the sequence from the new root and
so on.

Finally, fine tuning of the four oscillators
is done with four screwdriver presets and a
'note A selector' switch that puts the lowest
C, D, E and F keys as individual oscillator
unisons.

o cro co co co co co = CO C=I CO Gal 1:73 C3 CC) =C.7' 

111 111 11

Conclusions
I must admit, that I've enjoyed this

instrument very much - if you want to enter
the polyphonic synthesiser world, at a

reasonable price, the SX-400 at £1,690 inc
VAT is well worth considering. Its playing
modes and pressure sensitivity, not to
mention the programming features, make it
truly up to date and the only effect that's
missing is arpeggio (but you can get that with
an external CV/Trigger). I've recorded the
Rick Wakeman music from the December
issue on it (using the eight -track Fostex) as
well as plenty of other sounds on Demo
Cassette No 5, and the quality of the sounds
is superb. You probably won't even know it's
only playing four notes!
Mike Beecher E&MM

The Teisco SX-400 is distributed by John
Hornby Skewes & Co Ltd, Salem House,
Garforth, Leeds, LS25 1PX. Tel: (0532)
865381.
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TOP 25 ELECTRO-MUSIC RECORDS
Compiled by E.S.S.P. (November 1981)

1. Audion Synergy/Larry Fast LP&CS
2. Exit Tangerine Dream LP&CS
3. Logic Logic System LP&CS
4. Dare The Human League LP&CS
5. Games Synergy/Larry Fast LP&CS
6. Magnetic Fields Jean Michel Jarre LP&CS
7. Prisms Michael Garrison LP
8. Repeat Repeat Peter Baumann LP&CS
9. Computer World Kraftwerk LP&CS

10. Bostich Yello 7"
11. Switched On B'burgs. Wendy Carlos LP&CS
12. Under Your Thumb .. Godley & Creme 7"
13. Cords Synergy/Larry Fast . LP&CS

14. Ravel Tomita LP&CS
15. 0 Superman Laurie Anderson 7"
16. Speak & Spell Depeche Mode LP
17. Sequences Didier Bocquet LP
18. Thief Tangerine Dream .... LP&CS
19. Penthouse & P'ment Heaven 17 LP&CS
20. Superficial Music Bernard Szajner LP
21. Home Sapien Peter Shelley LP
22. Sailplane Obx 7"
23. Non Stop Erot. Cab. Soft Cell LP&CS
24. Architect. & Morality O.M.D. LP
25. Incontinent Fad Gadget LP
These records can be obtained from E.S.S.P. Dis ribution, P.O. Box 37b,

East Molesey, Surrey, KT8 9JB
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BBC OPERATING MAINS MULTI -OUTLET
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FOR ATOM ADAPTOR
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\ ..\\VS
Acorn computers have announced NNNN,

\ the start of production of a ROM set \\\N
which can be added to the Atom to N\A\\ change the operating system and v \NNN\ \\N.
BASIC interpreter to a version near to\ \\\N
the BBC microcomputer. \\\N

\ STEREO TAPPED DELAY MF100 SYNC UNIT The 20K ROM will equip the Atom \\N\\ with the same BASIC as the BBC \\\\\ A/DA announces its new STEREO computer and an operating system as \\A\
\ TAPPED DELAY, the STD -1, a Voltage close as the hardware allows. \\\N
\ Controlled analog delay which pro- Availability of the ROM will be \\A\
\ duces six delays simultaneously. Uaround January 1982 although an NNA\
\ Each of the six non -harmonically EPROM version will be ready six \ANN
\ related taps can be assigned and weeks earlier. \\\:\
\ mixed into either of two stereo output The MF100 enables the user to For more information contact: '.\\N\
\ channels. NN'N\\ record a clock pulse and two contro John Jones, JJA, 20 Orange Street, \,\N\

The Delay time of the STD -1 varies London WC2. Tel: 01-930 1612. \vs.,\
\ from 1.3ms to 55.5ms and is con- reasonable reel to reel or cassette \\A\
\ tinuously variable over a 1 to 5X tape recorder (not AGC type). The \\\N
\ range. The Sweep Rate varies from .1 recorded signal is then decoded on vANNWklk \\No
\ to 25 seconds for a complete cycle. playback through the MF100 to give \NNN

The Regeneration Level control synchronisation for most rhythm \\NO
\ determines the decay time at long units, sequencers or any instrument Nu -Way Styli Components Ltd

\\No

\\ delays (up to 15 seconds) and the requiring clock control or triggers.
\

have developed the 'Masterplug', a
\\N

amount of resonance at short delays\ Thus different beats of a bar can mains multi -way adaptor which they \\\\\\(up to + 12dB). The High Cut control\ operate 6 or more instruments in claim will help eliminate the in- \\\\\ reduces the high frequency content perfect sync. independently. It is also famous 'spaghetti' usually found \ \ V \N in the fed back signal, and is adjust- ideal for overdubbing and multitrack- behind hi-fi and video installations. \ N., \ N
N. able from 12kHz to 800Hz. ing and its versatile connections at The Masterplug uses a printed \\\N
N. Effects produced by the STD -1 the rear give a wide number of alter circuit which makes the adaptor very \\NN.\ include stereo high flanging, low native trigger steps, that divide by 2, compact:149mm x 44mm x 20mm. It

\\NO
.\ flanging, highly resonant flanging, 3, 4, 6 and 12 from the main pulse. has an overall power rating of 3840W

\\AN

i\ echo, reverberation, machine gun start, threshold replay, and buttons maximum on each of its four outlets. N\\,..\\\.\.\\

-\ doubling, multi -voice chorusing, Controls include clock tempo, stop/ and current rating of 16A with 6A
.\ reverb, multiple doppler effects, The socket outlets are fully shut- \\\\N\ for continuous control of a unit plus\ vibrato, and "3-D" spacial placement manual switching on a separate KAMAN STRINGS tered and recessed so thatthe pinsonNs.\\ \
N which moves the sound source for- channel. Several options are avail- Rose Morris are to market the contoured, non -reversible plugsN ward and back in the stereo field.are never exposed on insertion orable including the MF50 and MF10 Kaman's 'Performers' Electronic

$799.95. For further details of this invalu- these strings is one of equal gauge to indicator. The unit complies fully with

\\\\
\\NOA. The suggested list price is units. tar strings. The core and wrap of removal. It also has a neon on/off

A. For further information contact: able accessory for the efectroimusi- improve harmonics and the stainless British Standards and Electrical

\\\\
\ A/DA 2316 Fourth Street, Berkeley cian write to: Mac Fison, Electronic steel wrap makes the fourth strings Equipment Safety Regs.

\\"\\\\N

\
.N CA 94710.Engineers, 13 North Falls Road, Can- flexible and biting. They are also It will be available from large

\.\\\
ZX LEARNING LAB vey Island, Essex. coated with Duraflo to improve stores and radio and electrical re-

\\\\
AAi toilers complete with four plugs at \\.\\\\appearance and reduce damage. The

A To enable ZX81 users to learn AUTO -MATCH bass strings are coated with Kanflow, £8.99 or £9.99 with a ready fixed \ \ \\
A programming 'hands-on', Sinclair Kaman's new patented coating which 1.5m cable. \\\\
,\ Research has introduced the ZX TRANSFORMER it is claimed keeps the strings cleaner For further information contact Mr \\\\

A tically-based alternative to the text- announced the release of their Auto- They are available in the following NA\\\\NO
.\ Learning Lab. This offers a prac- Peavey Electronics Limited have and more durable. H. Kidby. Tel: 021-236 6366.

N\ only method of the ZX81 BASIC Match transformer which allows im- sets: Ultralight (.008), Extra Light \\\\\\\\.\ manual. pedance matching upwards or down- (.009), Light Gauge (.010) through tos\ \\\\
The package comprises eight cas- wards whilst retaining the optimum Light Top Heavy bottom set, 12 string,\ \AN\\ settes and a 160 page manual. Six of power rating. set and Light Medium join sets. \\ \ \

\\ the cassettes containprograms, Peavey claim that the unit will20 For further information contact: \\\\
,N each of which demonstrates a par- handle optimum power ratings up to Gwen Alexander on 01-267 5151. \\\\
.0, ticular aspect of the ZX81. The 400W and offers perfect speaker \\N\
,,N, remaining two are blank for practice matching from 2R to 100V lines. \\\\
\N, purposes. The unit is mounted on a welded NEW SPEAKERS \\
\\ The Lab is available mail-order bottom plate for installation in a rack Electro-Voice have developed a \\\\\\A\from Sinclair at £19.95 inc. VAT p&p.

Sinclair Research Ltd., 6 King's
or other suitable housing and the new range of speakers. These are the TWO NEW MICS \\.\.
retail list price is £50.00. Force 10", 12" and 15". The power

Parade, Cambridge, CB2 ISN. Tel: Shure Electronics Limited has
\\\\

(0223) 312919.
For further information contact: capabilities are claimed to be 150W

expanded its range of microphones \\\\
\\V\

N.N
\ \ Peavey Electronics (UK) Limited, Unit per EIA standard RS -426A.

\\ 8, New Road, Ridgewood, Uckfield, The construction of the Force - by two models; 517SA High Impe- \\\\
\\, BABANI CATALOGUE Sussex, TN22 55X. Tel: (0825) 5566. speakers features a low mass voice dance and 517SB Low Impedance \\.\\
\\ The well known publishing com- Telex 95709. coil on a laminated polymide coil Unidirectional Dynamic Micro- \\\

pany Bernard Babani Ltd has just frame driven by a 10/b magnetic \\\\\\phones. Both are designed for hand-
\\

\\\\Ni, RAVI SHANKAR TOreleased a catalogue of their current structure. Both coil and magnetic held or stand use with a locking on -off

Shure claim a wide frequency

\\\\
\\ publications. These popular paper- WRITE FOR

structurestructure are vented and they are switch and shock mounted control.

\\ backs cover a wide range of subjects packaged in an eight spoke die cast
\\.\\

\N in the areas of electronics, semicon- Ravi Shankar has agreed to co- aluminium frame with a heat radiat- response, rolled off low frequency \\N\
\\\N

\\ ductors, computers, television, radio write the score for Richard Atten- ing pinned back cover. The recom- response (to reduce proximity effect) \NN\
\\ and hi-fi. The majority of the books borough's epic film on the life of mended retail prices are as follows: and symmetrical cardiod pickup pat- \ \ \\

.\\\\\ pounds. Theatre Composer, George Fenton. Force 15 £89.50. The suggested retail price fitted
NO are priced between one and two Mahatma Ghandi with National Force 10 £82.50, Force 12 £86.00, tern (to reduce feedback). \\\\\ For a free copy of the catalogue The soundtrack is to be recorded For further information contact: with cable is £21.92 plus VAT, each. \\N
\\, For additional information write to: \\\\

send a SAE to: Bernard Babani in Bombay and London, where groups Electro-Voice Division, Gulton Europe\\ \\AN,
(Publishing) Ltd, The Grampians, of selected solo artists will perform Limited, Maple Works, Old Shoreham Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston\\ \\A\

N Shepherds Bush Road, London with Ravi Shankar, and George Fenton Road, Hove, Sussex BN3 7EY. Tel: Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent
ME15 6AU.

\\\
\\ W6 7NE will conduct the Wren Orchestra. (0273) 23329. Telex 87680. N\A\
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VOLUME
PEDAL by Robert Penfold

* Unique Hall effect circuit
* Noiseless operation
* Low output impedance will

drive long cables
conventional volume pedal consists of
an ordinary potentiometer connected
in the usual volume control fashion,

and operated from the foot pedal via a rack
and pinion mechanism. This system works
very well, but with a lot of use the potentio-
meter's track can become worn with con-
sequent noise being generated as the pedal
is operated.

The problem is overcome in this pedal,
which uses a magnet and a Hall effect device
instead of a potentiometer. As the pedal is
depressed the magnet is brought closer to
the Hall effect device, and the increased
magnetic field is converted into an increase
in voltage.

The input signal is passed to the output
by way of a voltage controlled attenuator
(VCA), and, like a volume control, this can
provide a level of attenuation of anything
from zero to around 80dB. However, it is of
course controlled by means of a voltage
applied to its control terminal.

The output voltage of the Hall effect
device is slightly too high in terms of its
quiescent level, and too low in terms of
voltage change produced by the varying
magnetic field, and so the device cannot
directly control the VCA. A level shifter and
low gain DC amplifier are therefore used to
process the output of the Hall effect sensor
and give a suitable control voltage for the
VCA.

Pre -emphasis (treble boost) at the input
of the VCA and de -emphasis (treble cut) at
the output are used to give a slight improve-
ment in the signal to noise ratio of the unit.
The ratio is actually about 80dB, and the
background noise should be completely
insignificant provided the unit is not used
with a very low level signal. The circuit can
take a maximum input level of about 2 volts
RMS at most frequencies without serious
distortion being produced. The circuit has
an input impedance of about 50k and an
output impedance of approximately
350 ohms.

The Circuit
Figure 1 shows the complete circuit

diagram of the Volume Pedal, and IC1 is the
Hall effect sensor. This is not one of the usual
Hall effect switches but is a linear device, of
recent origin, which has differential outputs.

IC2 is an operational amplifier used in the
inverting mode.
gives an output voltage swing that is
sufficient to give a wide attenuation range
from the VCA, and a single resistor and diode
chain in the feedback network of IC2 is
adequate to give the desired tailoring of the
amplifier's transfer characteristic.

The VCA is based on IC3 which is the well
known MC3340P device. This can provide a

voltage gain of about 13dB, but in this
application a maximum gain of only unity is
required and this is achieved by using R7
and R8 to provide about 13dB of attenuation

View inside the pedal.

PARTS COST
GUIDE

£16
Including pedal

at the input of IC3.
The current consumption of the circuit is

about 12mA, and it is switched on auto-
matically by insertion of the input jack.
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Figure 1. Circuit of the volume pedal.
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Figure 2. Veroboard layout and wiring of the volume pedal.

Construction
A 0.1" matrix stripboard measuring 37

holes by 13 copper strips accommodates
practically all the components, and Figure 2
provides details of this board and wiring of
the unit.

IC2 is a CMOS device and requires the
normal MOS handling precautions to avoid
possible damage by static charges.

The pedal itself is a modified Maplin
volume pedal. The output lead should be
removed, but retain the potentiometer to
give friction to the pedal mechanism. Open
out the recessed hole on the right hand side
of the case to 11mm, and drill another the
same size nearby to accommodate the jack
sockets.

The magnet passes through a hole about
18 to 20mm in diameter which is made in
the top panel, midway along and about
75mm out from the side of the case on which
JK1 and JK2 are mounted. The magnet
cannot be fitted direct to the underside of
the pedal as it is too short to reach down
into the case. Therefore a piece of timber or
chipboard about 18 to 20mm thick is glued
to the underside of the pedal immediately
above the hole in the top panel of the case,
and the magnet is then glued to this. A good
quality adhesive must be used, and an epoxy
type is probably the best choice for this
application.

However, it is essential to mount the
magnet the right way up or it will produce an
output voltage of the wrong polarity from the
Hall effect device. Probably the easiest way
of finding the correct polarity for the magnet
is to first wire the component panel to the off -
board components. Connect the battery, and
connect the unit into a signal path. It should
be possible to control the gain of the circuit
by adjusting RV1, and this component is
adjusted just far enough in an anticlockwise
direction to severely attenuate the signal as
E&MM JANUARY 1982

it passes through the unit. Apply each end of
the magnet to IC1 in turn, and note which
end produces an increase in gain from the
circuit. The other end of the magnet is glued
to the piece of timber or chipboard on the
underside of the pedal.

The component board is mounted on the
base panel of the case, and it must be
positioned so that IC1 is aligned reasonably
accurately with the magnet. The easiest way
of achieving this is to hold the component
board in position with IC1 over the magnet,
and then measure the positions of the two
mounting holes in the board relative to the
sides of the case, and drill the mounting
holes in the base panel of the case accord-
ingly. Spacers a quarter of an inch long are
used over the mounting bolts for the panel so
that when the pedal is in the down position
the magnet is in close proximity to IC1. If
necessary, one or two extra nuts or some
washers can be used to give further spacing
and reduce the minimum gap between IC1
and the magnet, but do not use so much
spacing that the two come into contact when
the pedal is fully in the down position as this
could possibly result in damage occurring.

The setting of RV1 controls the maximum
amount of attenuation that the unit can
provide, and it will probably be possible to
obtain a maximum level of around 90dB.
This is more than is normally necessary, and
a lower level of around 60dB should be more
than adequate and would give more precise
control of the attenuation level. The magnet
will have a slight effect on the unit even with
the pedal in the fully up position, and toallow
for this RV1 should be adjusted fora few dBs
more attenuation than is required (since
RV1 cannot be adjusted while the base panel
is in position). E&MM
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The SPECTRUM
SYNTHESISER

* Low Cost
* Easy to Construct
* FM and Sync.
* Stereo Outputs
* Sequencer Effects
* Interface Facilities
* Four Octave

Keyboard
* Performance

Controller

Since publication of the Spectrum articles was
delayed earlier this year, many improvements have
been made to the original design. The synthesiser can
still be built for around £200, plus cabinet, yet
offers features found only on expensive
commercial instruments.
For the benefit of newcomers to the magazine,
and to bring our regular readers up to date with the
improvements that have been made, we will be

The Spectrum is a monophonic two
oscillator switch -linked synthesi-
ser featuring advanced specifica-

tion, constructional simplicity and low
cost. Modulation, timbre control, and
interface facilities not found on any
comparable synthesiser make it ex-
tremely powerful and versatile for
keyboard playing, sound effects and
many other home, stage, or studio
applications. Construction is simplified
by the use of integrated circuits that
each perform major synthesiser func-

INTERFACE
CONTROLLER PRE-VCF

KEY CV VCO CV CV SIGNAL

OUT IN IN/OUT IN

POST vCa
KEY GATE GATE VCO1 RAMP SIGNAL0 0

OUT IN OUT IN

E&PIPI
SPECTRUM
SYNTHESISER

Professional
Quality
Monophonic
Instrument

RECORDED ON
CASSETTE NO. 6

1 HO
AtA

reprinting some of the original material.
The project will be published in two parts,
containing sufficient information to enable
experienced constructors to build the Spectrum.
PCB track layouts and component overlays, cabinet
drawings, a wiring chart and more comprehensive
circuit descriptions are available in the Spectrum
Synthesiser book, available from Maplin Publications
for £1 plus 24p postage.

tions with few external components. No
gluing of contact blocks or bending of
gold wires is needed to assemble the
keyboard contacts; a new contact
system only requires soldering of the
contacts and drilling of the chassis to
mount the contact PCB.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of
the synthesiser and the front panel
legending is reproduced below. Modu-
lation routing is accomplished by
source and function switches and
depth controls, rather than the usual

method of providing each source with
its own depth for each controlled
function found on some small synthe-
sisers. Switching is most suitable for a
large number of sources as here, and
allows fast selection of source and
selection of modulation effects with
preset depths, in favour of simultane-
ous modulation of one parameter by
more than two signals. Six modulation
signals are available: keyboard, control-
ler, low frequency oscillator (LEO),
envelope generator, noise generator
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the Spectrum Synthesiser.

and external. The keyboard is of the
highest note priority type and has a
glide which always completes even
after the key is released - this makes
the keyboard much more useful as a
controller for effects sounds. The joy-
stick controller routes a voltage depen-
dent on the side -to -side position of
the stick to various voltage controlled
circuits, allowing it to be used to control
the pitch (pitch bend) or timbre. The
external voltage fed into the controller
jack can override or add to the joystick
voltage for control by additional syn-
thesiser equipment, or a pedal can be
plugged in and used for control by
attenuating a fixed joystick voltage.

The low frequency oscillator gen-
erates random and regular sample and
hold effects in addition to the four
common waveforms. The regular S/H
option allows rising and falling scales,
rising and falling repeating groups of
two, three or more notes, and other
sequencer -like effects, with the pattern
controlled by the LEO rate. A LED
displays the LEO cycle and the joystick's
vertical position determines the ampli-
tude at the LEO manual output. The
envelope generator is of the exponen-

tial ADSR type and, like the LEO, has +
and - outputs that can be separately
selected for each controlled parameter.
The envelope generator shares its gate
signal with the envelope shaper, which
determines the loudness contour of
each note. 'Single' on the gate selector
switch causes gating each time a first
key is depressed; 'Multiple' retriggers,
when any new note is played, allowing
fast runs without 'missed' notes. 'Hold'
keeps the gate high for continuous
effects, and 'LEO' causes gating on each
LEO cycle. In the 'Repeat' position the
envelope generator retriggers at the
end of the decay period, acting as an
additional LEO with variable symmetry.
This allows complex rhythmic effects
when used with the LFO, and gives great
scope for 'backdrop' sounds based
around complex S/H patterns with
periodic timbre sweeping effects
derived from the EG. 'Key Repeat'
brings in the repeat only when a key is
held, allowing key -synchronised re-
peating notes and delayed modulation
(the delay determined by the attack
time). An LED indicates the EG's attack
segment.

The voltage controlled oscillators

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
FILTER 4 5 6

BP 3

LOP -

LP

RESPONSE

9

0 10

KEYBOARD FOLLOW

NOISE

-EG -
EG

-LEO

.1S0
LFO
MAN SOURCE

3

3

0 10

FREQUENCY

4

0 10

RESONANCE

9

9

8

(a)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2. Sync. waveforms. (a) Sync. pulses.
(b) Sync. I. (c) Sync. II. (d) Sync. II
with decreased VC01 frequency.

(VCOs) each have six switched octave
ranges and five waveforms. The sub -
octave output is a pulse wave with a
square wave added an octave below,
making the sound fuller and richer. The
tuning LED detects the beats between
the oscillators, and indicates when the
pitches are in simple musical intervals,
useful for tuning without sounding a
note (e.g. on stage). The pulse width of
VCO 1 is variable, and VCO 2 has a tune
control with a ± one fifth range.

The VCOs can be used together to
provide a vast range of sounds not
possible with basic synthesisers having
only waveform, shape, VCF cutoff and
VCF resonance as the controls affecting
basic timbre. This is done by frequency
modulation and synchronisation -
special features of this design. FM uses
the triangle output of VCO 1 to modulate
the frequency of VCO 2 up to ± 100%
giving a whole range of non -harmonic
tones for bell, gong and chime sounds
etc. Synchronisation gives various
waveforms from VCO 2 (see Figure 2)
which have particular bands of har-
monics emphasised for strong, voice -
box -like sounds. This is achieved by
resetting the output of VCO 2 upon each
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Spectrum

cycle of VCO 1, so the tones generated
are always harmonic. Two modes of
sync. are provided: Sync. I is that
normally found on rampwave oscilla-
tors, the VCO 2 waveform beginning in
the same way after each reset; Sync. II
is something totally new - the triangle
output is set to mid way each time but
then carries on in the same direction in
the new cycle. VCO 2 locks on to VCO 1
harmonics with the change from one
harmonic to the next emphasised by a
sharp change in tone. This enables
automatic arpeggiation and incredible
tone sweeps to be obtained since VCO 2
now is effectively a voltage controlled
waveform generator/frequency multi-
plier. The sync. control attenuates the
pulses fed to VCO 2 so that it only resets
if the wave form is above a certain
threshold, resulting in the oscillators
being locked together in musical inter-
vals (3rds, 5ths etc). Simultaneous
Sync. I and FM produces harmonic
tones with the shape of FM-ed wave-
forms within each cycle.

The ring modulator uses triangle
and square VCO waveforms to provide
further complex tones. Its output is
mixed with the noise signal and fed into
a special voltage controlled amplifier
(VCA). This can be controlled by the
LFO or EG, and gives the signals their
own loudness contours. Hence noise
'chiffs' can be added to notes, or ring
modulation set to swell in as a note
decays.

The VCA output is fed to the voltage
controlled filter (VCF) mixed with the
VCO outputs. The VCF offers the two
most useful responses, low pass and
band pass, plus an intermediate
response for bright sounds that remain
strong in lower harmonics. Cutoff fre-
quency and resonance controls per-
form their normal functions and a
keyboard follow control determines
how the cutoff frequency varies over the
keyboard range.

After envelope shaping, the signal is
fed to the voltage controlled pan circuit
which can modulate the location of the
sound in the stereo field by the LFO or
EG signals. The stereo outputs can also
be used for voltage control of the depth

Figure 4. Circuit of key
contact assembly.

of external effects such as reverb,
phase, and echo, by routing one signal
via the effects unit and one direct to the
amplifier. A mono output is also pro-
vided, and the VCA can also be used for
additional amplitude modulation with
the LFO as source (for tremolo and
other effects).

The interface jacks allow connection
to external devices such as sequencers,
additional VCO banks, waveform pro-
cessors etc. The Spectrum Synthesiser
uses the 1V/octave CV standard, and
can be interfaced to any other exponen-
tial CV synthesiser.

Keyboard
The moving contacts are silver-

plated springs, each fixed at one end
and moved at the other by the plunger
of the respective key such that the
spring makes contact with two pal-
ladium bars when the key is depressed
(Figure 3). The first bar is connected to
the sample and hold circuit which
stores the voltage representing the last
key depressed, and the second to a
circuit which generates a gate signal for
the S/H and the envelope generators.
The moving contacts connect to the
divider chain (see Figure 4). These
functions are usually carried out by
separate contact pairs, where unless
the contacts are precisely set up, note -
jumping will occur when the envelope is
gated before the S/H receives the new
key voltage. The system used here is
immune from this since the construc-
tion ensures the correct sequence of
operation, and no initial setting up is
required. The keyboard recommended
in the parts list has removable key
plungers so that cleaning the contacts
is much easier too. Unclipping a

plunger allows access to the sides of the
bars and springs that meet.

Power Supply Unit
The Power Supply Unit consists of

two identical circuits providing the
positive and negative supplies, driven
by a dual secondary transformer. Each
secondary produces about 21V when
the AC signal is rectified and smoothed,
and is fused for protection in the event

of a power supply fault. Regulation
carried out by the well-known uA72::
regulator IC which is used with ar
external power transistor in series pass
mode to provide the required current
This current limits at 270 mA when the
voltage across series resistor R1 (R2 it
the -ve side) reaches 0.6V. RV1 (RV2:
.allows the rail voltage to be adjusted tc

_exactly 15V, and D1 (D2) protects
against reverse polarity, again in the
event of a fault. The + 15V regulatec
output of the side based around IC2 iE
connected to OV of the ICI side, giving
the -15, 0, + 15V supply rails.

KEY GATE SIN
PLUNGER BAR BAR

SPRING PCB

Figure 3. Key contact construction.

Keyboard Controller
Figure 6 shows the circuit diagram

of the keyboard controller. Connections
1 and 2 are the bottom and top
respectively of the keyboard divider
chain. This is arranged in the feedback
loop of IC3a, which drives a current of
about 1.8mA through the divider chain.

IC3b generates a signal that is used,
after processing, to gate the envelope
generators and key voltage sample and
hold. With no keys depressed, the non -
inverting input is held at OV by R60 and
since the inverting input is at +0.83V
(determined by R58) IC3b's output is at
its negative extreme, almost -15V.
When a key is depressed, the voltage at
the inverting input rises to between 1.7
and 5.7V since the gate bus -bar is con-
nected to the divider chain by the
contact of the depressed key, and the
output of IC3b goes high.

TR3 is a FET which acts as a voltage
controlled switch in the sample -and -
hold circuit around C11. It is normally
held off by the negative output voltage
of IC3b, via R62 and D14, but upon this
going positive it is turned on and C11

R8
47R

R9
47R

R10 To R54
47R 47R

R55
47R
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charges to the voltage on the S/H bus -
bar (connection point 3). Since the
contact spring makes with this before
the gate bus -bar, the new key voltage is
always ready for sampling by the time
the FET is turned on. IC5 is a FET input
op -amp with a very low input bias
current. This ensures that when the key
is released and TR3 turns off the charge
on C11 is retained with the minimum of

- 'droop'. Even when C11 is a high quality
type (as it must be), leakage in this
component predominates over the
input current of IC5a. On the prototype,
it took about 15 minutes for middle A to
drift up to A#.

If a new note is played on the
keyboard before the previous one is
released, a new CV is generated, but
since the key gate signal remains high,
the EGs will not restart their envelopes.
This can be a problem when percussive
envelopes are used, fast keyboard runs
giving missed notes. The problem is
eliminated by detecting a change in CV
at the sample and hold output, and
generating a key retrigger signal for the
EGs. IC4a is a high -gain differentiator
that produces a pulse for each change
in the value of the CV. These pulses are
rectified and squared up by the com-
parator IC4b, and lengthened by D16,
R75, and C12 to a minimum of 5mS.

Contact bounce produces a very
ragged CV change when a note is
depressed while one is already down,
and this in turn produces a multiple
pulse at the output of IC4b. The circuit
around IC6c generates a clean 500uS
pulse from this signal - most impor-
tant for external devices such as
sequencers which count in response to
triggers from the keyboard.

Figure 5. Power supply circuit.

The de -bounced gate signal from
IC6a is inverted by TR5, which drives
the 'key gate out' interface jack. D19
causes the gate out signal to go low in
response to the key retrigger signal.
TR5 is arranged to pull the output to
+15V to generate the gate signal - this
system allows gates from different
sources to be connected together,
providing an OR -function that gates the
controlled device if any source signal is
high.

The output of the sample -and -hold
circuit (TR3, C11, IC5a) is passed to the
glide circuit (R74, RV4, C13, IC5b)
which produces sweeps between suc-
cessive notes. The time taken fora new
note voltage to be reached is control-
lable from almost instantaneous to five
seconds for one octave by RV4. IC5b is a
low input bias current op -amp, avoid-
ing any voltage drop across RV4 that
would cause a perceptable pitch error
with maximum glide.

Low Frequency
Oscillator

The Low Frequency Oscillator (LFO)
of a synthesiser provides periodic wave-
forms for the control of other modules
to produce modulation of pitch, timbre,
amplitude etc. When the synthesiser is
being used other than for simple
melodic playing, the LEO is often the
main control source, and must have a
wide frequency range and a choice of
precise waveforms. The Spectrum LEO
has a range of over 1000:1, from 0.04Hz
(25 seconds per cycle) to about 42Hz.
Sine, triangle, ramp, and square wave-
forms are available, plus two additional
step -type waveforms, one giving a new

Spectrum

random voltage on each cycle, the other
producing a wide range of repeating
sequences. A LED flashes to indicate
the LEO cycle and is very useful. for
quickly checking or setting the rate.
Particular attention has been paid to
waveform precision, and good sym-
metry is retained over the frequency
range. Unlike many other designs, no
setting up is required.

Circuit
Figure 8 shows the circuit of the LFO.

It is based around IC8, IC9a, TR8, 9, 16
and 17, which form a precision triangle
and square wave generator. IC8 is an
integrator driven by the voltage at the
wiper of RV6, the Rate control.

IC9a is a comparator which reverses
the voltage at the integrator input when
its output reaches thresholds set by
R100 and 101, so the integrator output
ramps up and down between fixed
levels generating a triangle wave.

The method of producing the ramp -
wave is rather unusual. The triangle and
square waves are mixed and half -wave
rectified by IC9b. Since only positive
output values are allowed, the signal is
'cut off' at zero volts when the square
wave is high i.e. when the triangle wave
is falling. The result is a positive going
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half -wave rectified ramp wave, which
gives a complete ramp wave when the
triangle wave (and an offset) is added,
producing a slope during the 'flat' half
cycle and half -cancelling the slope
during the other half.

The sine wave is generated by
D24-27 and associated resistors. Mini-
mum harmonic content of a sine wave
used for control purposes is not as
important as smoothness of the wave-
form - it should have no sharp
changes of gradient and should slow
down gradually towards the peaks.

The 'LEO MAN' output gives the
selected waveform at a level controlled
by the joystick y-axis. RV7 is the joystick
pot, acting as potential divider fed by

+LFO and buffered by IC12b. Since the
joystick needs to move in both direc-
tions, there will be an indeterminate
amount of LEO signal on the wiper of
RV7 when the stick is central. RV8
cancels this signal out by introducing
the same polarity signal to the inverting
input of IC12b. This means that moving
the joystick one way will give an
increasing +LEO signal on the LFO MAN
output, while the other direction will
give -LFO.

The regular and random LEO wave-
forms are step -type functions which
change level abruptly at the beginning
of each cycle and remain fixed until the
next cycle starts. They are produced by
the sample -and -hold circuit around
.C19 and differ in the type of input to the
sample -and -hold (S/H). The random
waveform has the output of the noise
generator as its source, producing a
new random voltage in the range ±2.5V
every cycle. The regular waveform is
more complicated since the source is
periodic - a 20Hz rampwave which is
synchronised to the main LEO. This is
generated by the oscillator around TR6,
7 and C15.

The effect of sampling a constant
frequency rampwave at a regular rate is
to produce complex repeating sequen-
ces of voltages, the sequence length
and type being determined by the
sampling and sampled frequencies.
This is often used to produce note
sequences by modulating a VCO with
the sample -and -hold output, but suf-
fers from the disadvantage that the..
slightest change in sampling frequency
or the frequency of the sampled wave-
form changes the effect. In practice it is
very difficult to get a precisely repeating
sequence, rather than one which has a
repetitive 'theme' that stead i ly.c ha nges
as a part of a truly repeating sequence
with a much longer period. In other
words, the results are often too complex
and uncontrollable to be useful, and
some method is needed to restrict the
S/H waveform to shorter repeating
sequences. The Spectrum is unique in
providing this, and does so by
prematurely resetting the rampwave
oscillator if it is near the end of its cycle
when sampling occurs. Referring back
to the LEO circuit diagram, this is
achieved by C17 and R99 which couple
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Spectrum
pulses from the LEO square wave to
base 1 of TR7, the unijunction transistor
in the rampwave generator. When the
square wave goes low, the reset
threshold of TR7 is effectively reduced
by about 1 volt, so if the voltage on C15
is above +4V at this instant, the ramp
wave is reset early and the sample -and -
hold receives the voltage at the start of
the next ramp cycle, i.e. -10V. The
rampwave generator then runs normal-
ly until the next time it falls above +4V
on a sample, whereupon it is reset and
the sequence is repeated exactly. The
time taken for this to occur depends
upon the frequency ratio, but since the
synchronisation is quite weak, sequen-
ces from very short to quite long are
easily obtained and very long sequen-
ces are terminated when the premature
reset condition arises.

VCOs and Associated
Circuitry

Figure 9 shows the circuit diagram
of the Voltage Controlled Oscillators.
The oscillator control circuitry and the
sections that combine the VCO signals
by frequency modulation and synchro-
nisation are also included.

Each VCO uses the CEM 3340 IC,
which is specifically designed for this
kind of application, allowing a versatile
and precise VCO to be built with great
improvements in cost, component
count and specification over discrete
designs. The CEM 3340 was fully

Figure 8. Low frequency oscillator circuit diagram.
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described by Charles Blakey i n 'IC's for
Electromusic', E&MM March '81, so
except where its usage in this design is
unusual, we shall not discuss it in great
depth here. The internal diagram is
shown in Figure 10. The device is an
exponential VCO with linear FM, sync,
and pulse width control inputs. IC15
and IC16 are the basis of VCO 1 and
VCO 2 respectively, and pin 15 of each
is the exponential control input. This is a
virtual earth summing node so each of
the required signals for VCO pitch

control are routed to this point via a
resistor whose value which determines
the control relationship (the amount of
pitch change for a given voltage
change). With the scale trim presets
correctly set, 100k gives the required
keyboard control relationship of 1V/
Octave.

IC7a inverts the output of the glide
circuit, and applies an offset so that the
middle 'C' of the keyboard generates a
key CV of OV. This simplifies interfacing
with additional equipment. The 'Tune'
pot. (RV5) shifts the pitch up to ± 2
semitones.

The key CV signal is fed to VCO1 and
VCO2 via R162 and R163 respectively,
which are 100k 1% metal film resistors
with a temperature co -efficient of better
than 100ppm/°C. The precision is not
important since the scale is trimmed,
but the low temperature co -efficient is
required to ensure that the control
relationship remains constant with
varying temperature. IC15 and IC16 are
internally compensated for tempera-
ture changes, but stability of external
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control signals is just as important
where it affects control scale.

The VCO CV interface socket
accepts an external voltage from a
device such as a sequencer for addi-
tional precise control of the VCOs. The
voltage is buffered by IC7b and fed to
pin 15 of IC15 by R147, R164 and RV21,
and to pin 15 of IC16 by R148, R165
and RV22. Though 100k 1% resistors

'would give a control scale as precise as
that for the keyboard, the external CV
must match key CV for scale exactly, so
RV21 and RV22 are included. S5, RV15,
S7, and R157-161 perform the Modula-
tion routing for the VCOs.

The controller enables the joystick
or an external device to control either or
both oscillator pitches, pulse width, or
filter cutoff frequency with variable
depth. IC14a amplifies the voltage from
the wiper of RV13, the x-axis joystick
pot. With the controller in/out socket
unused, RV14 controls the amount of
joystick voltage modulating the func-
tion selected by S6.

Each VCO has a range selector
switch which transposes the pitch up or
down over a total range of six octaves.
The voltages forthe different ranges are
provided by the potential divider com-
posed of R133 -R138, RV9-12 and RV19.
The 64' position is connected to OV, and
so adds nothing to the basic pitch for
each VCO set by RV17 and 18. Succes-
sively higher positions of the range
switches S3 and S4 add 2.4 volts per
position. R145 ensures the correct
current/frequency relationship for VCO
1, while VCO 2's control input may be
trimmed by RV20 so that the oscillators
remain exactly in tune during octave
switching.

The synchronisation circuit appears
in the bottom right hand corner of Figure
9. S8b is the pole of the FM & Sync
Function switch that controls this cir-
cuit. When sync is off (in the 'Off' and
'FM' positions) pin 13 of IC17d is held
low blocking the pulse wave from VC01,
the 'master' oscillator. When sync is
selected, the pulse wave is inverted by
the NAND gate and the falling edges are
differentiated to give lOus wide nega-
tive pulses that turn TR15 on. TR16 and
TR17 are FETs that provide a low
resistance path from C34, the integra-
tor capacitor of IC16, to the potential
divider R215, RV29, RV30 when either
gate is allowed to go high. Without sync
selected, the FETs are held off by R212
via D29 and D30. With S8 in the 'Sync I'
or 'FM + Sync I' position, the gate of

VC01
Ramp

2F4

F2 2
ISecond
Harmonic)

F2 F1

IDiscont in Ty I

F1
F2.

F2.321

[Third
Harmon ic I

Figure 11. Sync. II.

Spectrum

TR17 is connected to -15V holding it
off, but on each sync pulse R214 is
allowed to turn on TR16, and C34
discharges to the voltage set by RV30.
With Sync II selected TR16 is held off
and TR17 discharges C34 to the voltage
on the wiper of RV29. Hence, at the end
of each cycle of VCO 1, VCO 2's wave-
form is reset to one of two positions
depending on which type of synchroni-
sation is selected.

The synchronisation control uses
the pulse wave facility of the CEM 3340
to inhibit reset until the rampwave of
VCO2 has passed a certain point in its
cycle. Reference to Figure 10 shows
that the pulse wave is normally derived
from the rampwave by comparing it
with the voltage at pin 5, the pulse width
modulation input. The output at pin 4 is
an open NPN emitter, which is high
while the ramp waveform is below the
PW control voltage. This output is
connected to the junction of R210,
R211 in the base circuit of TR15 so for
the first portion of VCO2's cycle the
TR15 is held off and the sync pulses are
prevented from resetting the cycle.
The proportion of the cycle for which
sync reset is inhibited is determined by
the setting of RV26, the synchronisation
control, which supplies a variable
voltage to the PW control input. With the

F1 F2

5:1

2.5:1

1.5:1

1:1

1:1.5

1:25

1:5

Figure 12. Sync. I.

synchronisation control at 0 (>5V at
pin 5) no sync reset can occur. At 10 (OV
at pin 5) the PW output at pin 4 has no
effect and every sync pulse causes
reset (hard sync).

When using soft synchronis.ation,
the PW output of IC16 turns TR15 off as
soon as the reset takes the ramp
waveform below the voltage on the
wiper of the sync control (the dotted
line). This would cause the new cycle to
begin at some point above OV (or with
Sync II above 2.5V) depending on the
point it was at before the sync pulse.
C38 is included to keep the FET on fora
short time after the reset turns TR15 off,
ensuring that C34 discharges to the
voltage on the potential divider.

The two sub -octave square waves
are NAN D-ed to provide the drive to the
tuning LED. When the waveforms are
out -of -phase, the output is high and the
LED off. Advancing phase difference
due to -slightly different frequencies
produces a pulse wave that varies from
100 to 50% width, displaying the beats
as fluctuating LED brightness. E&MM
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America
Ever since synthesists started synthe-
sising (say that five times fast!) they've
sought new and original ways of

controlling the sound. For aficionados of
various instruments, conjuring up elaborate
electronic sounds with their favourite axe
has been a long-standing dream. And like all
dreams, some come true and some don't.

In the last decade, a lot of attention has
been paid to giving wind instrument players
a chance to plug in. The Lyricon is one of the
best-known electro-wind instruments; it can
be heard on records by Tom Scott, Michal
Urbaniak and many others.

For a lot of listeners, the film Apocalypse
Now and its swelling electronic soundtrack
provided a first exposure to the sound of the
EVI (Electronic Valve Instrument) invented
by Nyle Steiner. Over the last few years,
Steiner tried to market the instrument
himself through his own company. Since
that method proved unsuccessful, he
recently turned to a large company, Music
Technology, Inc., to market his invention. As
a result, we can soon expect wider use and
recognition of the EVI's capabilities.

What is it? Well, basically it's a wind -
controlled synthesiser that gives the player a
great degree of - how can I say it? - wind
sensitivity. In other words, a skilled wind
player, who has learned to shape every
nuance of his music with his breath control,
etc., can use the EVI as a "real instrument"; it
responds in much the same way an acoustic
instrument would.

The synthesiser electronics of the EVI are
housed in a small control box. The instru-
ment itself is shaped along pitch changes
and includes a thumb valve and rotary
octave control.

- I've heard the instrument played several
times by its inventor, not to mention on the
Apocalypse Now soundtrack (on which it
was also played by Steiner himself; he seems
to be one of the only true virtuosos of the
EVI). It provides a warm, stately sound that
should translate well into rock, jazz and
experimental contexts. Now that it's getting
better distribution, we'll probably be hearing
more of it. At least I hope so.

For those of us who are fond of American
guitars, Guild has introduced a new solid
body electric that reflects that company's
high standards of quality. It's the Guild M-80,
and it features a solid maple top, with a
mahogany back, contoured for balance and
playability. The neck is constructed of three
pieces of maple, and it offers 24 reachable
frets and a 24 3/4 -inch scale ebony finger-
board.

Organ-Matic.

92

The M-80 is a dual pick-up model,
boasting Guild's newly designed XR-7 pick-
ups, which, according to the company, have
"an advanced magnetic/electronic design"
that provides "a versatility of sound that
ranges from a raw, wall -shaking power to
soft, gentle whispers". Rather like my
plumbing.

The guitar's hardware includes Guild's
SP -6 quick change tailpiece that allows
strings to be changed in about a minute. Also
featured are fast control speed knobs, an
innovative Guild bridge, and deluxe machine
heads.

For organ enthusiasts, here's a new
breakthrough: the Organ-Matic from Diversi-
fied Keyboard. It's nothing less than an
electronic organ player that operates with
standard piano rolls. I don't know much
about it, except that it can operate both keys
and pedals and is available in various wood
finishes to match nearly any new or old
organ. Contact the company for more
details.

In the field of sound reinforcement, the
hot new item for the month is an impressive
line of mixing consoles from Biamp Systems,
Inc. It's called the 83 Series and is available
in 6, 8, 12 and 16 channel versions. They
replace Biamp's 82 Series mixers, which are
now being discontinued after three strong
years on the market.

The input channels feature trim control,
three bands of EQ, effects/reverb send,
monitor send and pan control, with the
addition of an LED peak indicator for
monitoring channel overload. The LED is an
integrating -type peak detector which be-
comes visible with a +8 dBV signal, indicat-
ing there is 10dB of headroom remaining.
Each channel has a channel patch jack
which is post-EQ and pre -fader.

Guild M-80 guitar.

Tim Schneckloth
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The transformerless, balanced, variable
;ain input stage utilises a differential pair of
iltra-low noise transistors to perform the
iigh gain (52d B) function. The trim attenua-
or is variable from 0 to -42dB and the
:ommon mode rejection is betterthan 50dB
)ut to 80kHz, independent of trim control
setting. Equivalent input noise is a respect-
able -127dBV with a 150 ohm input.

On the effects box front this month, we
-lave the Carrotron C821B1 Pre -Amp, avail-
able from Analog/Digital Associates in wild,
Noolly Berkeley, California. The pre -amp, of
:ourse, is designed to compensate for power
oss when used with high impedance instru-
-nents and microphones. The box features a
'ootswitched low -noise active volume con-
:rol which allows the signal to be boosted up
:o +20dB, while adding much less noise than
Mould occur if the volume on the power
amplifier were turned up. The footswitch is
lot in the signal path; all that is switched is
volume, with no pops or tonal changes. The
unit works on a nine -volt battery.

If you're in the market for new perfor-
mance monitors, you might look into the Bag
End TA -12 from Modular Sound Systems.
These speaker systems are available in floor
wedge or square PA enclosures, and they Carrotron Pre -amp.

4 The 1283 mixing
console from Biamp.

feature high efficiency and a high power
handling capability. Each system includes
an E-12 Bag End 12 -inch loudspeaker and
an ST -350-B Electro-Voice tweeter in a

specially designed crossover network. The
system also employs the Time Alignment
Technique licensed through E.M. Long
Associates, making it the first Time Aligned
performance system on the market. Sug-
gested retail prices range from $395 to
$495, depending on the cabinet.

And finally, if you're restringing your
guitar or bass, you might want to try the new
"Performer" strings from Kaman Musical
String Corp. They're made from what the
company describes as a newly developed
material called "chrome steel". It's a mater-
ial in the stainless steel family and has 8 per
cent more magnetic output than conven-
tional stainless 430, according to Kaman.
The strings are coated with "Ka mflon", a
shiny black Teflon -based coating that gives
the strings a permanent baked -on finish for
more comfortable playing and reduced
finger noise.

Companies and manufacturers mentioned:
Music Technology, Inc., 105 Fifth Ave.,
Garden City Park, NY 11040.
Guild Guitars, Saitmeadows Road, Gates-
head, NE8 3AJ.
Diversified Keyboard, Inc., P.O. Box 193,
Lakeview, OH 43331.
Biamp Systems, Inc., U.K. distributors:
Kitchens, 27/31 Queen Victoria St., Leeds.
Analog/Digital Associates, 2316 Fourth
Street, Berkeley, CA 94710.
Modular Sound Systems, Inc., 22N49
Pepper Road, Barrington, IL 60010.
Kaman Musical String Corp., P.O. Box 837,
Bloomfield, CT 06002.
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MEV

In the February issue of E&MM
on sale at your newsagent from January 11th

* IKE ISAACS
An interview with this widely respected
jazz guitarist, including one of his
compositions for you to play.

* DIGITAL DELAY LINE PROJECT
This studio quality unit gives phasing,
flanging, ADT, chorus, vibrato and echo
(including infinite repeat). Built it yourself
and save hundreds of pounds.

* REVIEWS
Instrument reviews covering the whole
spectrum of electronic music making,
from microphones to amplifiers, and from
guitars and synthesisers to microcomputer
equipment.

* DIGITAL AUDIO
Digital encoding of audio signals is
becoming more and more common;
our article explains the techniques that
are used on the latest digital audio discs.

Plus the final part of the Spectrum synthesiser;
workshops on music theory, electronics, and guitar
along with all the regular features and news you
expect from your information packed E&MM.

ELECTRO-MUSICIANS DIRECTORY
This special directory is a great way of making contact with other electro-musicians and costs less than
any other Classified advertising. The information is presented in condensed form to allow us to insert the
maximum number of entries each month.
To fit the maximum information on a line please use the codes listed: Inst. categories (except M&C) imply
the use of electronics with inst. specified.
Ian Boddy, South Shields, Tyne & Wear,0632 554086, K, A, E,
Rich Wilde, Hull, N. Humberside, 0482 702850, KDV, M, RE, -.
Key Tweedy, Woolwich, SE London, 01-854 4033, K, M, BERG, -.
David Jones, Bangor on Dee, Clwyd, 0978 750762, K, B, E,
Paul Williams, Stevenage, Herts, 0438 50471, K, B, E,
Keith Bottomley, Oldham, Lancs, 061-624 6343, G, B, E,
David Steel, Leeds, Yorks, 0532-673251, KOGE, B, V, -.
Peter Dome, Sheffield, Yorks, 0909 567151, KO, M, V, -.
Frank Warby, Rainham, Essex, 04027 53873, KEGV, M, V, -.
David Hunt, Sheffield, S. Yorks, 0742 307949, K, M, EV, -.
P. Chegwin, Prescot, Merseyside, 430 7312, K, M, ER, -.
Martin Naylor, Wembley, Middx., 01-902 2941, GED, A, E,
John Sands, Middlesborough, Cleveland, 0642 211934, K, M, PEV,
Gary Masters, Acton, London, 01-993 2894, KW, A, V, -.
Chris Varnham, St. Albans, Herts, 0727 55005, KO, M, R,
Peter Musk, Leicester, Leics., 0533 896033, K, B, E,
Marvin Wilson, Leeds, Yorks, 0532 864129, K, B, E,
Eddie F, Dagenham, Essex, 01-595 2409, G, A, REP, -.
Roy McBridge, Forfar, Angus, 030-781 405, G, B, R,
Dave Stobie, Edinburgh, Midlothian, 031 3343944, K, M, V, -.
Robert Mackenzie, Billericay, Essex, 02774 59949, K, B, V, -.
Paul Miller, Portadown, Armagh, N.I., 0762.35525, K, M, V, -.
Clive Allen, Llandudno, Gwynedd, 0492 82930, G, M, B,
Martin Davies, Bridgwater, Somerset, 0278 55060, D, M, V, -.
Mark Woodham, Northampton, Northants, 0604 45622, KOC, A, E, N.
Chris Askwith, Leeds, West Yorks, 0532-682816, G, M, R,
Steve Gould, Halesowne, Westmidlands, 021 5594602, K, B, E,
R. Pearson, Whitechapel, E. London, 01-986 7407, K, B, E,
Colin Potter, York, N. Yorks, 0347 810188, KGEV, M, PE, -.
Andrew Walden, Capel St. Mary, Suffolk, 310439, K, B, E, C.

NAME
TOWN
COUNTY
TELEPHONE

INSTRUMENT
K=KEYBOARDS
O=ORGAN
G=GUITAR
E=ELECTRIC BASS
M=SOUND ENGINEER
D=DRUMS
V=VOCALS
S=STRINGS
W=WOOD

B=BRASS
C=COM POSER

LEVEL
B=BEGINNER
M=AVERAGE
A=ADVANCED

TYPE OF MUSIC
C=CLASSICAL
J=JAll
P=PROGRESSIVE

Bob Coleman, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473 211425, KM, B, CPE, DC.
Gareth Prosser, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473 58647, G, A, PRE, DC.
Kevin Bantoft, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473 213632, E, B, R, N.
Nigel Langford, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473 75118, EG, B, RE, N.
Jim Black, Newcastle, Tyne & Wear, 0632 329418, G, A, RPB, DC.
Andrew Hammond, Maidstone, Kent, 0622 677776, GV, M, EV, C.
Allan Bula, Bexhill, E. Sussex, 0424 210410, K, B, V, N.
Philip Hammond, Maidstone, Kent, 0622 677776, E, M, EV, C.
Neil Cox, Preston, Lancs, 0772 35350, K, B, EV, N.
Andy Pask, Gloucester, Glos, 045282 2770, KMC, MMB, CPE, D.
Nick Broom, Norwich, Norfolk, 0603 712646, KD, B, P, C.
Gareth Hughes, Swansea, West Glamorgan, 0792 464792, GM, M, E, C.
Kendall Wrightson, Hungerford, Berks, 0488 62309, KC, BM, EVPR, C.
Derek Purden, Stalybridge, Cheshire, 061 3037330, D, A, V, N.
Chris Allard, Hampton, Middx, 01-979 5185, KGD, A, JRV, N.
Bill Woods, Westhill, London, 01-341 0130, G, A, JPR, N.
Dennis Clapham, Carew, Dyfed, 06467 453, KGES, A, PREGV, C.
Chris Varnam, St Albans, Herts, 0727 55005, KO, M, PR, N.
B. Kear, Hounslow, Middx, 01-577 3118, GE, A, REG, N.
C. Reeve, E. Putney, London, 01-870 5590, GW, A, V, N.
Bob Stennett, Southfields, London, 01-874 3486, G, A, Y, N.
Neil Johnson, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, 0702 67375, KGB, A, JPR, N.
Dillon Tonkin, Whetstone, London, 01-445 2617, KOG, A, CPRE, N.
Richard Young, Clapham, London, 01-223 2811, KG, A, CJRE, N.
C. White, Edgware, Middx, 01-958 9121, KO, M, RE, N.
Phil Towner, London, 01-673 8781, D, A, V, N.
R. Shore, Bournemouth, Sussex, 0202 521253, KOGE, A, V, C.
Darren Tansley, Colchester, Essex, 0787 227473, KG, M, E, N.
R. Goodall, Sheffield, Yorks, 0742 348372, KO, A, CRE, N.
Peter Makin, Bolton, Lancs, 0942 892193, GM, M, PREY, C.

R=ROCK
E=EXPERIMENTAL
B=BEAT
G=REGGAE
O=ORGAN
V=VARIOUS

ELECTRONICS
D=DESIGNER
C=CONSTRUCTOR
N=NEITHER

Send your information in this format for your directory ad next month
(closing date 20th December).
Cheques made payable to Maplin Publications. £1.00 for 3 insertions.

(Fictitious
example) II

NAME TOWN

BILL JONES SOUTHEND

COUNTY TELEPHONE

ESSEX 0524 61232
STD Code + no

INSTRUMENT LEVEL

K M

MUSIC ELECTRONICS

E C
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CLASSIFIEDS
New rates for 1982: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra. Display:

£10.00 per single cm. column

All advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 20th of month preceding publication.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

ACCESSORIES

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES

Mail Order Services

For all your flight case
fittings, coverings & frets.

Celestion speakers, Emilar
Drivers & P&N Stands.

Send 30p Post Order/or
cheque for illustrated

catalogue to:-

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES

Unit M, Carlton Court
Grainger Road

Southend-on-Sea

BOOKS & CATALOGUES

YOU FIND traditional keyboard daunting to play? Cheer up.
Paul Von Janko designed musically logical keyboard, type-
writer fashion, in 1882. Send £1 for plans of 1982 Roche-
Janko Owertonic_ Post free P. Roche, 71 Elmfield Avenue,
Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8BX.
PARAPHYSICS JOURNAL (Russian translations): Psy-
chotronic Generators, Kirlianography, gravity lasers, tele-
kinesis. Details: s.a.e. 4X9: Paralab, Downton, Wilts.

PLAYING ORGAN
PROFESSIONALLY

(Roy Neal)
How to form your chords.

How to improvise in one best-selling tutor.
Send £3.50 (including postage)

SCEPTRE PUBLISHING,
PO Box 118, Peterborough, PE3 6U7.

Telephone: 0733-233293

HOME ORGANISTS
Teach yourself to play with

THE ORGAN MASTER
by Brenda Hayward (Making Notes)
Two Music Books - Two Theory Books -

Two Chord Charts in a Boxed Pack
£10 + £1 p&p. Send now for Christmas.

Cheque/P.O./B"Card/Access accepted

ORGAN MASTER PUBLICATIONS
Metfield - Harleston - Norfolk - IP20 OLH.

Fressingfield (037986) 370

FOR SALE
ZX81 SOUND (1K). Connect computer mic, socket to your
own amp (hi-fi/cassette etc) then loading this amazing
programme converts your ZX81 into a one octave electronic
organ. Computer stores up to 100 notes as you play, and
replays tunes endlessly at tempo you select. (No hardware
modifications.) Cassette and instructions £1.75 to: Second
Foundation, 22 Bramber, Belgrave, Tamworth, Staffs
B77 2LL.
CLEF ELECTRONIC PIANO 6 octave, piano top model,
hardwood case, £150. - Tel 021-744 1176.
KEYBOARDS etc. for sale; P.E. string ensemble; P.E. mini -
sonic; P.E. 16 -note sequencer, slight attention needed;
transcendent 2000; also effects units - £300 the lot: s.a.e.
Woodward, 64 Roman Way, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.
FARFISA PROFESSIONAL 110 portable electronic organ
plus TR 70 OS combo amplifier (as new). £1,200. - Phone
0602 392855.
MAPLIN 5600S synthesiser, new, tuned, £600; Spectravox
organ, 29 voices, Leslie, auto rhythm, £300. Phone
Bletchley (0908) 368349
SYD'S SYNTHESISER MUSIC - Light classics old and
new, 1 hour's pleasure only £ 1 .99 (inc P&P). Arctic Audio, 7
Holmsdale Close, Westcliff, Essex (tel. 0702 48645).
ROLAND CR78 COMPURHYTHM six months old, list
£ 505 , quick sale £265, no offers. Poole (02013) 2315_
LASERS new and used equipment, 40p for lists. 18 Eldred
Road, Workington, Cumbria.

PUT SOME ZAPP IN YOUR ZX81
Six 1K Games on cassette £2.75 inclusive. M DUNN.

The Pottery, Kingscross, Isle of Arran, Scotland
KA27 6RG

DRUM SYNTHS
Built by the designer of E&MM SYNTOM --
rim fixing, complete and ready to use; 12
months guarantee, only £29.50 (incl p&p(.
Send cheque or PO to:

Petronics, 1 The Kerridges,
New Costessey, Norwich NR5 OSP.

TOUCH SENSITIVE PIANO
Transcendent DPX with many additions: Attack,
Decay, Sustain, Harmonics on eight two-sided PCBs
Also Chorus, Reverb and Key Change; 90%complete
Could complete as original or with additions; com-
ponents cost £600. Loads of 401 6 and digital CMOS
No time left. Accept any reasonable offer (all or part)

John (079430) 411

DRUZYC-TAYLOR SOLID STATE

ANALOG
DELAY/ECHO

with delay, repeat
controls in/out

foot -switch.
Incorporating 2x

SAD 1024 analog
delay lines

providing delays
of up to 300mS.

Complete unit as
shown including batteries.

ONLY £55.00 + f1.00 p&p
SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER!

P.C.B. of above unit, fully assembled,
tested, complete with I/P 0/P jack
sockets and controls.
Supplied with operating instructions for
an unbeatable £39.00 + £1.00 p&p.

DRUZYC-TAYLOR ELECTRONICS
148 Coventry Rd, Warwick CU34 5HL

Tel. (0926) 499300

CLASSIFIED
ADS SELL

)4.

Telephone: HOLLY (0702) 338878/
338015 for further information, or
send advertisement (stating which
category), full name and address,
number of insertions and covering
cheque to "Classified", E&MM.
282 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea,

Essex, SSO 7JG.

MIKE BEECHER'S
CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS

Electronic music for the Festive Season!
C60 Stereo Dolby Cassette £4.00

From Maplin Publications, 282 London Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, SSO 7JG.

RECORDING
FOUR TRACK demos, bands or individuals, £2.50 per hour.
Peter - Atherton (0942) 892193.

STUDIO HIRE
8 track studio including synthesisers, free tea
and a handy musician engineer, f30 per 6 -
hour session. Ideal for composers, synth
players, etc. For full details catch:

Dave on WATFORD 39347

WEALD SOUND RECORDING
LOCATION AND STUDIO RECORDING

1 to 1 Cassette Production Sound
Reinforcement

Collier Street nr. Tonbridge TN12 9RP
Telephone Collier St (089273) 461

QU'APPELLE STUDIOS
LIMITED

8 track sound recording, colour
video recording with edit suite,
titling facilities, variable acoustics.
Session musicians by arrangement.
Audio visual recording £100 per day
including tape, audio recording by
arrangement.
Tel. Newport, Gwent (0633) 412415

SERVICES

KIT BUILDING service. Professional quality; workmanship
guaranteed. Don Erskine, B.Sc. -01-546 3246 (evenings).
LUCASSOUND STUDIOS sound effects, transcribing,
masters, copys, small or large runs; £5 each cassette, large
runs negotiable. State requirements to Mr Lucas, Coppi,
Mont-Cantel, St. Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands.
CASSETTE duplicating from 38p; 1-1 Hi -Speed. Simon
Stable Promotions, 46 West End, Launton, Oxon OX6 ODG.
Tel- 08692 2831

ZERO ZONE
Synthesiser Information Service. Workshops provi-
ded; 4 -track mobile recording and mail order.
Phone 074 987 502 for full details or send large

s.a.e. to:
THE CHAPEL HOUSE, Perch Hill, Westbury -Sub -

Mendip, nr. Wells, Somerset.

MOBILE SOUND MAINTENANCE

 Performance modification rebuilds 
 Emergency 24 hour fault finding 
 New and second-hand equipment

evaluation reports 
 Servicing 

 System checks 

Contact us for bookings now
Telephone: 01-948 1331 (24 hours)

13A Jocelyn Road, Richmond, Surrey
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THE
POWERFET AMPLIFIER

PFA 80
(100W plus
into 8S/)

Elegant Simplicity
Advances in high technology should make life simpler. A

cluttered power amplifier board may well perform superbly,
but its busy elaboration is an indication that its design is
pushing the limit of its component technology.

There are now many first class bipolar power amps on the
market. All of them are complex and consequently expensive.
Any additional improvements in the areas where they are
weak (e.g. H.F. distortion) can only be obtained with yet further
complexity and cost.

Only a new technology can provide the sort of "quantum
lump" in component performance necessary to reduce the
clutter on the board, reduce the cost and make the highest fi
once more affordable.

Powerfets
So far 29 semiconductor manufacturers have invested in this new technology. Clearly powerfets

are something special.
Their enormous power gains -eliminate conventional drive circuitry in power amps, permitting

delightfully simple designs. Their freedom from secondary breakdown and their tendency to
shutdown when thermally overstressed, result in inherently stable and destruction -proof output
stages, not needing protection circuitry. And perhaps best of all, their lack of charge storage make
them fast and responsive, producing amplifiers of wide bandwidth and low distortion even at high
frequencies.

Power Supply
Components available

PFA 120
(150W plus
into 82.
300W INTO 412)

The PFA is perhaps the perfect realisation of the classic powerf et amp design. The superb PCB
allows the use of either one or two pairs of output devices, providing easy expandability for those
starting with the smaller system. (The extra cutput pair of the PFA120 results in lower distortion
and improved efficiency, particularly into low impedance loads)

The components used in the PFA have been chosen with extreme care. The lowest noise input
devices and lowest distortion gain stage devices were selected regardless of cost. 140V powerfets
were chosen against the more usual 120V to give improved safety margins.

Specification
Bandwith
Output Power

R.M.S. into 851
THD

(20Hz-20KHz)
(KHz at rated

output)
SNR
Slew Rate
Gain
Rin
Vs max

Cost
(built)
(kit)

PFA80
10hz -
BOW (Vs=± 50V)

PFA120
100KHz± 1d8
120W (Vs=-± 55V)

*0.008% 1.5, 0 005%

0.004% typ. 0.002% typ

/17.95
f14.95

120dB
>20V/AS
X22
30K

±70V

f 24.85 P/P 75p£21.85

Power Amp PAN 1397
A high quality 20W power amp boardbased on the HAI 397. Easily modified for bridge operation,

providing high powers from low supply voltages.
Specification
Output power RMS

THD
SNR
Input
Cost (Built)

PSU
101

20W into asi. at ± 22V
20W into 4.16 at ± 19V
0.02% at 1KHz 1W to 12W
90dB
100mV into 50K
£5.80 P/P 40p

PAN
1397

PSU 101 Power Supply Board for t or 2 PAN
1397s. Provides ±22V at 3A and .27V with
2 second run-up (for anti -thump circuit on
PAN 1397) (Built) £3.95, P/P 75p

Mains transformer for above 17-0-17v. 50VA fl 95 P/P fl 10p

Pre -amp PAN 20
The design is unique. Equalisation is applied

after a flat gain stage, resulting in one of the
best noise performances available Superb
overload figures are ensured by a front end
incorporating a special gain/attenuator con-
trol (volume control to you!). The inputs are
uncommitted and can be used with any
combination of signal sources in the 1mV to
10V range. RIAA equalisation is provided for
mag PUs and space on the board is available
for different equalisations.

Specification
8W
THD
at rated o/p
SNR

Vs
Output
Cost
(built board
less controls)

20Hz-30KHz ± 1d13
0.003% typ.

85d8 (ref. 5mV RIAA)
105dB (ref. 100mV flat)
± 20V
1V (clips at + 20dB)

£6.75 2 needed for stereo
P/P 40p

THE POWERFET SPECIALISTS

J. W. RIMMER
Mail order only to:

Dept E&MM '1/82, 148 Quarry Street, Liverpool L25 6FIQ.
Telephone: 051-428 2651

Technical enquiries:
367 Green Lanes, London N4 1DY. Tel: 01-800 6667

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Beyer Dynamics 31

Clef Products 43
Comp Shop Ltd 70,71

Electro-Voice 41
E S S 13
ESSP 80

John Hornby Skewes & Co Ltd 78

Don Larking Audio Sales 25
London Rock Shop 1

Micro Musical Ltd 29
Midwich Computers Co Ltd 76
Movements Audio 23

Phonosonics 57
Powertran Electronics 4,5

J.W. Rimmer 96
Roland OBC
Rose -Morris 15

Sharp Electronics IBC
S & R Amplification 57

Tempus Ltd 19
Turnkey 7

Wilmslow Audio 57

Yamaha IFC

BACK ISSUES can be obtained from E&MM
at £1.10 each (inc. postage)

JULY Alphadac 16 Synthesiser
Keyboard Controller * Synwave
effects unit * Car Cassette
PSU * Matinee Pt. 5 * Car
Digital Petrol Gauge * Atari
Music * Duncan Mackay * PPG
Wave 2/Wersi Pianostar reviews
AUGUST PA Signal Processor *
Powercomp * Car Aerial Booster
* Hexadrum * Matinee Pt 6 *
Model Car Race Starter *
Resynator/Casio VL-Tone
reviews * Irmin Schmidt
SEPTEMBER Partylite * Tape -
Slide Synchroniser * Synpac 9V
effectS supply * Noise Gate *
PA Signal Processor * Digital
Keyboard * One -handed Guitar
* Chromascope & Linn Drum
reviews * Kraftwerk revealed
OCTOBER Harmony Generator *
Securigard burglar alarm *
Effects Link Fx-1 * Music at City
University * dbx noise reduction
& Blacet Syn-Bow reviews * Micro
interfacing * Disco equalisation
and metering
NOVEMBER Landscape explored
* Casio MT -30, Roland GR-300
Guitar Synthesiser, Roland
CPE-800 Compu-Editor reviews
* Melody Making on the Apple
* Phasing * Auto swell - Electric
Drummer - Sound booster -
Toneboost projects
DECEMBER Rick Wakeman in
1984 * Orchestral Manoeuvres
in the Dark * Bio Music *
Yamaha CS70M, Vox Custom
Bass & Custom 25, Roland
CR5000 & CR8000, Alpha
Syntauri, Fostex 250 * Synclock
project * Make music with
the ZX81

MARCH Matinee Organ Pt. 1
* Spectrum Synthesiser Pt. 1
* Hi-Fi Sub -Bass Woofer *
Balanced line system * Car
battery monitor * Yamaha SK20
review * BBC Radiophonic
Workshop
APRIL Syntom Drum Synthesiser
* Workshop Power Supply * Car
Ignition Timing Strobe * Direct
Inject Box * Ultravox * Paia
8700 review * Matinee Pt. 2 *
Spectrum Pt. 2
MAY Noise Reduction Unit *
6 Vero Projects * Car Digital Rev
Counter * Lowrey MX -1 review
* Apple Music System * Matinee
Pt. 3 * Spectrum Pt. 3.
JUNE Wordmaker * Guitar Tuner
* Hi-Fi/Group Mosfet amp *
Select -a -Match * Fairlight CMI
review * David Vorhaus *
Matinee Pt. 4

EDITORIAL NOTE: Elka-Orla (U.K.) Ltd tell us that the price of the
X-50, reviewed in the December issue of E&MM, includes the legs
and pedals.
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THE SHARP MZ-80K
HAS GOT ITALL

aHARPSHARPSHARPhi4.,
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARF
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARF
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARF
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP

SHARP°
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARF

Since its introduction the Sharp MZ-80K has proved to be
one of the most successful and versatile microcomputer
systems around. Sharp now have a comprehensive range of
products ready to make the powerful MZ-80K with its
Printer and Disc Drives even more adaptable.

Products include:- Universal Interface Card, Machine
Language and Z-80 Assembler packages, CP/M* plus a
comprehensive range of software.
*Trade mark of Digital Research Ltd.

GET ITALL
AVON
BCG Computer Systems Ltd.,
Bristol, Tel: 0272 425338
Decimal Business M/Cs Ltd.,
BristotTel: 0272 294591
BERKSHIRE
Computer 100,
Bray. Tel: 0628 3 5619
Newbear Computing Store Ltd.,
Newbury. Tel: 0635 30505
BIRMINGHAM
Camden Electronics,
Small Heath. Tel: 021 773 8240
Electronic Business Systems Ltd.,
Birmingham. Tel: 021 384 2513
lax Rest Ltd.,
Birmingham. Tel: 021 328 4555
Newbear Computing Store Ltd.,
Birmingham B26.
Tel: 021 707 7170
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Curry's Microsystems,
High Wycombe.Tel: 0494 40262
Interface Components Ltd.,
Amersharn.Tel: 02403 22307
CAMBRIDGE
The Avery Computing Co Ltd.,
Bar Hill.Tel: 0954 80991
CHESHIRE
Bellard Electronics Ltd.,
Chester Tel: 0244 380123
Charlesworth of Crewe Ltd.,
Crewe.Tel: 0270 56342
Chandos Products,
New Mills. Tel: New Mills 44344
CR Technical Services.
Chester Tel: 0244 317549
Fletcher Worthington Ltd.,
Hale. Tel: 061 928 8928
Newbear Computing Store Ltd.,
Stockport. Tel: 061 491 2290

HERE
Ors Group Ltd.,
Warrington.Tel: 0925 67411
Sumlodc Software,
Warrington.Tel: 0925 574593
CLEVELAND
Hunting Computer Services Ltd.,
Stockton-on-TeesTek 0642 769709
Inters Datalog Ltd..
Stockton-on-Tees.Tel: 0642 781193
DEVON
Plymouth Computers,
Plymouth.Tel: 0752 23042
DURHAM
Neecos (DP) Ltd.,
Darlington. Tel: 0325 69540
ESSEX
Prorole Ltd.,
Westcliff -on-Sea. Tel: 0702 335298
Wilding Office Equipment,
Ilford.Tel: 01 514 1525
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Gloucestershire Shop
Equipment Ltd.,
Gloucester Tel: 0452 36012
The Computer Shack,
Cheltenham. Tel: 0242 584343
HAMPSHIRE
Advanced Business Concepts,
New Milton.Tel: 0425 618181
Xitan Systems Ltd.
Southampton.Tel: 0703 38740
HEREFORD
BMP,
Little Dewchurch.Tel: 021643 3832

HUMBERSIDE
Commercial Systems Ltd.,
Hull 0482 20500
Silicon Chip Centre,
Gnmsby. Tel: 0472 45353
KENT
Technolink Europa Ltd.,
Tunbridge Wells Tel: 0892 32116
Video Services (Bromley) Ltd.,
Bromley Tel: 01460 8833
LANCASHIRE
Nelson Computer Services,
Rawtenstall.Tel: 0706 229125
Sumita Electronics Ltd.,
Preston. Tel: 0772 51686
The Micro Chip Shop,
BlackpoolTel: 0253 403122
LEICESTERSHIRE
Gilbert Computers,
Lubenharn.Tel: 085865894
G.W. Cowling Ltd.,
Leicester. Tel: 0533 553232
Leicester Computing Centre,
Leicester. Tel: 0533 556268
Mays Hi-FI,
Leicester. Tel: 0533 22212
LINCOLNSHIRE
Howes Elect & Autom. Servs.,
Lincoln. Tel: 0522'32379
Z.R. Business Consultants,
Lincoln.Tel: 0522 31621
LONDON
Bridgewater Accounting,
Whetstone.Tel: 01 4460320
Butel-Comco Ltd.,
Hendon.Tel: 01 202 0262
Central Calculators Ltd.,
London EC2.Tel: 01 729 5588
Deans,
London W8.Tel: 01937 7896

STOP PRESS... NOW AVAILABLE

BASIC COMPILER

PASCAL (CASSETTE BASED)

DOUBLE PRECISION DISC BASIC

You'll find all the help and advice you need about the MZ-80K at your
Specialist Sharp Dealer in the list below.

If there is no dealer in your area, or if you require any further
information write to:- Computer Division,Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
Sharp House, Thorp Road,Newton Heath, Manchester M10 98E.

SHARP
-A4tame

Digital Design and Development,
London W1. Tel: 01 387 7388
Euro-Calc Ltd.,
London EC2.Tel: 01 729 4555
Lion Computing Shops Ltd.,
London W1. Tel: 01637 1601
Scope Ltd.,
London EC2.Tel: 01 729 3035
Sumlock Bondain Ltd.,
London ECT Tel: 01 253 2447
MANCHESTER
The Byte Shop,
Manchester M1. Tel: 061 2364737
Sumlock Electronic Services Ltd.,
Manchester'&13.Tel: 061 834 42 33
MERSEYSIDE
Microdigital Ltd.,
LiverpootTel: 051 227 2535
NORFOLK
Sumlock Bondain (East Anglia)
Norwich Tel: 0603 26259
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Computer Supermarket,
Corby. Tel: 05366 62571
NORTHERN IRELAND
Bromac (UK),
Co. Antrim. Tel: 023831 3394
O & M Systems,
Belfast.Tel: 0232 49440
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Mansfield Business M/C Ltd.,
Mansfield. Tel: 0623 26610
OXFORDSHIRE
Oxford Computer Centre,
Oxford.Tel: 0865 45172
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
O'Connor Computers Ltd.,
Galway. Tel: 0009 61173
Sharotext,
Dublin 2.Tel: ow 764511
Tommorrows World Ltd.,
Dublin 2.Tel: 0001 776861

SALOP
Computer Corner.
Shrewsbury. Tel: 0743 59788
SCOTLAND
A & G Knight,
Aberdeen.Tel: 0224 630526
Business and Electronics M/Cs,
Edinburgh. Tel: 031 226 5454.
Esco Computing Ltd.,
Glasgow Tel: 041 2041811
Micro Centre,
Edinburgh. Tel: 031 556 7354
Micro Change,
Glasgow Tel: 041 554 1462
Microforth,
Dunfermline.Tel: 0383 34954
Moray Instruments Ltd.,
Elgin.Tel: 0343 3747
Pointer Business Equipment Ltd.,
Glasgow Tel: 041 332 3621
SOMERSET
Norset Office Supplies Ltd.,
Cheddar. Tel 0934 742184
STAFFORDSHIRE
W.B. Computer Services,
Cannock. Tel: 0543 75555
SUFFOLK

Microtek Co. Ltd.,
Ipswich.Tel: 0473 50152
SURREY
3D Computers,
Surbiton.Tel: 01 337 4317
Microlines Ltd.,
Kingston.Tel: 01 546 9944
Petaled,
Woking.Tel: 04862 69032
R.M.B. Ltd.,
Croydon.Tel: 01 6841134
Saradan Electronic Services,
Wallington. Tel: 01 669 9483

SUSSEX
Crown Business Centre,
Eastbourne. Tel: 0323 639983
Gamer,
Brighton. Tel: 0273 698424
M & H Office Equipment
Brighton.Tet 0273 697231
WALES
Li mrose Electronics Ltd.,
Wrexham.Tel: 097 883 5555
Morriston Computer Centre,
Swansea. Tel 0792 795817
Sigma Systems Ltd.,
Cardiff Tel: 0222 21515
WARWICKSHIRE
Business & Leisure
Microcomputers,
Kenilworth. Tel: 0926 512127
WILTSHIRE
Everyman Computers,
Westbury. Tel 0373 823764
YORKSHIRE
Bits & PC.'s
Wetherby. Tel: 0937 63744
Datron Micro -Centre Ltd.,
Sheffield.Tel: 0742 585490
Huddersfield Computer Centre,
Huddersfield.Tek 0484 20774
Omega,
Leeds.Tel: 0532 704499
Ram Computer Services Ltd.,
Bradford.Tel: 0274 391166
Superior Systems Ltd.,
Sheffield.Tel: 0742 755005

Also at selected Lasky's and Wildings Office Equipment Branches.



0 Everybody's
playing it!

Please send me full details on
all Yamaha instruments.

CRAFTSMANSHIP 81
Classical Guitars * Folk Guitars * Electric Guitars * Semi -Acoustic

Name: and Acoustic Electric Guitars * Bass Guitars * Electric Grand
Address: Pianos * Electronic Pianos * Symphonic Ensemble Keyboards

Monophonic and Duophonic Synthesisers * Combo Amplifiers
Mixing Desks * Powered Mixing Desks * Power Amplifiers

Tel: Graphics * Delays * Speaker Systems * Frequency DividingL E&MM 1 82 Networks * Recorders * Drum kits and drum accessories.
Kemble/Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks. Tel: 0908 71771.


